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THRRADH,
size, thoroughly inspected, and
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ed to give entire satisfaction.
Kinsley Iron & Machine Co., Canton, Ms
October 2. cod3in

GREAT DISCOVERY:

HYDRO-CARBON BURNER.
machine burns water with any Petroleum
Oil. It can be adjusted to run the largest steam
engine, to bake a biscuit, ur to boil a tea-kettle. It
can be kindle I or extinguished in an
in-taut, without loss ot fuel. May be seen at

Ift, 66 Federal Street, Portland, flnine.
jy Town and County Rights for sale.
IVAST£D!

To (Soldier** of 1801.

d2w

Hill’s Pile

Ointment

being used with greatpucceep. Entirely vegetable. No cure, no pay. Sold by all Druggists.
Price 25 cent* per box.

IS

O. A.MILL,
no\

15-eod3m

Having purchased the interests and secured all the
facilities of the two firms now combined, we .are able
to carry the largest lines in every department of
insurance in
FIRST CLASS COMPANIES,
and at

satisfactory

rates.
JOHN DOW,
J. H. COFFIN,

Portland, July t, 1S67.
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Show Cases and Office
Furniture,
Of Every Description,
the be.-t material and by EXPEUIENCED

on

FROST,

Dec.

2.1867. dim

can be and
$re charged to the consumers. Our shipowners have no such
advantage. Their rates of
freight are determined for them by the expenses of foreign owners. If British owners
are able to live by lower
freights than American vessels can afford to take, then wherever
the shipping of the two nations comes into
competion the Americans go to the wall. Already our shipping nas fallen off one half;

it this state of

XJEL

Down Go the Prices!
--

THE PEOPLE DEMAND IT!
--

Look at the RETAIL Prices.

Candy

at

Candy
Candy

at 40 cents per
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at 50

ponnd.
pound.
pound.

per

cents per

lOOO

Boxes!

OF PURE SUGAR

Steam

Refined

MIXED

Julyl3dtt

E.

candies:

COBB,

FORTES, Melodeons, Organs, Guitars,
Violins. Banjos, Flutinas, Music Boxes, ConPIANO
Accord

certinas,
eons, Tamborines, Flutes, Flageolets, Picalon, Clarionets, Violin Bows, Music Stools,
Music Stands, Drums, Files, Sheet Music, Music
Books, Violin and Guitar Strings, Stereoscopes and
Views, Umbrellas, Canes, Clocks, Bird Cages, Looking Glasses, Albums, Stationery, Pens, Ink, Rocking
Hcrsei .Pictures and Frames. Fancy Baskets, Children’s Carriages and a great variety of other articles.
Old Pianos Taken in Exchange for New.
to

April 6—11
H REDDY,

EACH BOX CONTAINING

ONE

POUND !
-AND-

PUT

UP

EXPRESSLY

FOB

CHRISTMAS
—AND—

NEW

VINK'S

MERCHANT TAILOR,
AND

DEALER IN

GENTS*

FURNISHING GOODS,
STREET.
finest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASS1MEKES, &c., that can be found in
Portland. These goods have becu selected witli great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable trade,
and at prices that cannot fail to idea.se, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satistaction guaranteed.
A call is respect fully solicited. Thankful to friends
for past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance of
No. 107 FEDERAL
We have in store one ot the

same.

REDDY, Proprietor.

M. H.

PRESENTS!
Only 50 cents per Box.
In

Every

Third Box

There will be placed

*

Which ol’

This bond is protected by an ample sinking lund.
and is a choice security lor those seeking a sate and

remunerative investment.

GIVE

of SEVEN-THIRTIES
gain nothing by delaying

conversion.
Holder* of5 TO'nor I NUT, will find a Inrge
profit in exchanging for other l*overuincut Hondo.
September 20, dtf
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Candles!

Every

2 hird Rox

We gcababtee to jack

QUARTER OF
One Pound in
Only

Brick®.
pale at a bargain
•i
non BltlCKS For
JLtJFor
ieulais
or

enquire of
par
SAWYER & VARNEY,
ii2 Commercial St.
of Vital Ca*Fant,at the kiln on Portland St.

November 1.

dtf

J(J*T OPENeda STORE
branch of the

Great

American

ot New York

city,

at 21

Tea

Company,

a

A DOLLAR.

NOTICE.

Attorneys.

FO RnaLe.

EIGHT"llORSE

ONE

the Piano Forte

Ry MISS A. II. DURGIX.
EF“Ioqnile at 28 High st.
dc25eodlm»
TIN TYPE8,
TIVESITy.FlVB CENTS FED DOZEN
At A. S. DAVIS’
Photograph Galleries, No. 27
arket Square, opposite Preble Slnet.
iyOtt

POWER

Portable Engine.
«

W. H. PHI CLIPS.
loot ol Park St.

Commercial St.,
Portland, Aug 29,-dt
0

FIFTY CTS. Per Box !

25
Packed in
Don’t

Cents

Every

Forget

Third Box.

the Place 1

ALLEN’S

The Great American Te Company, of New York
have opened a branch s’ore
Tea and Collee,
guaranteed to suit, or money refunded on return o
good**
dec-dim

Me.

Every

Box!

Free Street, Portland.

I will sell on lavoraole terras as to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streutF. and on
Franklin street, including ibccorner ol Franklin and
Fore street*. Apply to\VM. HILLIARD, Bangor
11 H 6i REED
or
Pori land. Iy12ll

FRUIT STORE
No. 11 Exchange Street.
19-dtjyl
Dec

JUR. JOHNSON'S

Sea

Foam

Dentifrice

I

Preparation is recommended by eminent
THIS
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists,
being

cond to

as

none

in use,

for

cleansing, polishing

se-

and

preserving the teeth hardening the gum*, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in ihct.it cannot be excelled.
It acts not only as a powder, but as
Fop Sale.
..
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains n » injuriExcellent Saddle Horse, belonging to tho esous grit or acid.
tills of the late Dr. Hnnklns
Try it. For sale by ail druggist*
Inquire ot P. R.
M.
D
New
nail,
JOHNSON, Deatiit.
City Building.
dclldtf
I
October 30. -

A*;

a as

to Great Britain

ship between us are strengthened by new
threads, ami the possibility* of such a separation as Democratic politicians were
accustomed to talk about a tew years
ago, grows less

and less,

the quarrel of the American colo-

nies was never with the
people whom
had left behind, but with a

continues we shall soon

by removing the restrictions on the registry of
toielgn-buiit vessels, so that American owners may buy in the cheapest market.
This is
plausible, but fallacious. Tbe result would
be that our shipowners would buy the
product of the untaxed shipyards of the Provinces, while our own yards would be deseited. The taxes on
shipbuilding would be
sacrificed by the government, and the industry itself would be sacrificed with them. But
if the taxes are to be remitted,
why not keep
the industry ? Why not give our own
shipbuilders the chance to build their vessels unGive them that opportunity, and
they will neither need nor ask any piotection
against foreign builders.
in

iTlcx

co.

A-letter from the city of Mexico, dated
Nov. 20th, gives a clearer account of affairs
in that country than has
previously appeared.
The writer says:
The statistics of the late elections not be-

ing manifest, we must for the present be content with their bare results, so lar as we know
Citizen

Juarez, should

he

serve

through the term for which lie has been reelected, will have been president of Mexico

lor fourteen years, or more than three terms
There is no parallel to this official
longevity
in the United States. Of
course, during the
greater part of this period Mexico has been
involved in civil war—her Constitution therefore, for the most part inoperative, anil her
legitimate Government not at every moment

uppermost.

But

as

it has been said

that

Mexico has had a President for
every day of
the year—a statement rather too gross tor
even the purpose of satire—this late
prool of
Mexican constancy ought to have due weight
in Northern minds. You have heard that
some illegalities occurred in the elections—a
matter which occasioned no surprise
among
those tamiliar with the chronic
sufferings of

the ratio ot the number of tribes combined in
its composition. “Time's noblest
empire is its
last,” because of the greater variety ol human
tribes coni].using it, and Westward the star
ot empire takes its way,” in order that the
great problem may be wrought out.
It was in observance ot this law that the
“silted wheat ol three kingdoms” was moved
two and a half centuries ago from the old to
the new world,and was planted on the
stingy
soil of Plymouth Kock. Ostensibly to escape persecution, and find “freedom to worship God, it was really to further the Divine
plans. The Mayflower Pilgrims and their
coadjutors “builded better than they knew.”
They thought they came to prepare homes
lor themselves, but they were led
by a Hand
that directed them as agents in
accomplishvast
destinies.
ing
Pausing awhile in sterile
New England—the temporary nuisery ol the
new growth—in due time the boundless West
was opened and a realm
prepared to receive
from all the springs
and fountains
of
humanity', a vast reservoir in which is the
greatest of all the human tribes, that here
might be the mightiest ot earth’s empires—
mightiest not only in .population and material greatness, but in all that ennobles man.
n e who celebrate this
day claim that the
men who landed on the shores of New
England in ltigo, brought with them some of the
noblest elements of human greatness. Faults

they had, indeed, but only as spots on their
suutike brightness.
Ttiey were brave, and
true, and sincere, and self-sacrificing, worthy
associates ot Milton, Hampden, and
Sidney,
worthy sires ot Warren, and Hancock and
Adams. They were men in the
presence
ot
whom praise seems
faint, and eulo-

Borne on the great
gy
wave
of migration, then
beginning to move
towards the new world,
they carried in their
hearts the principles of a civilization greater
than ever the world had known, the
early
developments of which are confided to us.
1 hose principles have not
survived
two
only
hundred and titty years, but have gathered
new power with each new
generation. They

feeble..

were never so

mighty in law, education, re
hgion and life as now. The errors they had
were transient, however dear to
them, and

to

some

principles

of their descendants.
arc asserting and will

The

true

ultimately

to propose reforms directly to the
people, instead of to Congress, with a view ot restoring
and perfecting the Constitution.
His opponents that as war had ceased the Constitution was active and that a
Congress must be
elected before the President c. uld
propose
amendments to it, as in duty bound.
The

amendments in question were good
enough:
first, the institution of a Senate, as
in the United States North; second, the veto
power, ol which the President is greatly in
need; third, the re-enfranchisement of the
clergy, there being^io earthly reason whv
they should not vote. There was some prejudice against the last, but the amendments
failed chiefly through
informality. Their
proposal by the President was not regarded
as a modest step, inasmuch as the Constitu-

tion had naturally come to the foreground at
the conclusion ot the war, and it was therefore the duty of its official servant to
step
aside as
politely as possible. Much may be
said on both sides.
President Juarez has
committel no wrong, and his amendments
will hold good for another day. The Mexican people have, as it appeirs, discriminated

with some nicety betweeu the President and
his measures. These have been compared to

Missouri paper we find the following
Pat Kelly. -‘I will bet 811500 that
within a circuit of thirty miles from Cairo, I
can kill more water-fowl than any other man
in the United States—not excluding
the
States unreconstructed; or, I will bet|81000
that James Garland and I can kill more water fowl within ten days in the same scope of
country, than any other two men in the Unia

challenge by

ted States.”
—Three young New Yorkers went to thj
Adirondacks deer hunting, and returned each
with a dear.
—The Colnmbus (Miss.) I ndex says that the
negroes a year ago had to be labored with, in
order to induce them to work.
Now.it says,

‘•they are asking for imployment in numbers',
displaying unusual uneasiness in the matter.
They begin to open their leaden eyes to the
truths that these pinching times grew greatly
of their

own idleness and neglect
oi the
realize now more than ever that
their happiness and comfortable living depend
on their steadiness and industry; and
they

out

fields; they

arc determined to turn
next year.”

over a new

leaf for the

—Breech-loaders have now become an absolute necessity of war. Recognizing this tact,
the Czar has sanctioned the manufacture of
these weapons for the Russian army, and all
the gun fa tories, Government and private,
are busily employed in turning out supplies
of the new arm.
—The New

Bedford (Mass.) Gazette says
have been removed from the
earth at Turner’s Mills, Franklin conuty, some
twenty feet below the surface, on which are
distinctly to be seen the prints of a toot resembling that of a wolf, though larger than
that made by a horse. Prints of small fishes

specimens of rock

also found, with th* eyes, fins, scales, etc.,
all perfectly visible.
—A carpenter named Fresnau, attired in his

are

working dress and wearing his apron, appeared before the Paris Tribunal of Correctional
mortality.
Yen* rating all that was venerable in their Polico, ou a charge of singing the Marseillaise
character, honoring all that was honorable in aloud ou the Boulevaids, and crying out:
them, we are assembled here to night. We
Vive la Republique!”
The accused said
have a country
peopled by such an ancestry. that he had been dtinking at the
time, and
as

no other nation ever
had, and with such
traditions as two centuries and a half never
before yielded to any people. The mind that
undertakes to dwelt on the thsme is overwhelmed. As we think of our country and

our ancestry we
pause and say, ‘‘Come, then
expressive silence, muse their praise.”
Ladies and gentlemen of the New EngMexico, and herdesperate recuperative efforts
land Society, welcome to the festival of this
at the end of a long civil war.
Mexico,
hour. Obeying the power that
alter
of
many
impelled our
years
trouble,
can,
scarcely show that law-abiding forbearance to ancestors to New England, you have continued the journey a little lurther. And as
which the North so readily returns alter four
you
remember the political and
years of conflict. Undoubtedly, however, Jureligious freedom
arez is elected, and the
country acquiesces in they brought to these shores, and have transmitted to us, their haroic lives and all
that choice. A full majority ot the Governors
they
let the heart expand toward them in
favor him. His competitor, Gen.
Diaz, is were,
well satisfied with the result, not
having been grateful remembrance, and through them to
particularly ambitious ot any other. Cou- that Being in whose hands they were the
as
thus
far
gress,
caucussed, registers 70 on fruitful agents. May their memory be more
on the side of the Government and about 33
precious than now on the thousandth and ten
against it, the opposition being mail ly a pa- thousandth anniversary of that December
when their feet were first wet with the
triotic and liberal one. The Church
party is day
engaged in burying its dead, and can no long- freezing spray tliat dashed on the wintry
strand of Plymouth!
er be counted in.
As you have been
advised, Congress was to
have met nearly a week ago, but the condiChoate as Buzfuz.—The correspondent
tion of the roads made it impossible to collect
of a paper in Western
Massachusetts, who
a quorum at that, time.
Since then Congress
has been to hear Dickens
read, is pleased with
has been examining credentials and
pre-ar- all the author’s
impersonations except tiiatof
ranging itself according to law wilh a view to
its lormal opening by the President on the
Buzfuz, the advocate in the case of Bardell
first of next month. There will ba three
rs. Pickwick.
He ha3 only a qualified admirparties or shades of opinion in Congress. First
ation for the manner in which the celebrated
those who firmly support the
President,’
prominent among whom are several members speech is rendered, for the following reasois:
of the Cabinet, Balcazar,
I have been so used to
Iglesias, the Presithinking how our
dent's son-in-law and private
secretary, San- great pleader Choate would have deliveied
ta-Celia, beside Gen. Alexander Garcia, Gtn. Buzluz s sp ech for Mrs. Bardeli, tnat tlie
Baranda, and some others equally well English Buzluz disappointed me a little.
known; second, a small band of Moderates, Choate used to make just such speeches. I
led by Montes, willing to support the Presidon't think he would have resorted to the ardent and to restrain him; third, the
Opposi- tifice ot pretending not to see the defendant,
tion proper, with such leaders as Mata, Guzlooking through hut not at him, when proman, Zamarcone, and Benitez. Gen. Mata,
ceeding to denounce his revolting heartlessformerly Minister to Washington, illustrates ncss and systematic villainy,” but everybody
the reticence of Mexican
statesmnnship, and who heard him in his great cases, heard him
is an intellectual and positive opponent.— follow precisely the line of argument wtiich
Guzman was the Governor who refused bis
Mrs. Bardell's counsel indulged in. Take the
official sanction to the
Convocatoria, and was opening compliment to tlie jury. Choate
deposed therefore. Zamarcone is, perhaps, used to sprinkle these compliments all through
the ablest and most influential of all the
X put it to you, Mr. Foreman,
jour- his speech.
nalists of the opposition. Benites
managed (he used to say) with your long and pecuthe independent finances of Gen. Diaz’s
liar
experience,” with a queer emphasis
army
in such a way that at the end of the war it
on “peculiar;-’ and he would contrive
to
turned over $100,000 to the Government—a
puff or conciliate half the other jurymen, as
piece of financiering strange to Mexico
individuals, before he cot through with his
Were Diaz President, it is not unlikely that plea. Just bear in mind the way he used to
talent and lavor would
equally fit Benites emphasize some of the small words, “or," for
for a place in bis Cabinet. Ot the organizainstance, and tiiiuk of the jerk which he used
tion
of Congress I can predict
nothing. to give to his head and shoulders just before
Zarco of the 6'b/io, and the ablest edilie closed a sentence, and then
imagine how
torial champion ot Juarez, is in
he would have uttered this, which was unforpoor health.
Ezekiel Montes is a man of venerable
omitted
by Mr. Dickens in his
aspect tunately
and admitted capacity. Both he and Zarco
reading: “let me tell him, gentlemen,that any
are talked of tor the Cabinet.
of
dissent
or
gestures
disapprobation in which
I he opposition now takes its stand on the
he may indulge in this court will not go

deieat of the Convoeatoria, <»ud under the
banner ol Gen. Diaz's nomination.
It may
be well to restate that the teim Couvocatoria
covers certain
constitutional amendments,
where n the President claimed the
light of
and
initiative,
accordingly convoked the peoto
ple pass upon them by the election of a Congress favorable or unfavorable thereto. The
friends of the President argued that as Congress had endowed him with“ample faculties,”
or almost absolute
power, and as the constitution has beer abeyance, that he had a right

VuriotieK.

—In

vindicate their divine excellence in their im-

—

7.30’s

Very Favorable Terms.

AWAY I

PURE

Anil in

July

Converted into New 5.20’s,
On

course we

SALE

5-20’s of 1864, 1865 and 1867 !

June and

things

taxed?

GIVM AWAY.

NEAR HEAD OF GREEN STREET.

C.

Instruction

best selections.

MONEY

City,

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
WOKKMEN. at
II. IiLAKE’8,
sept 1Ed It_No. 10 Cross St., Portland,

B.

the

NO. 333 13 CONGRESS STREET.

Portland,

JVo. 355 Congress Street,

Portland, Maine.

Medical .Notice.
G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote
special at
teution to Disea es ot the Eye No. 3011 Congress Si

Made trom

secure

FRANK W. LJBBY.

Proprietor,

utiire hours trom 11 A. M. to 1
May 18. tt

Call early and

Holders

the best bargains.

No fJBCIapp’ft Block, Congress St.
December 21.

ot

SCHOOL. BONUS.

CYRUS K. BABB,

^

it desired.

STATE OF MAINE BONDS,
CITY OF POliTI.ANO BONDS,
CITY <>F ST. COCIs BONDS.
CITY OF CHICAGO 7 PEB CENT.

OUT!

Goods Regardless of Cost l
secure

CUT AND MADE TO ORDER!

street,

this year shall sell

and

Discount from Cost!

BANKERS & BROKERS, A QUARTER OF A DOLL AR,
NO. 15 exchange;

Lowest Market Hates,

BPCall early

Large

a

SWAN & BARRETT,

We always sell at the

and

Sold at

Ocean Insurance Company’s Block.

janOdtf

GOODSI

CLOSED

BE

that will be

England

the Great West is to the Atlantic
States. The
population of the Western States is bone of
our bone.
Every year yle yea o(- re]ayon.

Responsibility fob Ckime.—Tlie distinguished Ur. Isaac Ray, late Superintendent o(
the Butler Asylum for the Insane at Providence, R. I., furnish.3 for the American Journal of Insanity, lor October, an article on the
legal responsibility of epileptics, which ought
to he widely read and pondered. This article
was suggested by the late execution, iu Pennsylvania, of George W. Winnemore for the
murder of Dorcas Magilton. The prisoner
was tried without having a fair chance to arrange his defence, but it did apjiear in the
course of tlie proceedings that in childhood he
had been subject to epileptic fits. Evidence
of similar attacks subsequent to that period

they
government as
distinct from the British people as from the was not received till alter the trial. It was
Americans. No ingenuity of demagogues proved, however, that he was a firm believer
in s liritualism, and that lie was subject to
can ever foment such a
quarrel between the
people of the West and ol the East in these the most extraoi dinary vagaries which often
States. We have just received an account of put his mother and sister in bodily fear.
These things were not regarded as affecting
the filth annual festival ol the New
England
thinks so, but we are rather grieved to be
Ids responsibility tor the act Which was
of Dubuque, in Iowa. More than titSociety
told in the same breath “that the
advocacy of ty couples sat .'.own to a
brought home to him by very slender eviat
the
Jnlien
supper
them is in this instance weakened by the deand
their
pleasant recollections ofhome dence, and he was executed notwithstanding
sire to separate shipping from all other inter- House,
the petition in his behalf addressed to Gov.
found expression in speeches which doubtless
ests and to claim tor it
special consideration.” sounded better than
but
which are Geary by Dr. Kay and two other eminent
they read,
We had supposed that the business of a
ship- not altogether uninstruclive
physicians, who had given especial attention
We
reading.
owners and
shipbuilders’ convention was copy from ttie
Times the remarks of to the subject of abnormal conditions of mind
Dubuque
simply to set forth clearly and unmistakably Bcv. J. W.
Hanson, President of the Society, as affectiug the question of responsibility for
the disabilities and injuries inflicted
upon
who will be remembered as a Maine
crime. In regard to the religious belief ot
man,
their special industry by the
present system formerly of Gardiner in Kennebec
Winnemore Dr. Kay makes the following
countv:
of taxation. We had
supposed that the woolthe moving things of this planet, very sensible suggestions;
Among
eu and cotton manufacturers were
ready and the most restless, perhaps of all, is man—ever
Spiritualism in an; shape Is a matter of
willing to present their special grievances, as active, body, soul and spirit, in the sphere he temperament
rather than a deduction ot evias an individual.
Lie
is
well as the
no
fills,
less
so as a
dence and reason; but I do not mean to conwoolgrowers, the whiskey trade, race.
is
a
Emigration
divinely planted im- vey the idea that, the facts of spiritualism are
and the iron miners. We had
regarded it as pulse in his soul, to which
he has ever reentirely the creation of fancy or fraud.
the duty of these several interests to
repre- sponded at the appointed time; and the earth Many of them are
susceptible of proof, and
sent their several needs and desires to Conis dinted all over by the tracks of mankind
are a.tested by evidence that places them begress, and the duty of Congress to shape a from east to west. For with rare exceptions, yond a reasonable doubt. They indicate the
so tar as is
all
general system of legislation to suit their toward the known, sun. the loot-prints point existence ot agencies, certainly that have
The Celt that first
setting
common needs.
The Times says very truly peopled Western Europe, the Arabian clans, not yet been admitted into the philosophy of
the schools. It is to be regretted that the
that cumulative taxation is not peculiar to the German tribes, all point to the east as'
prevalent
tendency is to ignore them entiretheir
and
in
later times following the
origin,
the case of shipbuilding; that all raw mately, rather than to make them a subject of
same instinct, they have continued their travscientific investigation. It is surprising that
rials used in industrial pursuits should be adels in the same direction. From east to west
physicians, especially, with such well recogmitted tree of duty; and that the remedy for is the great lawofhuiuan
migratio.i. Whatev- nized affections before them as catalepsy,
double taxation on materials imported from er other causes may have been immediate, this somnambulism, ccstacies and double
conthe Provinces is a return to reciprocity. This was ultimate. The wate.-towl no more natur- sciousness, should jump to the conclusion
flies north or south at the appointed sea- that all
ally
thp facts of spiritualism and animal
is all very true, and so is the Newtonian docson than man follows the sun in his race
are utterly anomalous and impostrine of gravitation, but the Bath convention round the globe. In what remote era ol the magnetism
sible.
had nothing to do with either. The business fathomless past this process began—in what
Judicial murders have of late been alarmof the convention was special, to exhibit the far more distant period in the future it will
end, it ever, we do not know. But studying ingly frequent. We called attention a lew
working of the revenue system as It aflects the law in its phenomena we conclude that
days since to a case which recently occurred
shipbuilding. So far' as the system aflects God has given children this instinct, that thus in St.
Louis, where a person was executed
the
various
tribes
other industries in the same way, the moveby mingling, may always
a nobler ty pe of
humanity and civil- whose leebleness of intellect should have
ment of the shipbuilders is really co-operative, produce
ization. While each race may have been able
shielded him from suffering the extreme penthough of course they ask simply relief for to carry forward a single idea or laet of civilialty of the law. The case of the idiotic wothemselves.
zation, to a certain poiut, it has needed the man who was
executed in New Jer ey a few
of other elements, before further
impression
In some respects, however, the
carrying
was possible.
The Hebrew race months ago was a still greater outrage, but
trade is entitled to special consideration. Our progress
came from such a
commingling, so did the New Jersey, being a foreign State, ruled by a
woolen and cotton manufacturers
supply only Greek and Latin, so did the modern Gothic, railroad
corporation, is not expected to conthe home market. They are protected to a Sclavonic, Anglc-saion and American, Each
form to the usages of civilized communities.
new
combination
is
a
so
that
the
certain extent against foreign
step onward,
competition. advancement aud
utility of a nation is ever in
The taxes on their raw materials

have nothing left hut our coasting trade.
The Times proposes to meet this difficulty

EXCHANGE STREET,

OFFER FOR

Many

P>

name

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,
and taken the office recently occupied by Messrs.
Foye, Coffin & Swan,

Cyrus K. Babb’s.

WINTER

Ladies’ Cloak Goods !

_

the

-AT-

AXLES!

MAWUFACTURFD

uniform in

SALE

OF

GOODS!

CHAIN. W. WINGATE,
117 and 119 Middle St., cor.
Temple.

|

dtf

AND

FANCY

Pm

FIRM.

t3F“Pianos and Melodeons tuned and

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

ja 16

Watches, Jewelry, Silver Ware,

STAR

!

Oomer of Brown and Ooncrross Streets,

CHAS. W. WINGATE.

dcclOif

L

H.

Has

No. 174 Middle Street opp. V. N. Hoiel.
Ladle, and gentlemen ol Portland and vicinity,
call in, and you .bull be suited in
quality aud price.
J. M. PECK.
Copying neatly done.
December 2d. d4w

—

A.

CLIFFORD,
Counsellor
at
Law,
W.

Ferreotypes and Tin-Types
be

V

hand a large stock 0/

on

shipowners and shipbuilders at Bath the other
day, and is satisfied
that there is some ground tor
complaint in
the present condition of our shipyards and the
decline of our carrying trade. The Times
goes even farther, and concedes that “the
principles embodied in the particular measures of relief
suggested by the Bath Convention, are sound.” We are very glad the Times

them.

NEW

NO. 15

92 MIDDLE STREET,

E M

We have

the convention of

Affairs

Agent for Maine,

SAM

dim

ACEINTS
December 5. cod3m

M. r>. la. EAiMO,

removed to

IT. mebrill,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
has removed to 144J Exchange Street, opposite present Post Office.
july9dtf
REMO V A L

II. Dunn & Son.
December 16.

THIS

11. M. PA YSON~-

.vrocK

General

•

NO. m niDDLE STREET.

& 1' urnaces,

BCILDINn «n
gg WT.t
(Dpi (Wife the Market,

Belting,

Poor’s New Block, where may be found a
full assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
to
Belling and Loom
equal
any in New England.
Straps made to order. Also for sale. Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Books, Cupper Rivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf

And

-at-

<cj

83f*Parricular

NKW

Manufacturer of Leather

JAMES

price is not made to undersell othestablishments, but I am determined to sell my

GARDINER,

under the firm

NEW YEAR’S GIFTS

Merchants !

j

N. S.

f

Notary Public ft Cenuimiener ef Deeds,
Has removed to Clapp’s New Block,
COR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STREETS,
Jan 15.
dti
(Over Sawyer’s Fruit Store.)

& CO.,

1SJ1 Urosid street,
\

Samuel Freeman,
E. D. Appleton,

E It IS TP" IS It

Has

all other goods in like proportion of discount.—

as a perpet-

PR0FIT8 OF THE COMPANY ANNUALLY
DIVIDED.

Material

Counsellor at Law,

(Opposite Foot of Chestnut,)
PORTLAND.

8. FREEMAN

partment of the State qf New York
ual Security for its Policy-holders.

The

—

AND

Mathnc Cleave*.

WALTER COREY & CO,

St.

CHRISTMAS

HOWARD <0 CLEAVES,

& Counsellors at Law,
Attorneys
PORTLAND M
NE

DAVIS’,

SPLENDID

can

PSP'-Oasli paid tor Shipping Furs.

De-

Marrett

AT

Exchange

A ND DEALKB III

Furs, llats anti Caps,

FebMtf

FOUND

Portland, Dec. 20,1807. dlw

Mattocks,

and Counsellor at

Office

BE

L.

No. S3

OP“Circular and Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Mouldings of all kinds, Doors, Sash and Blinds made
or furnished to order.
338 Commercial St, (fool of Park
&u29dtf
Portland, Maine,

JH

NO.
CAN

jnneMdtt

J.

jBT

Pint CIbm

BOOK STORE

W. H.

Otite

a

$12.00.

$18.00.

to

November ll-<13m

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

Sole Wholesale Agents lor the Boston Match Co.
lor Maine.
By permission Kt'er to Dana & Co., J.
W. Perkins & Co., Josiah H. Dranimonii, Burgess,

L.

ta

Portland.

}

Brown,

$225,000 deposited with the State Insurance

dtf

REM

Merchants,

So. 90 l-i Commercial Strml,

Walter H.

un-

-and-

FACT,

price $16.00

I*.

Premiums.

lurnlshed at short notice.

IN

$35.00.

Fine French Fancy Pants
From $10.00 to

Guaranteed by the

ONE-THIRD THE PREMIUM may remain
paid as a Lean

Blinds I

October 19,

From $30.00 to
Former price $46.00 to $50.00.

30 Exchange Street.

Doors, Sash and

$45.00.

which will be

YS* GRACE in Payment of

It allows THIRTY DA

$35.00

ti>

Features.

REGISTERED POLICIES,
State of New York

to $40.00.

Fine American Suits

YORK.

issues WHOLE-WORLD POLICIES, permitting
unrestricted Freedom in Travel and Change of
Residence without Permits or Extra Premiums.

Orders

new ones.

Jan. 29 dtf

Wiilard T. Brown, |

It

$30.00

OMB.

OFFICERS:

Special

will sell

Overcoats

From

and

" hat New

The Shipping Interest.
The New York Times, which occasionally
looks into shipbuilding “in a Iriendly
way,”
as Silas Wegg was accustomed to
“drop into
poetry. has looked over the proceedings ot

POLICIES NON-FORFEITABLE.

Lumber, Fine, Sprnoe, &e.,

Building

jcy Commissioner for Maine and Massachusetts.

NEW

I

Former price $50.00 to $60.00.

Comp’y,

JAMES R.'DOW. President.
E. H. JONES, Vice-President.
J. H. TAYLOR, Secretary.
J. A. WHITE, M. D, Medical Examiner.

all his old

see

Heavy

what I say.

From

er

ation.

from Central Wharf to RichardStreet, opposite Cot-

removed
son’s Wharf Commercial
HAS
ton
where he will be

Flue

mean

This reduction of

NO CHARGE for Policy-fee nor Medical Examin-

LABRABEE

—

And Solicitor in Bankruptcy,
JAUNCEY COURT,
*
43 Wall Ntrect)
New York City.

Commission

OF

TREE A CO.
dec3d4m

CLAPBOARDS, SHINGLES.

LIBRARIES SUPPLIED.

Insurance.

Travelers’ Insurance

SOLICITED.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE

19

NATIONAL

KEMO V A It

Dimeation

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,

General

Life

tor

street,

PORTLAND. MK.
jane t2dtt
JOHN K.

to

$373,540

<?cl4-d3w

Goods,

—ALSO—

S.
ready

09

This Company issues all kinds of Life, Endowment,
and Joint-Life Policies, Annuities, &c.

AND SMALL WARES,
Have this day removed to Woodman’s Block,
Corner of Middle and Pearl Streets,
Nearly opposite their old site.
Agents tor Maine for the World-renowned
Linen
Finish
Collar I
With Cloth at the Button Hole, and
Gray’s Patent Molded Collar

New Publications!

new

KING,

Furnishing

Portland, Dec 2d, 18t*7.

We shall be

tf

GOODS!

WOOD WAN,

spacious store

new

Gents’

and I

SOLDI

BE

Flue French Suits
20,807

W. D. LITTLE & CO., A cents.

WOOLENS,

Agents

WOOLENS,
and

Have this day removed to the

& 00,
IN

CASH!

MUST

Former

REMOVA L..

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

FOR

Former price $55.00 to $60,00.

dim

WOODMAN,“TRUE

than at any other establishment In this city

28

Risks taken for this SOUND and RELIABLE CO,
at the MOST FAVORABLE RATES, by

of staple

A MUCH LESS PRICE!

My present stock

M \RK HOWARD, President.
K THOS. LOBDELL, Secretary.
Stale of Conn.—Harrf *rd, Nov 27, 1867. Sworn to
before me.
JAMES NICHOLS, Notary Public.

Thread*, Mewing Bilks, Twist, Bar was,
Tailors’ Trimmings, Suspenders,
JLctter Paper and Envelopes,
Pocket Cutlery, Ac.

CHESTNN!
dtt

ock
consisting ot
s

which he will sell at price* so law that no perneed go without a garment on account ot the
price. You have only to call and be assured you can
purchase as good a garment, and at
son

10,000 10,200

10-40
7-30
State

MiclTgan

useful

and ornamental.

TO

n

selected

Decl3

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,
OF

well

a

Fancy Goods,

and

Ship

C. G. DOWNES,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

CORNER
August 30,1806.

oQ'er to the trade

Mill,

Kefebenc-es—It. P. Buck & Co., New York;
Win. McGilvery. Esq., Searsport; Ryan & Davis,
Portland.
mar26dtf

HAS REMOVED

and

».€.

Timber

Pine

Yellow

Stock. Orders solicited.
DEALERS

Wares,

STREET,

MIDDLE

Wholesale and Retail.

WRIGHT & BUCK.
Proprietors of Greenwood

small

removed to store

have

NO. 2 WOODMAN’S BLOCK,

-at-

Near the Court House.
A.

Cutlery and

lo

Capital Slock (all paid up)
Surplus over Capital,

__

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

Co.,

1867, made confoimably

Total Assets,

Has resumed bis residence.

EyOftice hours from 8 to 9, A.
November 11. dtt

BE.

BIDDEFOBD,

A* E

A SPECIALITY.

BUZZELL,

Comer Bark and Blcasanl Streets.

the State Agency of the

Ne Plus Ultra Collar Co.,

Dec

|y Piping done on the most reasonable terms.
December 2. dislm

assumed

On the st day of Nov.
the laws ol Maine.

only

FIXTURES,

GAS

unexcelled.

are

Insurance

his present

STOCK ofWOOLENS,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

This Is now acknowledged to be the best paper
mamifhemre
Collar made. This company not
the usual varieties, but are now making ihem with
Cloth at the Button Holes, thus rendering them
first class in every respect.

Still continues to make the manufacture of

DEALER IN

recently

OF

Bookseller and

HAVANA|
LEvr

HALL

Merchant?,

Commission

December 23.

We have

and finish

CLOTniMG!
to

STATEMENT

Merchants

Produced by the Pondicherry Mid, which for style,

durability

DOW,

Of (be Condition of the

CLOAKINGS,

MAINE!

In

__

ZALQO, FESSER
General

or

Hew Stock of Goods!

C3T" First cl ss companies only represented.
December 27. dtt

ANNUAL

in

would call the special attention ot his former patrons
and all in wanlot

FIRE INSURANCE-

S,

—AND—

H. C. FREEMAN.

J L. FOUG,
1807 Ulf

WEBB,

_7>ee28,

barrel

single

tbe

St.,

will be happy to receive applications for any amount

Fancy Cassimeres

ALSO,

E.

his location of business

change

conven-

Commercial

JOHN

to

January, 1863, and being desirous to open
at that time a

(THOMAS BLOCK,)
Morris, Sawyer & Ricker’s, where

MR.

FROST,

MERCHANTTA1L0R,
Having decided

hasty reconstruction scheme of Mr. John; hut judge lor yoursell the nature and extent of the parallel
New Knxlnuit uu<l »Uo West.

GOODS !

11-

1*.

the

son

PORTLAND.

Tuesday Morning, December 31, 18:7.

MEW

AGEN1S,

BRANCH OFFICE for the
ience ot Mei chants at

a

1-S
Over

we

S If .1 IP />

IN

Shorts, Fine Feed & Cr Corn

90

would also particulartrade to our Kill and

In noticing our removal
call the attention ol the

BLANK BOOK

Flour,Meal,Oats,
or

Have opened

LOWELL, Sec.
dcl6eod3w

COMPLETE LINE OP

CORN,
Large

INSURANCE

Have removed to

THE LARGEST

(Successors to A. WEBB & Co.,)

In

December 23. d:i

—

WEBB, FOGG & FREEMAN,
DEALERS in

December

LITTLE Sc CO., Agent*.
Office No. 42$ Exchange Street.

W. D.

JANUARY 9th.

THURSDAY9

St., Portland, Me.,

IN

Dry Goods,

Of 13 weeks commences,

168 Commercial

ALL ACCIOF LIFE from any
disease or accident, with compencause,
sation foe li >dily injury, thus combining all ilie
benefits of Life and Accident Insurance undtr one
policy, a rates lower than by any other company.—
Appl.\ to

Tr.rm,maK,t„„ar,perannum,(n^n^

31,1867.

AFD

TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.

-and-

Maine State

—-

.

DAILY PRESS.

NEW STORE

ORIGINAL

THE

of study, founded on Mathematics,
Science, English Language and Literature, History and the Modern Languages, is design*
ed 10give a
thorough, practical education: and especially to fit young men for Engineers, Chemists,
Architects, or tor business.
The Spring Term commences January 10th, 1868.
For Catalogue, apply to
1 lot. J. S. WOODMAN,
Hanover, N. H.
dcl7-dl0t&w4t5J

DECEMBER

DISCELLAM goes.

College! KEIOYAL. Life and Accident Insurance.

course

The

MO RNING,

IXtttIRANd.

ltE.TJOVALS.

(’handler ficientific Department.

don.

BUSINESS CARDS.

TUESDAY

6._PORTLAND.

10

N. A.

DAILY

down with you; that you will know how to
value ami how to appreciate
them; and let
me t dl him further, as
my lord will tell you,
gentlemen, that a counsel in the discharge of
his duty to his client is neither to be in-

timidated,

nor

bullied,

nor

put

down;

and
that any attempt
to
do either
the one or the other, or the first or the
last (with a great shake at the last “or") will
recoil on tlie head ot the
attempter, lie he
plaintiff or be he defendant; be his name

Pickwick, or Xoakes, or Stokes, or Stiles, or
Brown, or Thompson,” (with another shake
on the last “or.”) Tlie
spirit of this is perhaps
more like Butler, but the style is Choate's,
and is a perfect illustration ot it. How Choate
would have tjlvcn the pathetic passage, also
omitted in tlie reading; “All is gloom and si-

lence in tlie house; even the voice ot the child
is hushed; his infant sports are disregarded
while his mother weeps; his‘alley tors’and
hb

tip

‘commoncys’

enecse or

are

alike

npgleeted,

and at

odd and even, his hand is out.”

that a stranger had given him Jive francs to go
about the streets raising seditious cries. The
mau was condemned to oue month’s ;mprisonmen t and lt> francs fine.
Three other young
workmen, named Ariuiguon, Grey, and Souman, were then charged with shouting alond
in the Rue de Bretagne, Garibaldi forever!"

“

Down with the Pope!” They were each sentenced to ten days’ imprisonment.
—The Berlin correspondent of the Times
makes the ominous announcement that the
Siberian pestileuce, the wo st form of the
cattle plague, which a few years ago spread as
far as St. Petersburg, whence it was propagated to Western countries, has broken out again
Tobolsk.
—In 1 iorenee, the recent speech of the
French Minister, Konher. was considered a
rupture of the Italian and French alliance.
The government has given large orders for
at

needle rifles to the national manufacturers!
and to England and Liege. A military council was in session dally at the wir ministry.
The fortified towns

on

the

Alpine

frontier are

being armed. Needle gnns in great numbers
were being received from Prussia.

—Daring the removal of articles from the
Paris Exhibition, in the Italian section, a
workman called on one of his comrades to assist him in lifting an immense cheese, which
had stood against a wall, and they found that
the article was as light as a drum. A family
of rats had installed themselves In it, and

nothing

bu! a

mere

shell remained.

says that if she should be
away, she would prefer meeting with the
catastrophe in the Bay of Biscuits, for then
she should have something to live on.
—Mrs.

Partington

cast

—“Merlin” writes to the Boston Advertiser:
“Golden weddings, I believe, are a Norse institution. Our Saxon fathers had them not.
But if I remember rightly, that ouaint, homelike woman, Frederika Bremer, introduced
them. In-her work, ‘The Neighbors,’ the
Dahls celebrated theirs; and Mine. Franceska
told the simple story. So from that, golden

weddings came to America—am I not right?
Miss Bremer, I think, gave us also the Christmas tree.
What a rare matter.
Caesar,
though doubling the area of Koman coaquests.
could not add a word to the Latin language;
anil yet a woman of retiring character added
two social customs to the observance of a peo-

ple."
—New Brunswick papers complain oi gross
mismanagement in tbe mail arrangeme’t between Ottawa ami that Province.
—A youngster came t ome after having a
glorious time in the puddle, his face all aglow,
and rubber boots full of water. The punishment of staying in the house for the remainder of the day did not seem very hard at first;
but as his little heart warmed up with the
recollections of the morning, when lie had
waded deeper than any of his playmates dared, ho could bear the recollection no longer,
and weut to his mother, saying,“Please mother, whip me. and let mo go out again.”
—A periodical called Rich and Poor has
been started in London. It proposes to show
that there is a great deal id trades' unionism
among the rich as well as the poor.
—Moses of the Clarioii says he had a Christmas
present of “a Walking Cain made of
throe kinds of candy.” Whether ho means a

Then rising into indignation, he would go on,
—“But Pickwick, gentlemen, Pickwick, the
ruthless destioyer of this domestic oasis in the
desert of Goswell street,—Pickwick, win. lias
choked up the well and thrown ashes on the
sward,” and so on. But we cannot find fault
with Buzluz because he is Buzluz and not

walking cane, or Abel’sbrother, we are unublo
to guess.
—A paper tolls ol a visit to a cave near Augusta, Georgia. While the party were within
investigating the gloomy interior, there was

Choate.

was asked: “Say, uncle, why
dou’t yon go into theesve?” “Ah, my master,
said he, “de Lord knows I see trouble enough
on the
top of the earth. I don’t go in dat hole

—A fellow, on being asked to write a testimonial for a patent clothes wringer,
produced
the following; “X bought your clothes
wringer,
and X am immensely pleased with it. I
bought
a jag ot wood which
to
be green and
proved
unfit to burn. 1 run the whole load
through
your clothes wringer, and X have used the
wood tor kindling ever since.”

noticed

an

old colored man standing on the

outside, who

a

searching

srter

misery.”

_There are only three Irishmen in the Pontifical service. The New Bedford Mercury
«avs: “Never mind, tbe Pope can make hia
own

Bulls.”
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The

Change ef Military Comranitders.

The removal of Gen. Pope from the command of the third military district, embracing the States of Florida, Georgia and Alabama, has been talked of to long that it takes
no one by surprise.
But. the displacement
of Gen. Ord in the fourth district has not
been anticipated, for it has been supposed that
his course was more satisfactory to the President than that of any of his associates. In-

telligence from different quarters respecting
this removal is conflicting. One Washington
correspondent suys that the President was
not the principal mover in this matter, but
that' General Grant having become greatly
dissatisfied with Ord’s administration of the
affairs of his department urged and insisted
upon his removal. The same authority says
that
it is thought at headquarters that
this officer has developed a marked incapacity
for such command as be has recently held, and
after much pet suasion Jlr. Johnson yielded
and made the removal.” Another correspondent learns from official headquarters that
“Gen. Ord asked to be removed from the command, and was not removed by the President

cause.” Still another says that “Gen.
Ord has doubtless endeavored to please the
President, but his tyrannical treatment of an
editor who criticised bis conduct has been the
subject of protests from Republicans as well

forany

Democrats. It is also understood that Gen.
Grant disapproves of some of the recent orders issued by Gen. Ord.”
Whatever may
have been the true reason tor the removal, it
will scarcely be regretted Id any quarter. He
has never been a favorite vi ith Congress,
as

where he was ignored during the last session
when a vote of thanks to all the district
oommanders was offered. Gen. A. C. Gillern,
who temporarily succeeds Ord until McDowarrive from California, has been acting
as Assistant Commissioner of the Freedmen’s

ell

can

Bureau for the State of Mississippi, and has
been in Washington for the last few days for
the mrpose of calling the attention of the government to the distressed condition of the
freedmen and poor whites in that State. He
is an intimate personal friend oi the Presi-

dent, haring

been associated with him in Tennessee.
Gen, McDowell was couuted among
the Conservatives, even while the war lasted,
and is well remembered as belonging to the
class of officers, like McCl llan and Buel,
who seemed afraid of hurting the Rebels.
In regard to the course that Meade will pursue in the third district there is considerable

diversity of opinion. A Democratic paper
says he is expected to follow tbo cour. e that
Hancock is taking in Louisiana. But it is
more than doubttul if he can be relied upon
for that purpose. It will be remembered that
when the re moval of Sheridan was first mooted, the President thought of sending Meado
to take his place, but the latter begged him
not to do so, stating that he was “awfully
radical—more radical than any of them.” In
a late couversation with a correspondent oi
the New York Times, Meade expressed himself as strongly in favor of Grant for the Presidency, and that, since the publication of “the
letter marked private,” is as good a criterion of
radicalism as need be. Gen. Grant, however,
according to Dixon, the well-informed correspondent of the Boston Advertiser, insists that
the removal of Pope is exceedingly ill-timed
and injudicious, and it is kuown that his influence has been constantly used to avert it.
The excuse alleged for the removal oi Gen.
Swayne from the Freedmeu’s Bureau in Alabama, is that he has been making use of his
position to advance his own political fortunes,

desiring

to be United States Senator from
that State. It is much more likely that he has
rendered himself obnoxious to the President

by

his active support of
plan of reconstruction.
A

the

Congressional

New Kxcaao far Repudiation*

The Sunday Advertiser gives a new reason
for repudiating the public debt, to wit, that the
revenues of our municipal, State and national
governments are inadequate, while the burden of taxation is unendurable; in short that
the nation is hopelessly bankrupt and cannot
pay its debts. People who talk of reducing the
taxes and at the same time paying the public

debt, are “inconsistent,” and “this inconsistency
proceeds from iguorance and cowardice
bined."

long as

com-

This kind of talk does very well so
the utterer is careful not to give his

reasons; when he attempts to prove such asis at the mercy of well informed
men everywhere. Mere assertion and denial
have equal weight, and might be continued ad
infinitum. but an appeal to facts is conclusive
and final. The ouly exact statement which
the Advertiser ventures in support of its

sertions, he

sweeping allegation,is

this:

Our Federal government’s expenditures

are

$350,000,000 per annum, while its income is
but $250,000,000, showing a deficit of one hun-

dred millions a year !
We take issue here. We assert that this
sole foundation of the Advertiser’s argument
is rotten, that the income of the government
almost doubles ihe Adverti.-er*s figures and exceeds the expenditures by nearly 150 millions,
and in proof of this assertion we appeal to the
statement of the receipts and expenditures of
the United States during the fiscal year ending June 30,1867, appended to the report of
the Secretary of the Treasury. The following
are the figures:
RECEIPTS

C as tom«,
...
*176,417,811
Public Lands
1,163,570
Direct Tax
4,200.234
Internal Revenue
266,027,537
....
Incidental
42,824,852
...

....

-*483,834,010

Civil

EXPENDITURES.
....

Foreign

*15,585,490

....

Miscellaneous
Interior Department
War Department
Nav.v Department
Intereat on the » ublic Debt

...

1,548,589

31,975,918
25,579,083
95,224,4X6
3t,034,0H

143,761,592

Surpltu

316,729,129
143,9 4,681

The blunder of the Advertiser was evidentcommitted by mistaking the internal for the
entire revenue. It is plain, wo hope, from
these figures, that the internal revenue may he

ly

diminished by at least ICO millions, in other
words the taxes may be reduced by that
amount, without in the least impairing our
ability to pay the national debt. It seems to
us
something like ignorance to be prating of a
“deficit” in the face of a surplus revenue of
Dearly 150 millions, and something like cowardice to be pleading poverty and inability to
pay with such a margin of available income.
The Advertiser uses these words

differently.

Political Nolen
The Rochester Democrat prints the names
of twenty-six newspapers in New York that
support Fenton for the Vice-Presidency.

Vice-presidential

that the real
contest lies between Gov. Fenton of New York
and Senator Henry Wilson, while a demonstration against Fenton will be made in favor
of Speaker Colfax.
Gen. Fremont is expected in Washington
next week. He is ultra radical in his politics;
Is against Grant and for Chase for President.
A Virginian named Davis represented the
rumors are

county of Tazewell in the Legislature of his
State for five or six years previous to the
war,
nnd inaugurated the system ot signing receipts
for mileage, per diem, &c., with a cross mark
as he could not write.
This system is yet in
vogue in the Old Dominion, but is now practiced by loyal freed men, delegates to the Reconstruction Convention, who have heretofore
been prohibited from learning to write,or even
to read the Bible. The rebel
papers, North
and South, ought to make a note of these
facts.
Gen. O’Neil is spoken of the next Fenian

President.
An Ohio democratic

paper mourning the
declining prospects of Mr. Vallandigbam says
that “the masses” of the
paity have their
hearts set on his election to the
Senate, but
it is evident that they will lie
disappointed, as
a large majority of the members of the
legis-

lature are pledged to Judge Thurman.
Hon. Sidney Perham, who has been spending the holiday vacation at home, left for

Washington Saturday. He took his family
with him, having made arrangement for
house-keeping at the capital, during the remainder of his term.

The Hon. Robert J. Walker is
engaged in
preparing an areumeut in support of the ratification ol the Danish
treaty.
Gen. Howard stands
ready to use a certain
the
funds of the Freedmen’s Buportion of
reau in releaving any actual distress
by the
issue of rations, and it is probable that Gen.
Hancock’s request to employ the
unemployed
blacks in repairing the recent breaks in the
levees and to issue rations to them will becomplied with.
The new Dauish charge d’ affaires, Mr.
Belle,
was officially received in that
capacity on Sat-

urday.
President Johnson will make a speech at tbo
Democratic banquet at Washington, JaD. 8th.

than the published accounts.
For three years I represented the United
States in Sweden; for three years 1 found you,
sir, ever the firm friend of the Swedish immito
grant, and Ins emboldens me to suggest
you a method for relieving these starving
souls.
Send a Government vessel to New York, let
the newspapers announce (as they will gratuitously) that this vessel is ready to take te
Sweden ail contributions of food,such as flour,
corn, potatoes, pork, &c. Ban you entertain a
doubt but that our large-hearted merchants
will in a short time send in enough to freight
the ship? Then let her soil on her errand of
‘‘goodwill to men" over the sea.
In regard to a port of discharge, Gothenburg,
the chief harbor on tlic west coast, is generally
closed at this time of year; but Marstrand,
thirty miles uortb, is a fine haven, accessible
to vessels of the deepest draught, and alwayi
open.
A relief committee, enmpoaed of most estimable men, has been formed at Gothenburg,
aud to them this cargo of mercy could be given, with he certainty that every kernel of it
would find its way to the homes oi the sufferers.
Then, sir, both you, America, anil the merchants of our laud, will have doue a noble
deed of Cnristiau charity.
But does not America, iD some sense, owe
this act to Sweden? How many sons of that
Northland fell in our great struggle? aud can
we ever lorg. t that to the Swede— John Ericsson—\x@ owe the Monitor f
Such an act, too, cannot help hearing iruit.
It must, among other things, swell the plentoous
tide of Scandinavian immigration now
setting in to our shores. Again, will it not be
a grand historic spectacle to see this young
Republic stretch forth its giant arm to shield
from suffering and death the most aristocratic
old kingdom of Europe
the birthplace of
even

patent lowering apparatus,

—

The Fenian outrages in England and Ireland are becoming absolutely fearful. They
but ill

adapted

to effect any

good object, being

ot so atrocious a nature as
alarm and disgust many who would otherwise partially sympathise in the movemeut.
The blowing up of jails at Clerkenwell and
Millbank, tbe enclosing of explosives in letters
for the purpose of blowing up post office officials and tbe use of Greek fire for the destruction of public buildings are all of them measures of a people who leel that they have nothing to lose and are, therefore, perfectly reckless.
Dispatches from London, received at
noon ou Saturday, give an account of some
proceedings that have not been described in
our telegraphic columns.
About midnight,
on Friday, a large body of men with blackened faces stormed the Martello Tower near
to

>

Cork. The guard of the tower was overcome
and scattered, and the victors hastily collected
together a considerable quantity of arms and
ammunition and escaped with it without mo-

lestation.
The extraordinary

powers for the suppres-

some

precious

mo-

were lost.
Finally the boat was lowered, and ten persons got safely in. Only a moderate sea was running, and there was a chance
tor the lives of these ten persons; but the rapid motion of the vessel and the swelling waves
upset the boat in an instant, and the whole of
its inmates were thrown headlong into the
sea.
The persons who were in this boat are
supposed to be lost, although nothing certain
is Known of their fate.
Boat No. 1 was tbeu taken m charge by Purser McMannus, who succeeded in ioweriug
safely. It was. however, a dangerous and difficult task, and owing to the ship’s headway,
it was only accomplished at great and terrible
risk. In this boat there were thirteen persons,
hut as there was some danger of the boat
swamping, three of the number were transferred to another boat as soou as it was tallen in
with. The ten persons left in boat No. 1 have
arrived in safety at this port.
The cause of the fire is unknown, but it is
supposed that it originated in the over-heating
of the boiler, and the consequent ignition of
the wooden bulkheads.
The Rah igh had
aboard a moderate ireight of general merchandise, and, as several explosions were heard after the ship had been burning for some time, it
is surmised that explosive compounds formed
a part of her cargo.
Many incidents of tragic grntesqueness took
place on the burning ship, and one ol those
will point a moral if it will not adorn a tale.—
A lady named Bryant from Mobile, about fifty
years of age. tell overboard during the rush for
tlie boats. She had on a life preserver, which
whol.1 have kept her afloat, but around her
waist she had belted a large sum in specie,
and this additional weight carried tlie untortunate woman like lead to the bottom.
When Purser McMannus was ready to leave
the ship with his boat, he jumped overboard,
having previously instructed his wife to do
the same. When he had made the leap he
called out to his wife to jump off, which she
did without hesitation. Unfortunately, however, some portion of her dress caught in the
gangway, and she hung suspended for some
minutes, beiog alternately plunged in the water and tossed in the air, as the vessel rolled
from starboard to port. Captain
Marsbman,
who was watching the scene with acute interest, shouted out to tlie Purser, For God’s
sake save her.” Help was obtained, Mrs. Me-

M annus

sion of Fenianism which, according to this
morning’s dispatches, Parliament proposes to
grant, will have to be used with extreme cau-

was

enabled to let

herself down into

theses, and was safely put aboard the boat.
Captain C. P. Marsluuan, the commander of

the lialeigli, had been a shipmaster for over
twenty years, and no man ou the coast bore a
higher reputation for seamanship and thorough knowledge of his profession. He was
about fifty years of age, hut still iu the prime
of his health, strength and ability. When last
seen he. was near the wheelhousjof tlie Raleigh, apparently attending to the wants of
some ol those who were still on the vessel.
Whatever his fate, it may be said of him that,
like a true sailor, be stuck to his ship to the
last.

tion, for the “extraordinary powers” exercised
at Manchester on the 23d of November are the
very occasion of the appalling outrages which
have since occurred. To disinterested observeasier method would seem to be a removal of the wrongs of which Ireland so justly
complains. The Irish agitations are beginning
to assume a character so much resembling the
preliminary movements of the French Bevolution that active measures must soon be taken
to prevent an effusion of blood as great as occurred in 1792.

ers an

ftrnphic

Description of the Nl. Thoning

Knrthquuke.
I

A New and Dangerous Secret Organization.—A Philadelphia paper announces with
oat visible perturbation that the married ladies of Maryville, Maryland, have organized a
secret

Sea.

ments

chivalry?

seemingly

at

About midday on Tuesday, when the Raleigh wa3 about twenty miles southeast of ti:e
Charleston light-ship, the passengers and crew
trom their fancied
were awakened
security
and the cry arose that the ship was ou fire!
A stiff breeze was blowing from the north
and when the alarm was given and it was’
made known that fire had broken out around
the torward end of the boiler, there was a
panic among the passengers. Meu and women ran hurriedly to and
fro, shrieking for deliverance and crying to Heaven for aid. This
did not last long. Captain Marshman, a man
ot .great coolness*, soon restored
order, and the
ship was at once put ketore the wind, to
throw the fire forward. Nor was
any measure
neglected that looked to the
of
those aboard. "Life preservers were saiety
distributed and the boats were held in
readiness, Captain Marshman himself superirtendi
ug every
step that was taken, but the fire-fiend was
not to be cheated of his prey.
The flames
spread with amazing rapidity, and within five
minutes time of the first appearance ot the
the flames they had extended themselves from
the forward hatch to the smoking saloon.
Again a fearful excitement seized upon the
passengers; and now it could not be quelled,
even by the thorough self-possession and tried
skill of the captain. There was no hope of
saving the ship; there was some hope of saving
every life. Then was the order given to lower
the boa ■.
The first boat lowered was the ship’s boat
No. 4. A German was the first man that
jumped in, hut as he did not understand the

Three hundred thousand hard-worked, patient Swedes are staiving in Borland. Their
have been bad; last vear
crops tor thre** years
even their
they were an utter failure; and now
barB
miserable bread, made «t straw and the their
in
of trees, lias given out. They sit
advices
die.
My private
cheerless huts and
from Scandinavia represent this calamity as

are

Raleigh

The burning of the side-wheel steamer Raleigh, a week ago to-day, ou her voyage from
New York to New Orleans is thus described:

following eloquent letter,
Seward by W. W. Thomas, Jr%, of Portland,
has been published, and ought to awaken a
We copy
generous and prompt response.
trom the Philadelphia Press:

worse

of the flienmer

Darning

Famine in Sweden.—The news from Swe
den is appalling. Three hundred thousand of
The
ner people are ou the verge of starvation.
addressed to Mr.

society, to which

unmarried women and
gentlemen are not admitted. Gov. Swann’s
militia was a fearful portent enough, but this
is far more terrible. Tbe consternation of the
husbands and fathers of “My Maaylaml”

The Secretary of State has received the following communication from Otto Frederick
Raupach, a Danish planter on St. Thomas, giving a complete and accurate list of all the
shocks and rumbling noises which followed
the dreadful earthquake the island experienc-

ed on the 18th of November last;
The 18th of November was a beautiful, clear
dav, with a fine, blue, West India sky. The
wind was east by north, but very little of it.—
The ocean was quiet—almost a calm. The sun
shone bright and warm, and the barometer
must be as marked as when "Lee marched o’er
stood at 24 deg. (Reaumur) in tho shade.
the mountain wall” in 1862. What tortures
There was not the least sign ot any kind that
will be devised for rendering them submissive
foretold this great revolution in nature, when
and duly rcsnonsive to demands for new bonat once, just about a quarter to three o’clock
nets!
What plans will be concocted for 1\ M., there was heard the under-ground
rumbling noise, which immediately was foltweaking the marital nose and pulling tbe lowed by a terrific earthquake, which seemed
marital hair with impunity! The whole thing
to come from south by west, and pass on to
north by east. The earth seemed as if comis too evidently an organized movement on
posed of small waves, rising and sinking unthe part of tbe fair sex having for its ultimate
der your feet, so that if you made a step forobject the assumption of that article of male ward your foot seemed to meet higher ground,
attire which from time immemorial has been I and if you put it backward it also there met
regarded as symbolical o man’s superior es- higher ground. To stand still in one spot was
impossible, and when trying to walk it was as
tate—that article which is not tbe coat, but is
if something kept you back. The underground
the antithesis of the diminutive of that article.
sound, while the first shock was going on, for
about one minute and a half, was most dreadful. It terrified every living soul. The sun
Reports of Destitution at the South
seemed at once to become dim—it was as if it
Exaggerated.—The New York Times says
was eclipsed, and this dimness lasted the first
there is excellent reason for believing that tbe
day until sunset, and continued the whole of
reports of the destitution which are now com- the next day, hut in a smaller degree, and oning up from the South, particularly from Gen. ly wore entirely away in the course of two
days more. It was as if the sun, tliongh apOrd’s district, are exaggerated. So far as tbe
some of
parently as bright as usual, had lost
most reliable information goes, the destitution
Alter the
its warming and lighting power.
is rather prospective thaD preseut. It may be
first terrific shock the ground kept on groanand trembling, when, about ten minutes
greater before spring, but just now it is not ing a second
strong shock was felt. Directafter,
alarming. Among the blacks it has been ly after the second shock, the ocean, which
caused
the
action
of
in
the planters
largely
by
shortly before the first shock had receded from
discharging their hands at the close of the sea- the land several hundred feet, was seen to rise
like one huge wave and come in toward the
son in violation of their contracts, and in some
harbor. It stood up like one straight white
cases dismissing them because they voted the
wall, about fifteen to twenty feet high, and advanced
ticket.
very fast into the harbor, sweeping or
.Republican
upsetting the small vessels before it and raisHard Working Judges.—The prodigious
ing the large men of ftar and other steamers
to its top.
The appearance of the wave was
amount of business brought before the United
like a white masoned wall, erect and straight
States Supreme Court will soon, it is said,
as if made after a rule; it had no appearance
at all of a wave in genera’. It broke in over
make it absolutely necessary to diminish the
tlie
lower parts of the town to the height of a
burdens imposed upon the Judges by some recouple of teet and to the extent of about two
striction of the conditions on which cases
hundred to two hundred and fifty feet ini.ml,
It is sug- | according to the flatness of the locality. This
may be carried before the Court.
suits
to
admitted
should
that
be
be
for
wave-rising was repeated a second time after
gested
(
an interval of abontten minutes, and this secnot less than $10,000, instead of $2000, as is now
ond wave seemed to he eveu a little larger
the case; and also that questions of fact should
than the first, and went a little further inland.
After these two waves had passed away, the
be determined by the lower Courts, leaving
ocean remained, as far as the eye could see,
the Supreme tribunal to doal only with matagain quite calm, just as betore the first shock
ters of law.
of the earthquake.
The shocks continued, and were felt every
The Alabama Claims.—It is said that notfew minutes. It was as if the shocks the first
withstanding the abrupt termination of the day hung together as in one chain, hut from a
correspondence between Secretary Seward quarter before throe o’clock on tho morning of
the 19th November, the shocks were felt more
and Lord Stanley on the Alabama claims it is
separately distinct, and therefore seemed as if
understood that the new minister, Mr. Thornwere more

l’oi-tlaiid and

The Calico Ball at Mechanics’ Hall under
the auspices of the Irish American Relief Association, promises to be a perfect crush. Dancing begins in two days and a half, and the
tickets are mostly taken up already.

Vicinity*
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empowered with full authority to
reopen the question with a view of effecting,
if possible, an easy andanicable adjustment
of the difficulty.
ton,

comes

The Methodist Sunday School Exhibition
at Gorham will take place on Wednesday evening January 1st, and vi ill consist of singing,
declamations, dialogues, &c. The exercises
of the evening will close with a distribution of
presents from a tree prepared for the occasion.
Every effort will be made to make the exercises

pleasing.

From 2 3-4 o’clock 1’ M. on the 18tl* till 2 3-4
o’clock A. M., on the 19th, there were eightynine shocks. From 2 3-4 A. SI., on the 19th
till midnight there were two hundred and
thirty-eight shocks, the shocks becoming less
severe from the 21st of November.
The writer gives the exact hours of every one, as also
the hour of every rumbling noise without perceptible shock accompanying it.
A New Financial Scheme.- Senator Henderson, of tlie finance coramitte, has prepared
a fiuancial measure which he intends to move
as a substitute for that of
Seiiato” Sherman.
The points of this plan are as follows:
First:—To consolidate the national debt in a
long loanj principal and interest payable in
cold; the interest not to exceed three and onenail per cent, per annum, payable semi-anuually; aud to exempt them from taxation.
Second:—All national banks now having
bonds deposited with the Treasurer to secure
circulation, shall witnin twelve mouths substitute the new or consolidated bonds, < r have
their circulation withdrawn.
Third:—'To so ameud the national hanking
law as that not more than seventy-five per
cent, of the par value oi the bonds shall bo
given in circulation to any bank; also to repeal the limitation of $300,000 000 circulation
to national banks, so as to make
hanking free
as any other business, subject
to sucb new
guards as may be provided by the law.
Fourth:—To provide for a very gradual withdrawal of greenbacks, soas to enable the national banks gradually to supply themselves
with coin, preparatory to resuming specie payment.
Fifth:—To constitute a financial board, composed of the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Comptroller of the Currency and others to be
appointed by law. to determine the manner
aud time of withdrawing greenbacks and with
power in case of great commercial distress or
monetary panic to supply banks, on deposit of
bonds as
with
collateral,
legal-tender
Treasury note3 in a certain amount not exceeding $50,000,000.
Sixth:—When the revenue bill reaches the
Senate, to propose the removal of internal
taxes Irom all articles of manufacture, except
whiskey and tobacco, and provide new mo ans
for collecting the taxes on these articles; to
continue income and stamp taxes, license taxes and those on rail-road and
Bteamboat receipts, and some others, aud in large measure
abandon the present expensive system of taxation.
—

Reported Sale of Foreign Steamers.—
The Boston Post of Saturday publishes a rumor that New York parties ha.e purchased
steamers Ontario aud Erie for seveu hundred
thousand dollars, assuming a lien on the vessels of some five hundred thousand.
two million two hundred thousand.
ers deny the report.

frequent.

They cost
The

own-

The President as a Joker—The following
is a good deal funnier than the President’s
Hancock Message. It is an account of the
manner in which Mr. Johnson is obliged
to
extinguish so many aspirants for office:
The interlocutors are Mr. Johnson, a young
gentleman who desires to travel at his country’s exp nse, and an influential friend. The
latter, after a few compliments to the President remarks:
“Mr. President, this is a young gentleman
who desires you to give him something abroad
for a few years. He considers himself a good
representative of the conservative people of
IN ew Jersey, who have a majority in that little State of seventi en thousand.”
To which the President—“He
certainly
comes well recommended.”
Influential gentleman smiling hopefully—
“Yes, sir; that seventeen thousand is a good
recommendation.”
The President—“It is a fine recommendation,
but I think we ought not to reduce that seventeen thousand majority by sending the
He is more useful in
yonne gentleman away.
New Jersey than abroad.”
The influential party and the young gentleman with foreign tastes smile grimly and de-

part.

Decidedly Com..—Mr. Joseph Powers was
called upon at his residence in Koxbury, Massachusetts, Saturday, by a man, and was familiarly greeted with ‘‘How are you, Joseph?
Pm clad to see you.” Joe didn’t seem to recWhat!
ognise the caller, and was|informed,
dou’t know who 1 am? Forgotten me? Why,
I’m McDevitt from Rhode Island; I knew you
seventeen years ago.” McDevitt was received
by Mr. Powers iuto his house in his usual
courteous manner, given a seat and permitted
to explain the occasion of his visit. During
the conversation McDevitt suggested that for
“Auld Lang Syne” sake they drink, in kind
remembrance of other days, a little ale. Mr.
Powers accordingly went out for the ale, and
while absent, McDevitt, who knew his old
friend so very well, introduced himself to tho
bureau, ami "accommodated himself by appropriating $11)7 which he found in Mrs. Powers’
muff that was within its box. The theft committed, the muff, box, bureau drawer and all
were replaced in their previous order, and
when Mr. Powers returned nothing appeared
to excite any suspicion. The ale was drank,
and many words of pleasantry passed between
the two. McDevitt at last took leave of his
“old lriend,” expressing much gratification in
again met Joseph. But our readers
having
must imagine the “feeliuks” of Mr. and Mrs.
Powers when they found that that visit had
cost them
nearly $200. ale thrown in.

Hekald Nonsense.—The New York Herald’s Washington special of Monday says there
are several highly important cases about to
come before the Supreme Court of the United
States, each of which will test the constitutionality of the reconstruction acts. One case,
the trial of which is expected to begin very
shortly, will decide the question as to whether
Virginia is in or out of the Union, It is confidently believed that the decision of the court
will be that Virginia is not now and has never
been out ol the Uuion, in which case the situation in the Southern States will be materially
changed. The President, it is said, will then
instruct the Military District Commanders to
act in strict accordance with the decision oi
the highest tribunal of the nation and permit the civil governmen's to resume tlieir functions untramplcd by the military power.
It
is the bchefot a p ominent Senator here that
a majority of the Judges of the Supreme Court
when the Mc Arcle case comes up will decide
tliet the reconstruction acts are unconstitutional; that Chief Just5ce Chase will deliver
the minority report anil make the most of the
opportunity to champion the acts and identify
himself more earnestly with the radical party
north and south. If the bottom should thus
fall out of the scheme of Africanizing the
Southern States it is believed that Gen. Grant
will reject any nomination coming from the

ltepublictn party.

christmaT" ! itch & Salt Rheum Ointment.
Dr. A. BAY LEY’S
A SURE CUBE

-AND-

Uusiucss

Grand Entertainment by St. Dominic’s School.
AUCTION COLUMN.

Sloep-'*mac!:—E
Auctioneers—J.

A full

M. Pntu*n & Co.
H. Osgood & Son.

Wax

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
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New Yeai*§ Goods—A. G. Corliss.
Dissolut on—Holden & Peabody.
Interesting to Married Folks—Hooper
Stated Meeting M. C. M. A.
Annual Meeting H. A ol the P. F. D.
For Machias- J nas H. P« r'ey.
First National Bank Dividend—W. E.
Notice—E. P. Chas *.
Tenement to Let—S. S. Rich
Girl Wanted

Daily

Ingalls,

Denmark

O H

2w—mwf

,

Gould.

Samuel F. Cobb, at his store, No. 355 ConI gress street, in addition to a
great stock of music, has a splendid assortment of musical instruments and toys for New Years’ presents.
You can find anything in the music line at
William Paine’s, on Congress street. He has
received some
cellent.

new

pieces

of music that are

Bazvr.

—

Only Seven Days remain to
purchase
shares in the Washington
Library Co. This
is without doubt the best
enterprise ever presented to the public, as each subscriber aids a
good cause and receives a beautiful steel engraving, worth at retail more than the price of
the ticket.
Beware of counterfeit tickets,
gotten up at this late hour for the purpose of
imposing on the public. Genuine tickets can
only be obtained at the agency in this city.

|

If you want to be counted among the
“happy number” who get the best clothing,
I custom or rea^y made for the least
money, just
give this house a call.
wear.

Special Notice.—The agency for the sale
of shares and

Delicate Females, Clergyman, Merchants,

t"es:
Ward 1—Stover S. Knight, residence, can be
found at cashier’s office, Post Office.
Ward 2—Abie] H. Edwards, residence 14!)
Congress street.
Ward 3—Martin T. Dunn, residence 52 Federal street.
Ward 4—J. M. Marston, residence 21 Oxford
street.
Ward 5—John James, residence 28 Alder

Lawyers and persons of sedentary habits—
particularly those who are weak and suffer
with mental depression, are greatly benefitted
by these Bitters.
Magnolia Water—A delightful toilet artiat half the price.

cle-superior to Cologne, and
dec28eod2w&w2w

street.

Ward fi—J. W. Randall, residence 521-2 State
street.
Ward 7—Alex. Bell, residence 9 Bramhal!
street.
Libby’s Corner—E. A. Burnell, residence
Libby’s Corner.
The committee appointed have already succeeded in securing assistance for those who
have applied up to this date, and arrangements
have been made to secure prompt assistance in 1
all future cases.
A Generous Act.—In this world where self
interest and ambition so largely control the ac-

At No Cost.—What a doleful sound do
these words convey to arrant quacks, who
make physic and cayenne pepper or turpentine liniments for a living. Dr. Wolcott, at
170 Chatham square, and at 36 Winter
street,
Boston, stops all pain at no cost. He condemus all pills, physic or medicines of
any
kind taken in the stomach, and shows most

conclusively by

circular, that all who swallow medicine are Always sick and
complaining. He proves beyond all denial that all pain
can be
removed by an application of Pain
of pain be inside of
the body or on the surface. It certainly proceeds lrom inflammation, and Pain Paint removes inflammation iaster, cures
permanentcause

ly. quicker, aud is positively safer than any
other known remedy. It never smarts, leaves
no color, is the safest
remedy for a small puny
ipfant or aged person that can be used. It in-

Cape Eliz-

Panama some six months
since to work for the Panama Kailroad Company. In a few weeks he was attacked with
that foe of all white men, the Panama fever,
and after weeks of suffering in the miserable
barracks and in the hospital, he at last returned home shattered and broken, and seemingly
on the very brink of the grave.
In these cirto

vigorates the whole system, and cures the
most hopeless case of paralysis of the
longest
Relief comes at the very first apDruggists sell ten times more Paint
than any other remedy, at 25 cents, 50
cents,
$1, and $5 a bottle. Dr. Wolcott is also the
inventer of the only standard remedy for catarrh and colds in the head, the Annihilator,
which has the written indorsement of over

standing.
plication.

tbe present bard times have pressed on him and his worthy family with no gentle hand. On Saturday evening the friends of
Mr. Ellingwood, residing at tbe Point, assembled at his house in considerable numbers and

1.000 physicians apd chemists of New York
If a remedy is of value let it be proved at

after a pleasantly spent evening retired, leaving him the surprised recipient of over $40 in
greenbacks and tamily stores. Such generous

Turpentine and pepper liniments have
utterly failed, and very few fools are silly
enough to purchase a healing liniment for the

not go unnoticed, and we take
great pleasure in giving it this public mention.

purpose of stopping heat and inflammation.
Dr. Wolcott has offered the manufacturers of
these worthless nostrums, cf a past age, $100,
if they will prove in public that they can re-

cumstances

Bank Dividends.—The banks in this city
have declared the following semi-annual dividends, free from government tax and payable
on Thursday, the 2d of January:
Dividends. Atn’nt.
Banks.
Capital.
f> per cent. $40,000
First National.800,00 >
Second National.100,000
6
6,010
•*
6
Casco National.800,000
40,0( 0
Canal National.600.000
5
30,000
National Traders.260,000
5
12,500

pain for ten persons in 100 who apply;
81.000 more if they will produce a remedy that
removes all paiu as soon 'and is harmless as
Pain Paint. The people pause for an answer.
Pain Paint is sold at ail drug stores at 25
cents, 50 cents, and full pints $1.
Pills and Physic begging go,
Our people will not buy,
But Bend it off to Mexico,
The sugir coaled lie.

$127,500

The Lewist-ou Journal says a little daughtet
of \V. L. Davis of Auburn,(nearly three years
of age) who last June fell and broke her leg
above the knee and was then qonfined to her
bed six weeks, on Fr day fell while
walking
across the floor and in some manner
again
broke the same limb a few inches below the
old brea?t, from which she had entirely recovered.

Cab*.—Yesterday afternoon,

before the train started on the Grand
Trunk Railway, Mr. Edward P. Chase had occasion to conduct a lady into the passenger
car.
As they entered the car they were met
by three or four scoundrels who blocked up
the passage way, but allowed the lady to step

The Houlton Times states that during a performance at Cary’s Hall in that town a few
evenings since, an accident occurred behind
tlie scenes, which came very near ending in
serious consequences. Immediately after the
first tableau, the dress of a little girl, the
daughter of Mr. Geo. Washburn, took fire
from a lighted candle, and being of light material was instantly in a blaze. Mr. Spaulding
with great presence of mind, seized the child
and succeeded in smothering the fire, but was
burned on both his hands while the child escaped unhurt. The audience for the moment
was in an intense state of
excitement, and by
this accident the performance w as suddenly
a
to
close.
brought

They then surrounded Mr. Chase so that,
for a short time, he could neither move for-

backward. After Mr. Chase left the
discovered that his pocket had been
picked, and his pocket book containing a $100
U. S. bond, about $40 in money, and sundry
notes and papers bad been stolon.
or

car, he

Fire.—About half-past 11 o’cl- ck last night
an alarm was sounded from box 32.
The tiro
was in the large
wooden store No. 94 Green
street, owned by Mr. Parker of Scarboro’, and

Frye

for

a

gro-

KENNEBEC

cery store. Notwithstanding there was some
delay in sounding the alarm, the engines were
so prompt that the
fire was confined to the

been done to the building. The greatest damage is to the stock of Messrs. Ricker & Frye,
by water. It is supposed the fire caught from
defect in the
whether there

chimney.
was

\Ve could not learn

any insurance.

We learn from tlie Machias Republican that
tlie cloth dressing and carding mill of Messrs.
Bailey and Lippincott of Columbia Falls, took
lire last week and was damaged to no small
amount. Fortunately the fire did not break
out. Had it done so, the mills and bridge
would have been in great danger.
The new Cougregationalist Church in Freeport will be dedicated New Year’s day. Services commence at 11-2 o’clock P. M. Sermon
by President Harris ot Bowdoin College.

the next best thine to Dickens himself.
Social Dance.—This evening the Good
Templars’ Hall Association will givo its first

National Solpiebs' Home.—Ex-Governor
Smythe of New Hampshire, having been appointed by the Board of Managers of the National Homes one of the committee to inspect
the State Home at Newark and
report upon
its location and condition, performed his misIt
on
sion
is proposed that the
Saturday.
same shall be adopted
by the National Government and provided for in a similar man nor
with those at Dayton, Ohio, Angusta,Me., and
Milwaukee, AVis.

dauce of a course in the new hall, at the North
end of Deering’s bridge. No pains have been

spared to have this affair pass off well, and to

satisfy all those who will attend aDd thereby
lend their help for this benevolent purpose.
Carriers' Address.—Our carriers have taken pains this year to obtain an address of superior merit and they will present it to our
subscribers, whom they have served every
morning, rain and sunshine, storms and cold.
They hope to be remembered on New Year’s
day by them.

aPEGIAi,

Holiday

Temperance Meeting.—The County Association will meet at Gorham this forenoon at

New Year’s Presents at Astonishingly how prices
J. It. LDAI &
Dec 31-il2t ss

are

A

making arrangements

to move back to
City
Hall this week. The next regular meeting ol
the City Counoil, next Monday evening, will
be held in the new rooms.

1. O. of O. F.—At

a

regular meeting of the

the following offielected for the ensuing term: F. A.
Bettis, N. G.; G. F. Mariner, V. G.; D. TV.
Babb, Secretary, J. P. Libby, Treasurer.

SaccarappaLodge.No.il,

cers were

“Eon.”—You can dance the old year nut and
the new year in by going to City Hall to-night,
the Eons are to
Concert there.

as

give a grand

Promenade

Artic'es

SUITABLE FOR

Meetings will bo held also in the
afternoon and evening. Gen. Dow, Rev. Mr.
Keyes, and other well known speakers will be
present.
Government

Piano !

8. n. 8TKVENS &

Cough,

a

Cold

CO.,14S'l'*nEi(aol.
or a

Requires immediate attention,
ed.

"

ll

Sore Throat,

and should be

check-

allowed to continue,

Irritation of the l.naga, a Permanent
Throat Biwan or Conanoiption,
Is often

the result.

1

1

Brown’s Bronchial Troches
Having a direct influence to the parts, giving immefor Bronchial-, Anihma, Carelief.
tarrh, Consumptive and Throat Disease*,
Troches are used with always good success.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them
to clear and strengthen the voice.
Obtain ouly “Brown’s Bronchial Troches.” and do
not take any ot the Worthless Imitations that may
bo ottered. Sold Everywhere.
nol3d&w3m a»
diate

In this
years.

CO.,

EVE It V T til A'a
Fishing.

or

Also, fine Pocket. Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Tailor’s, Barber’s and other Shears, Fruit ami Flower
Clippers (a new thing), and a variety of sma! I Hard
G. L. BA ILKY,
Ware, may be obtained of
No. 45 Each***
aug27eodttsn

For the Holidays!
THE

OI.D

»»

bushels

^

FROM

NAME

PF.HTINATIOE

He-la.New York.. Liverpool.... Dec 2*
Austrian.Portland.. Liverpool.Dec 28
Cityot Antwerp.. .New York. .Liverpool.Dec 28
A alanta.New York.. London.Dec 28

SnufT!

\

IHi* de Paris.New Yo*k. .Havre.....Dec 2*

Virginia.New York..Vera ruz.... Dec 29
Arizona.New York. .A« pin waif ....Dec 31
Africa.Boston..... Liverpool.Jan 1
Eagle.New York.. Havana.Jan 2
Hibernian.Portland. ..Liverpool.Jan 4
Ci y ot London.New York.. Liverpool.Ian 4
Helvetia.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 4
Srolia.New York.. Liverp ol.Ian 8
More Cast le.New York.. Ua. atia.Dec 9
Nova Scotian.Portland....Liverpool.Jan il
No^lh America. ...New York. .Rio Janeiro... Jan 23

IS

does not

Dry Up,” a Catarrh but
IjtfOMr.Nif it; trees the bean 01 all offensive
matter quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache;
soothes and
alftxya_isand
hurainp heat in Caso mild and agreeable in its effects
tarrh;
that It positively

1

CURES WITHOUT SNEEZESG!
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instanily
givesto the Throat an<l y »cal organs a
of Coolticsa and
Comfort.
Is the Best Voice Tonic in tho world!
Try it! Safe, Reliable and only <5 cents,
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address
COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Philadelphia.
W. W. Whipple &Co, Portland, Genera1 Agents.
" holesale Agts, Gee. C. Goodwin &
Co; Rust Bros
& Bird, Boston; J. W. Perkins & Co, W. F. Philips
&< o, H. H. Hay, Portland.
Nov U-SNeodAw6m

Miniature Almanac.December 31*

Snurises...

.7.30 1 Moon sets. lo.io PM

Sunsets.4.37 | High

water

....

MARINE-NEWS.

Sensation

PORT OF PORTI.A Nl>.
Monday,

NERVINE

AND INVIGOR/VTOK!
Medicine is

a

NERVE TONIC.

It

stops the

waste ot vitality, braces the Neivos, and quietly
regulates the system. Sleeplessness, Irritability,
Loss of Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Con
stipaMon, local Weakness, ?nd a general tailing of
the mental and bodily (unctions, are the common in-

dicatiou ot Nervous Disease.
Dodd’s Nervine and
Invigora^or is a complete specific tor all (roubles.— 1
It is also the best, as it is also the mrist agreeable,

Remedy for Female Complaints

offered to the public. Prostration
Hysteiia—retained, excessive, irregu ar
menses—yield to its magic power.
ever

TO

of Strength,
and painful

MOTHERS.

Mothers! we also commend the NERVINE tor use
in the diseases which atfiict children while Teething,
as certain to o#vrii quick and gr^jeful relief.
T1 e
stupefying feyrups, of wlii h Opium is the princioal
ingredient, are dangerous to life, impair the (unctions of die stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of vour offspring. To
cure Wind Colic, regulate the bowels, so;ten the
cums, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will always
be found safe and efficient.

Don’t Use Anything Else!
S3P“ Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
Price One Dollar per bottle.
H. B. STOKER »» C
Proprietors,
No. 15 Fulton Street, New YoA.

October 15,1867.

W&Sly

December 30*

A Rill* ED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston
for East]»ort and St John, «N 13.
Hcb Oorvo. Pickering New York.
8 h T It Jones Smith New York.
Scb Grace Webster, Talbot Boston.
Sch E N Perry, Hamilton Salem.
Sch Ranger, Cleaves, Yarmouth, to load for Balti-

^Rfnewfr.
CrRAV II AIK

Restored to its original Youthful Odor
Its

use.

It will make Hair grow upon bald heads, except
in very aged persons, as it tarnishes the nutritive
which the hair is nourished and sup-

it will prevent the hair from falling out, and does
nor. slain the skin.
Ho better evidence of its superiority need be adduced than the fact that so many imitations of it
arc offered to the public.
It is a splendid hair dressing.
|^“Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail.
U.
P.
HALL. & CO.,
Nashua
N.
H.

Proprietors.

December 3.

eid&weow

Catarrh Can be Cured l
relieved,

HEADACHE
of the
and head
nose

of the

and in fact every disease
permaoen ly cured by the

well-known remedy,
itaeder's German Snuff!
Try it, lor It costs but 25c. For sale by all drug-

use

gists; or send 35c to O. P. SEYMOUR <& CO.. Bonnot, and receive a box by return mail.
sepIdtffeN

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tinis. Natural Black or Brown,
Remedies the ill
edicts «i Bad Dves Invigorates the hair, leaving it
soft and beautiful. TLe genuine is signed William
A. Bachelor.
All others a<e mere imitations and
should be avoided. Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers. Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
dcl8 wdlm
^**Beware of a Counterfeit.

Cong Sought

For !

C-'me >t La*t I

Mains’ Elder Berry Wine.

We take pleasure in announcing that tbe above
named article may be found ior sale by all city
and first class Country tHrontm.
As a Medici nr Mains’Wine is invaluable,
bei.ig
among the best. if not the best, remedy for colds and

Dmcgls's

complaints,manufactured

from the pure
juice of the berry, and unadulterated by any impure
ingredient, we can heartily recommended it to the
Sick as MEDICINE.
“Fo the daysot the aged itaddetb length,
To the mighty it a Ideth strength,”
'Fisabalm lor the sick, a joy tor the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell
ill AIK*’ CLDEUBEKRT
nov

27

sn

WINE.

d& wit

The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam, for
Coughs Colds and C onsumption, is not one of
tlio-e ephemera! nos* rum* Uiat are or got ten in the
same year they are born.
A reputation of forty
years’ standing, and an increasing popularity, is
Get the genuine.
prettv good evid '»'cc of its value
REED, (JUFLER
CO., Druggists, Boston, Prodc 25eod-8Nlm
prietors.

Ifloth, Freckles, and Tan,
The only reliablo remedy for those brown uiscolora’ions on tho face called Moth Patches,Frtckles, and
Tan, is Perry’s moth and Freckle Lor ©v.
Pre -ared only hr Dr. B. C. Perry, riormaiologist.
49 Bom I street New Yark. Sold by all Druccists in
Portland, and els where. Beware of iraitatation.
November 16. M W&S3m

Why Suffer from Sores ?
When, by the use ot the ARNICA #1NTMENT
It lias relieved thousands
you an be easily cured
from Burns, Srafds, Chapped Hands, Sprains, ('uts.
Wounds, and eneru < omp faint qf the Skin. Try it,
it costs but 25 cents.

Bo

sure

to ask tor

Hale’s Arnica Ointment,
For sale by all druggists, or send vour address

and
30 cents to O. P. SEYMOUR A CO., Boston. Mass.,
ami receive a box by return mail. W. F. Phillips <fc
Co., agent* for Maine.
april261ysn

Tha Confessions and Experience of
an Invalid.
'or tho bonortt, and as aCAUTION

PUBLISHED
TO YOU NO MEN

and

Mahogany Frame

EF* Wo hare gol every mimriibir thins
the ISo>M-Vura:khing Eiae. aud will
•ell anythin* iu our large stack at the very
l>omvc»t L’n»h Price. In
dditlon to the above,
we will say
Every customer buying $Ko worth, will be presented with a Nice Dama-li Lounge.
Every customer buving $50 worth will be presented with a nice Ticking Marties*.
Every customer buying $25 worth will be presented witu a Mahogany Frame Looking Glass.
This is no humoug; every article shall be sold as
LOW as can be bought elsewhere of same
quality.
in

others,

who sutler from

Nervous ••ebility, Pr nature FHcay ot Manhood,
Ac., supplying The Means of Self-Cure. Written by
one wh > cured hi itself, and sent nee on receiving a
directed envelope. Address NATHANKL viAYFAIR. Brooklyn, N. Y. Also tree, by the
same publisher, a circular of D ,ISY
SWAIN, the
great Po^m of the
del7-d& w3u\-8N

ro-t-pail

Wain’s Pure Elderberry and Currant w ine>.

So highly recommended by Physicians*.
may bo
found at wholesale at tbs drug stores of \V. W. Whip&
W.
H.
H.
F.
&
Hav.
ple
Co.,
Phillips
Co., E. L.
Stau wood and J. W. Perkins & Co.
janl2»ndly

BB. S. S. FTTCIl’S.

“Family X:>^l,ysicio,Tl,,,
Seventy-six pages: price 25 cents. Sent to any address. No money required until the book is received,
read, and fully approve.!. It is a period guide to the
sick or iudisposeu. Address Hit. g. g. FITCH, 25
l’rcmont Street, Boston.
s«
Jau29diy

&

pets. Stoves, tic.

dccjleodtf

Christmas and New Year’s
O O O D S l
A.

(i.

COULIS8

hat for sale at

mo.

317

CON(IKES* STREET,
large and well selected stock of

a

Fancy Goods, Jewelry,
Tsys, Work,

Handkerchief

TravciliuK Dago,
iompnuioua,

Office Western Union Tefegrapk.
York JGtli. sch Annie E Martin, irom
Philadelphia.
Old, barque Josephine, for Cardenas.

New
.Portland tor
at

Ar at Philadelphia
from Nuevitas.

SCOTCH

WOOD GOODS l
Card

Etf Please call »n<l examine.
Clocks and Jewelry neatly repaired and warranted
.Hr Cangr... Mt.,ander mechanic’Kail.
December HI. dlluewtaw

K.

A, of the I*. F. I ),
Annual

Meeting*

annual meeting of the Rellet At social Ion of
Portland Fire
will bo held at tbo
City council Chamber, Market Hail building, on
WEDNESDAY EVENING. JAN. 8th. .17*
tor the choice of Trustees and the transaction of oth-

rpHE
A »be

Department

o'cflck,

bnsiness.

Per Oder of the
J.

Portland, Doc 30.

President
C. TEWKSBURY, Secretary.
dc3Jdtd

Annual Meeting.
Annual

of the Stockholders of tho
THEPori land, meeting
Bangor & Machias Steamboat Co.,**

for the electiou of five Directors and tor the transaction oi any other business that raiv legally come
before them, will be held at the office of Ross &
Sturdivant, 151 Commercial Street, on Tuesday.
January 14,1868, at 2 o’clock P. M.
WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.
dcc3Jdtd
Portland, Dec. 27, 1857

<5.

M.

broken up.

DOMESTIC FORTS.
24th, ship Odessa, Small,

Lid 2<d. brig A M Roberts, Doak, Cardenas.
Towed to sea 18th, ship Dave port; barque Adelaide Norris.
MOBILE—Ar 23d, brig S E Kennedy, Duncan,
Aspinwall; seb May, Whitney, New York.
Ar 24th. ships das A Campbell. Curling, Thomaston J Montgomery, Mating, Boston.
Cld 23d, ship Wallace, Carney. Liverpool.
id 24. h, brig L Staples. Stowers, Genoa.
HAMPTON ROADS—Ar 28th, brigs J Me In tire,
Haskell, Malaga tor Baltimore; P M Tinker, Bernard. Demerara for do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, sehs Ellen Forrester, Al-

len Winterport; Tookolita, Stowart, Portland.
Ar 27th, ship One da, McGilvery, Ca.'lao.
Cld 27th, .-cu E F Meanv, Clark, Tangier.
PHI LADELPH1A—Ar 27th, sch »J F Allen,Allen,
Vinalhaven.
Below, sch Dauntless, Coombs, irom Porto Rico.
At Delaware Breakwater 26tb, orig Ida M Comery,
from Turks islands.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, ship Am Eagle, Moore,
Loudon; brigs Martha A Berry, base, mi Malaga;
Salinus, Hunt, Para: sehs 0 A Farnswottb, Sawyer,
Ihmerara; Darius Eddy Hopkins, E.uab thport tor
Winterport; John, Falkmgham, do tor Boston.
Cld 2*th, sens S H Met II, Benson, Martinique;
Eclipse,Strout, Cednr Keyes; Sabao, Lamson, for
Jacksonville- M B Maboney, Coffin, Savannah; K C
Lane. Lane, Rockland.
Ar 2sth. brigs J Leighton, lieighton, ftn Curaca;
Ha rv & Louise, Lotter, from Miragoane. Mariposa
Nash, Nuevitas; Pleiades, Me Inlire, Bangor, seh
J% C fame, bane, Port Johnson tor Rockland.
Ar ?ntli, barque Starr King, Anderson, Malaga;
brig Thos Owen, Guptiil. Havana.
Oil 8th, brig A Bradshaw, Johnson, for Fortress
Monroe.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, ach Ira Bliss, Hudson.
Port Johnson.
Sid 2*tl\ sehs Flora King, Cook, Portsmouth; 2 th
Cicsceur Lodge, Hatch, Warren.
N EWPoKT— r 28th, sehs Alice Parker, Walker,
Belfast lor New York; Nellie Chase, tm New York
lor Portland; Mary Langdon, Benue t, do lor Kockiand; Aloion, Smith, do for Kitterv,
Ar 27th. sehs Kfhan Allen, Blake, Now York for
Portland; Clara June, do lor Pembroke; Virginia,
Portland tor N w York ; Horttnsia. Belfast for Norfolk. Vr.
Return u, scds Did Load. MeClintock, Portland for
Baltimore; Allen Lewis, Bi nnett, do tor do. Sarah,
Morton. New York lor Rockland : John Lwnburner,
Orcutt, Bangor lor New York; NU Ha l Muipliy,
alula for Bridgeport ; Anna Eliz&het i, Robbins,
Bangor fir New York ; Gen Bank-. Fitzgerald, Cal
ais for New Haven: S N Smith, Turner, Winter?, rt
or New York; Mattie Holmes,Tapley Bangor lor
Biidgcfoit : Stampede, Stratton, Sullivan lor do;
V. bite Sea, Jones, Yinalhaven lor do.
ba led, sells St Lucar, Nel>on, Rock poll lor New
York; George Ar nlb*rt, McDonald. Belfast lor do.
A it W1 Ptimore,W’hittcmore. Bangor lor do; i.eila
* arter. Ellsworth for do; Helen M London,
Condon,
Belfast lor do.
HOLMES' HOLE—Ar i'8tb, sd s Convoy lliggins,
New Yoru for Salem; Percy, Mahlman, iron* do lor

Calais

BOSTON—Ar 2*th. schs P.ndonce Coombs, and
Delaware. Rhodes. Klizabethport; Joseph. McCarty,
Ron lout Gen Mar.on. Torre v New York.
Cld v8tli, sch H A J loti man, Haley, Portland, to
load lor Baltimore.
Ar 29th, barque Hawthorne, Williams Kennebunk: brig Cyclone. Chandler, Baltimore
ai-ha Leof Islands, NT: Silver .Mag
na llume. Small.
nei. Wutson, Philadelphia; Lebanah, Delay. Elizabeth nor i; H Mean**. Hall, Hoboken; Surah Gardiner, Teel, CaW*; Connecticut, Vea/.ic Belfast; Mazurka, Kimball, do: l.ucv, Clark, Northport.
Below, brig Tubal Cain Crcm Marseilles.
Sid. brig M Louise Miller.
Ar 30tli. trig Tubal • ain. Lortnv, Marseilles: schs

STATED MEETING of the MAINE CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION will be
in the LIBRARY ROOM, on THURSDAY
EVENING, January 2d, at 7* o’clock.

A

STEPH EN M A RSH, Secretarj.
J

dc3tdtd

solved by mutual consent.

AARON B.
HENRY C.

Leland. franklin. Oceamca, Alley,
Wlscasvet; Trader, Goptlll, Rockland; Maracaibo,
Henley, Portland.
C d 30th, barque Pursuit, Bigelow, Montevideo;
brg Hyperion, Simon ton, Matanzus; sch Alice T,
(Bn Robinson, St, John, NB. via Portland.
SA LEM—Ar 29th, sch Redington, Gicgory, Rockland lor Richmond. and proceeded.)
Sid 27th, brig Birchard A Torrey; schs Florida,
Julia E Gama .e, Lizzie Guptll Banner, and Free
Wind
BEVERLY—Ar 28th, sch Just In a, Gregory, New
York for Danvers.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 27ib, brig Roamer, McFarlati l, Baltimore
BATH—Ar 28th,

brig J W Drisko, Eaton,

Ge rgetown, SC.

irom

For Machias,
MACHIAS, and Machias port,

as far as can
Schooner T R. Jones will be ready
get for ice.
tj receive freight about January 2d.
F<*r further
JON^S H PERLEY.
particulars enquire of
December 31. d3t*

First National Bank.

A

DIVIDEND of Jive (5) per cent, will be paid to
the stockholders ot this Bank on and alter

Thursday,

^Portland,

Jan wry second
W. E GOULD,
Dee. 30, 1867. dec31d1w

Notice.
arc

attached,

or
on

cn

account

oi

Tenement to Let
family, in No 62 Pearl street. ReHtF»R
$250. Enquire of S. S. HIJH, 138 Exchange st.
Dec 31.dll
a

smtll

Wanted!
SMART, capable
A Good
references required.
Girl,

WalJf®J*,.?nc*

Uihbs, Wilson,

from

Stewart,

Bangor.

York.]
Hunter, frmall.

| Per steamer Deutscldand. »* **ew
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst, Win,®**
New York.
Aral F.lmouth 15tli, Tarquln.
—

Rangoon.
Sid

iin

Shields 15th,

Ilnntley,

trom

tl
Scotia, fur Aden.

Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Oct 15, James Guthrie,
Johnson, Kong Kong.

general housework.

Apply

at 230 Cumdc31dlw*

Business Change
sdil my stock and interest in trade to

JJAVINQ

ROBERT E. MITCHELL,
Would most respectfully recommend my former
friends an 1 customer* to the new firm.
A.

A. PETTEHUHL * CO.

Haring bought the stock
formerly occupied by

taken the

and

A. J. RETTENG ILL &

169 Biddle

store

CO.,

Street,

Wenld solicit the former customers and
friend* to his

New Place of Business
Having

Beautiful

added

Styles
To his

sew

of

stock s
confident to

I tee'

PLEASE
firor

Who

ALIi

me

with

as

ALL
a

call.

NOVELTIES
Will bo found

Soon

Goods

already

they

as

appear in the Market

ROBERT E. MITCHELL,
16!) Middle St.
Dec 28-dtf

DR. CARPE.VTER,
Oculist and Aurist,
returned to
at tbe

HAS

Portland andean be consulted

UNITE D S TA TESIlOTEL,
A

short tin

c

longer upon

CATARRH,
And all

diseases of the

Eye,
Ear,
Throat
AND

York;

Penang,

do

to

berland street.

Oct

and others.
Sid im Foo-chow Oct 23, thlp Sami Russell, Lewis,
New York.
Sid Oct 18 ship Western Chief Hill, Sbanghae.
At Whampoa Oct 30. barque Atlelia Carlton, Triple
l >r New Yoik. Idg at $ 2 g Id. per ton.
Sid im Hong Kong Oct 16, barque Margarita, Teterson, Poo-chow, to load lor New York.
in por Nov l, barques Nellie C'huniu, Wa?s, lor
New York, at $14 gold, per ton:
Paiten,
dsib eJ; WnatCheer Ainswoith, iroui Swatow lor
Cbcioo. leaky. Ship Wh.te *wMl w. which sailed
Oct 31 tor Manila is to load for New York at $12*
gold, per ton tor sugar and #12 lor hemn.
At Genoa *2th inst, ships Italia. Whitmore, for
New York I3ih; Puctolus, Tobev. lor
do; Memnon.
B iker. lor Philadelphia dan 15,
barque J H McLaren, Corning, lor Boston, do.
At Leylmm 12 h inst,
ship Glad Tidings. Thompson. tor New York.
Old at Palermo Nov 29, sch Harriet Thomas, R°b*
ln*on. New York.
In port 3d inst, bar.;u» s Gralta,
Kagle, Wilkinson, from Licata; bnvr* J H nillingb»m, Mud^ett; Harry
Weeks, ana Clara P

any

name

their having been 1* st or
stolen.
E. P. CHASE.
Port’and, Dec. 30, 1867. dec31d3t

PO ITS.
23, ships Resolute, Holt, for New
York; Anna Williams, tor Foo chow; Simoda, Crowell. lor do and back, (gets $4 73 pr register ton and
\* lav tiavs); barque Wi.a ouzclie, Lewi.-, for New

Shanghai

Cashier.

persons
hereby forbid
buying
ALL
notes
any papers whatever, with my

FOREIGN

At

HOLDEN,

PEABODY.

Until further notice, Mr. Holden may be found at
the Probate Office, and Mr. Peabody at the offlea of
the late firm, No 229} Cor gross st.
dc313w

Intrepid Banner, charloitclown, PEI; Isis, Rogers,
Ann.

|

Portland, January 1st, 1868.
Copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
Aaron B. Holden and Henry C. Peabody, under
the firm name of Holden & Peabody, is this day dis-

Bay

Bchast.

a7^

M.

held

EAST

Barque Aberdeen, Cochtane, trom Ellsworth for
Cuba which put into this port in distress atter striking on a ledge, has repaired and re-loaded and is
ready tor sea.
Barque What Cheer. Ainsworth, from Swatow for
Chefoo, arrived at llong Kong Oct 30, leaking badly.
Put in lor rei»airs.
Barque Eaily Morn, Moore, irom Boston tor Valparaiso. returned to Montev.deo Nov 2 for the second time, at er being tliirtv or forty days trying to
weather Capo Horn. &be proceeded again 5th in
charge ol Capt Smith, Capt M having injured Ills
eyesight.
The wreck of schr Lizzie L Taidey, oi Brook sville,
was sold at auc ion 2*tb, for $101.
She is to be

Cam, Hazara, Icb-

Unite, Clack., Ac., k«,

■•r.,

3uth, brig Merriwa,Waterhouse

DISASTERS.

and Fancy
l.adies*

Napkin King.,

53E“Tlie Custom House will not be open lor busitransactions to-morrow, (New Year )
From Branch

EATON,

130 Kxchitn^o rst •
N. B. rash paid for Second Hand Furniture,Car-

ness

Ar

L. Glasses

GIYEJYrf mi P,

NEW ORLEANS—Ar

HAIR

By

€wI\*ejy rimir.

CLEARED.

Carqne Hunter, York, Havana— Lit Cqjohn &
Chase.
Sch May Belle, Carter, Jog$ins, NS.
Sch C G Clark, Foster, Baltimore.
Sch James A Crooker, Groves, New York—A L
Hobson.

Martinique

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Tick'ng Mattresses,
TO Rr.

3.00PM

more.

Tills

50 Nice

B>KI*A IM UK K OF (K LIN STKAMKRS.

DvafucM) Ac,)
And all disorders resulting from Colds in
Head, Throat and Yocal Organs.

I) ODD’S

TO BE

VK.V .1 IfVl I*.

Boxes,

TURKS ISLAND. Brig Hattie E Wlieeler-t1,000
salt, to Phinney «& Jacl^on.

>

AND TROCIIE PiiWDKKi
A DELIGHTFUL and PLEASANT REMEDY
Catarrh) Heailarhe) Bad Breath, Ho a >
ue«, Asthma, Hronchitii, Coughs,

Delicious

IS O TI O E.

N'ce Worsted Damask Lounges

IMPORTS

YOUNG,

«NU

Jackson’s Catarrh

Remedy

Mrs. Abigail Morris, aged 82

23,

Ready Dec 12.

By oneof his admirers.
Send Orders to the Publishers, .T. M. WH1TTEMuRE & tO., Stationers, 114 Washington street,
Boston.
S&W4t8N

Tills

T iV K E

Baker,'

CHRISTMAS GAME OF

“I> I CKEN
FOB

House-Keepers Generally,

HOOPER

[Funeral this Tuesday, at 12 o’clock, from the resi
deuce of her son, W. 'J’. Morris. 36 Yoik street.
Relative* and friends arc invited to attend
In Kast Boston, Dec. 29, snd lenlr, Hannah Homer, daughter ot Abial T. and Margaret Noyce, qf
Portland. Remains brought to this city for interment
In Oxford, Dec. 22, Mr. W. W. Oliver, aged 65 yrs
and ;6 days.
In Trenton, Mrs. Susan A. Salsbury, aged "5 years
6 months.
In Gardiner. Dec. 21, Mrs. Clara, wile of J. M.
Richardson, aged 25 yc :rs.
Jn Sumner, Mr. Freeman Keene, aged 81 years.
In Gardiner Dec 22, Mrs. Jolm
aged 79
years.
In L wiston Deo. 22, Mrs. Emily A., w feof JEpb'm
Li. Jordan, aged 18 /oarr 9 months

at, Agents for the State ot Maine.
Dec G-eodlmsN

For Shooting

city, Dec.

MarUi*

TO BE

DIED.

145 Mid de

as

NOTHIN.

Go- ds at Cost I

Fancy

10 o’clock.

City

Weber”

the couutry.
These Pianos are used exclusively by the two
princpal Musical Conservator^'pi New York and
Brooklyn; and the Li rectors of the National Pi«no
Forte Association of New Y* rk, af er a careful comparison with all other first class makers pretending
to excel, pronounce tho “Weber” to be the “Best Piano Forte in America.”

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Consul, will give readings from
Dickens’ works, in this city, the latter part oi
next week. Of the ability of Mr. Murray to
portray the Judge in the Pickwick trial our
citizens have had an opportunity of seeing;
and, as he is a splendid reader, we shall get

Hall.—The

assortment ol
heieafter keep

Shotring the different styles of this splendid Instrument, n *w acknowledged to be the Piano Forte ot

pul

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

British

City

4

ui on ary

Mis. Joseph B. Burr, fell upon an icy spot
in Brewer Sunday evening, and dislocated
one of her wrists, and fractured her fore arm.

Readings from Dickens.—We are glad to
learn that Henry John Murray, Esq., our popular

large

onr
we shall

hand

iM**
1 u..n

HewIy Mai'iieil Folks

SCRATCH !

Tn this city, f)#c 25, at the residence of the bride’s
lather, by Rt. Rev. Bi l op Neeley, Edward George
Cole an 1 Miss Abu e Elizabeth, daughter oi William
L teas, all oi Portland.
At Ferry Village, Cane Elizabeth, Dec. 29, by A. J.
Robinson, Eft., O. E. tloftso: and .vliss Sarah Jane
Robinson, both of O. E
In Scarboio, Dec. 29, by Rev. Mr. Harris, Henry
Soial* and Mi s Emma D.*Robinson, all of S.
In Hebron, Dec. 25. J. C. Whitman, ot Buckfleld,
and Mary K. KariD, of H.
In Bath, Dec. 26, Geo. M. Adams and Mrs. Ellen
M. Percy.
In Lewiston, Dec. 22, Charles F. Jordan, ol New
Glouccsler, and Lottie E. Cook, ot L.
in ewiston. Dec. 25, John Morehouse and Grace
A. Bailey, both oi Oxford.

(£.con*tamly
FOUE ELE'JAET SPECIMENS
on

COUNTY.

The Winthi op Bulletin gives a list of 116
persons in that town who a e over 70 years
old. Of these 47 are over 80 and 5 over 90.
Singularly enough, just half of the 116 are
males and half females. The town contains
only 2800 inhabitants, and the proportion of
aged people is thus seen to be very large.

place where it originated-in the attic—and
was extinguished before a great damage had

a

addition to

In

W9

TNT EMESTUVCc

G. L. BAILEY.

Piano-Fortes,

07

Boeton.

ai.v i ktim: 'i,.
vis.

_WEW

ITCH / /

SCRATCH !

«Mp Orohcua Crowell,
Crowell

Francinco.4

MAItUIKL).

PIANOS!
31

SPOKES.

Rot s, tet 33 20 Ion 0,10.
trom Boi*U» lor S*n
Nov kG, lat 21 .*7 N, iuu
Ruteout. irom Smfjap .re/or

100

Sleds !

or

“WEBER”

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

by.

Messrs. Ricker &

Skates

ported.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

just

occupied by

A PEEM UM OF F VE PEE GENT.
paid tor ail National Bank Bills received for

will be

principle bj

State News.

ITCII t!

\VhrnlANi« Oiuimcni cures
he Vtrh.
Mult IS lie inn.
lirntou’M O • ii uien
cures
WhraionN Oininient enrea 't • llrr.
BhrnloiiNOiiifmriit cures Rarbera Itch
V» beutou’s Oinlmeiil cures K ve» y kind
»f iluiin>r like Tlagic.
t rice. 50 cent* a
Art-ires*
box; by ni di, 60 cents.
NV EEKS & POTTER, No. 170 Washington Streer,
Bo ton, Mass. For pile by all Druggists,
tieptein ber 26. eod&w l v

ORE E XB ACKS!

At 45 Exchange Si.
dec4codtf

S)d Oct 30. WinOeld Scot.,
Band. Saurabaya.

in from 10 to 48 hours.

dtjaiilsn

move

The Merchants’ National will declare its dividend to-day, and the Cumberland National
during the week. New Years’ day will be observed as a holiday by tbe banks and no busiAll persons interestness will be transacted.
ed will make a note of this fact.

ward

ITCH !

331 CONGRESS STREET.

once.

should

Robbed in the

STEARNS,

SCRATCH !

his

Paint, whether the

tions of men, nothing is more gratifying than
the occasional acts of generous kindness which
stand like green oases in the desert of human
selfishness. Of this character was an incident
which occurred last Saturday evening.

2,550.000

SNOW Jb

OF THE

Another Store Entered.—The store of
Geo. W. Rich & Co.,
Clothing Dealers, No.
173 Fore street, was entered
yesterday, and
to
the
amount of several hundred dolgoods
lars taken away. The parties
engaged in the
transaction are all well known in Portland,
1 and can be easily detected
by the clothes they

Army and Navy Union Relief CommitDown among the dead men, are, at this motee.—The following is a corrected list of tlic I ment, thousands who might have been aiive
members of the committee appointed to inves- j and well had they used that great life protigate the cases of needy orphans of onr de- ! server, Plantation Bitiers. Dot the living lay
ceased soldiers and sailors, in order to obtain ! it to heart that they are the best known remfor them a portion of the fund provided by the
edy for all dyjpeptic complaints, stomach deState. Our citizens will confer a favor by rerangements, and general debility. As a deporting a’l such cases that come under their licious cordial, combined with great tonio virobservation to their respective Ward Committues, their equal canuet be found.

care

ST RECEIVED AT

J

Messrs.

delivery of engravings of the
Washington Library Co. in this city, will close
on the
evening of Jan. 7th. All shares must
be purchased before the 8th, and no orders tor
engravings will be filled after one weck'ttom
Supreme Judicial Court.
that date. Over five thousand shares have
CRIMINAL term.—barrows, j, presiding,
Monday.—In the case of Sta'e vs. Hill, for arson, I been taken in this city and vicinity, and sharethe testimony tor Government was all pat in, and | holders are assured that nothing will be left
thejurv, in charge of officers, went and viewed the I undone on the part of the agents here to sepremises alleged to have been set on flro by Hill.
cure for them their
just rights. All orders for
Mr. O’Donnell tben opened the case for tbe deshares should be addressed to Geo. R. Davis &
fence, denying all implication of Hill in tbe affair,
Co., Portland, Me., with return stamp enand proceeded to call witnesses in his behalf. The
closed.
dec 31. lweod
case will hardly reach the jury on Tuesday.

heth Point, weut

Fancy Goods & Toys!

ex-

Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall, have received the
eleventh number of this journal of fashion.
Its popularity and circulation increases with
every number; and well they may, for it is,
decidedly, the best journal oi fashion published iu the Union.

PREBLE HOUSE.

at

Uene-al Agents.

Ttirijer’* T|c Doolonrrox. op V'ntrer»al
iNfnralgia Pin IS a pairt, certain and speedy
tor Neuralgia and
The
all Nervous Diseases.
severest cases aie
completely uu*l permanently cured
in
sliort lime.
in (be laee or bead
Menmkjia
a|
jery
is utterly banished in a few
i5n„. No form of nervous disease withstands its
magic influence. It has
the n-rqna lifted approval of
cnirumt physi^
cians.
h contains nothing ln.lnrlof„,totlie
most delicatesystem. Solil everywhere
Sent .,n w.lm oi
81 and two postage stamps.
.on
TURNER & ...v*
Tromont Street, Boston, Mass., proprieto** jV*’
For sole by W. F. Phillips & (Jo., Portland,
July 18. eod&wlysn

PINK

December 16.

Harpers*

Davis,do

Ellingwood, residing

ELEGANT PRESENTS I

cheap.

J L Merrill, Boston
Mrs Cobb, Lew?ston
Wm A Deland, Chicago
Miss Hutchinson, Boston
do
CLBeckford, West brook James Farran,
M B Boynton,
DM ulton,
do
do
F D Draper, N'ew York
do
J W Reed.
W C Bartlett, USA
Edw Crockett, Halifax
H Couse ns, G-rbani
C T Woodbury, Worcester
J Burleigh, Boston
S Farnsworth jr, do
G W Parker, Bargor
M H Hale, galem
J Littlefield,
R P Brown, Boston
do
T Lamprey,
do
J B Webb, Gorham
D W Sanborn,PortsmnuthC A Robinson, Montreal
E B Hunnewell, Boitoii A D Purinsou, Dover
do
H A Belcher,
Geo Baclielder, Boston
Wm L Lowell. Halifax

Mr. J. M.

nov28eodtt»x

a

E. M. Patten & Co. will sell at suction at
10 o’clock to-day, a bankrupt stock of clothing. A good chance to purchase

Arrirali.

Smart,{Boston

nature.
Dr. A. rfAYLEYVProprietor, Philadelphia.
Price 35 cents.
W. W. WHIPPLE Sc CO.,
€rev

cure

T L Eastman, Steep FallsD A Bradley, Fryeburg
RDunham, Westbrook J Harrison, freedom
J S Wilson & w.Porfsm’hGeo Wyman, Providence
G H Gordon, Augusta
Sami Hayward, Boston
Howard Green, Westvllle
J C Willis, Boston
Wm C Rossbach,W iscon’n
A J Reeve, Minnesota
Lieut Goldy, New York
J Judkins. Waterville
E R Staples, So Bridgton Weston Somers,Skowhegn
T Long, Bath
W Ada 3 s, Boston
E P

YE /VT? ^ !

rlfu.at Ba,aT,a0ct »• A»‘™. Edward*, from 1Uc

FOB

ITCH, SALT RHEUM, OLD SORES. CHILDBLASE S. ULCERS, ITCH ISC RILES,
aiul All Eruptions qf the Skin, qf ichat-

& Eaton.

AMERICAN HOUSE.
G W Hopkins,GorliaiuNH A Crockett, Rockland
M Higgins, Eden
J H Costello, Maine
H L Warren, Norway
T C Perkins, Lewiston
J C Johnson, Maine
H T Lord, Boston
J A Smith, T irner
M E Newton, do
W I Milliken, Lewiston
C H Bartlett, Island Pond
M Frizzell, W vv atervllle E O Smart, Montreal
AH Warren Boston
C Stevens, Augusta
w
C P Green, New Portland
Tarbox, Bangor
E M Tibbetts, do
Wm Miller, Livermore
D Gilmore, Maine
C S Gross, NewGloucester
W Brooks & w, Hollis
D T Seavey, Milan
C M Moruan, Gorhan\NHC M Bailey, Winthrop
A B Towle, London
A Grudi, Bath
W S Carter, do
HOTBL.
CITY

DR

NEW

fine assortment of Diaries of
all kiBds for 1868.

and

Hotel

Artists Materials and Sheet

Schlotterbeck & Co.’s.

Geyer has

IVIainc State Press
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Coles worthy and
Chisholm Bros., at Boston Depot, and on the train of
G. M. Curtis, and at Pc tland & Rochester Depot.
At Biddeibrd, ol Pillsbury Bros.
At Saco of J, S. Locke.
At Brunswick, of W. R. Fields.
At Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham ot News Agent.
At Bath of J. O. Slnw.
The

ft

supply of

Items,

NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

<

they

NOTICES.

__SPECIAL

LiiiiftS,
Hundreds of Tcstlinnni ib from nil parts of Maine,
be

at Dr 'Vs Rooms.
Consultation a* otllee Free. Nit
tain on* dollar. Ofllce nours 9 to

can

seen

Dec 21-dim

letters must con12, 2 to 4, 6} to 7$.

Oysters^ Oysters!
Just

received

a

t'resh cargo

of

OYSTEHSI
tor sale at

The lowest Market Rates!
yF- All orders by Mail or otherwise promptly
tilled.
IV. FREEMAN Sr C O.,
101 Federal Street.
dec30dlw

OYSTERS!
Just received, a cargo of OYRTERt
TAwhk from Tangier, lor sale at No. 2 Union

fV^Whart.
^JAMES
December 2*.

dlwis

FREEMAN.

Mobile, Dec. 27.—Cotton closed firm; factors generally claiming fall rate*; sales to-dav 3.400 bales;
Middling l°i@l31c; receipts 4,595 bales; sales of
th<- week I3,t,50 balet; receipts same time 22.724
bales; cxpoits 20,747 bales; coastwise 4,050 bales;
foreign 1G,G9? bales; stocks 1,795 bales.

LOUISIANA.

LATEST NEWS,

MEETING OF TIIE UNION LEAGUE.

New York. Dec. 30.—A New Orleans special of last night says: The first meeting ol the
Union League, mostly negroes, was held last
Connight in Lafayette square. Rev. T. \V.
Freedmens
wav, late Commissioner of the
resoluBureau for this State, presided. The
to be
tions declared the object of the League
rule, tourthe release of Louisiana from rebel
news
ot
the
ing the meeting extras containing a
bombshell
removal of Ord and Fops fell
among the leaders
all parts of the
The reports of distress in
blacks are not exagSouth among whites and

BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
-__-----

Tuesday Morning, December 3), 1867.
—

♦ • ♦-*—

■

--—

f^pwial dispatch to the Daily Press by International

1

gerated.

Line.'j

TIIE

legislature.

ARRIVAL op members of the

Dec. 30.—An unusual
members elect of both branches of the Legislature have arrived in the city to-night, and the
canvassing for the respective offices is quite
brisk, but the result is involved in too much

mystery

to

express

a

definite opinion.
COMREPUBLICAN STATE

ORGANIZATION OF THE

MITTEE.
met

this

Republican State Committee
Hon. J. G.
evening and organized by elect’11!?
speech.
Blaine Chairman, J. B- »“t,er-of Biddeford,
Article 5th declares that
of Bangor,
people in peace to assemble
Secretary, and L. i’- Strickland,
The

i*J5 LEGATES

ELECTION OF

TO THE CHICAGO CON-

VENTION.

22d of January was designated as the
time for the election of four delegates at large
!fne

to

the

the right of the
and to petition

be abridged.
Articles 6th and 7th are rehearsals of the
the punishment of crime.
common law for
The concluding paragraph of article 7th says
that the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended.

government shall

Treasurer.

never

INCENDIARY FIRES.

Chicago Convention.

Cumberland.

Two more incendiary fires occurred in
Vicksburg on Sunday—one at 3 o’clock In the
morning, and the other at 9 o’clock in the evening. Loss $15,000. Insurance $15,000.

ITo Associated Press.]
FATAL AFFRAY AT BUCKFIFLD.

Lf.wiston,Dec. JO.— A special dispatch to
the Journal says that Thomas B. Bridghum
shot dead his uncle, Michael Uridglium, in an
affray at Buckfield, Saturday eveuing. He

WVBtilNIA.
NO FEARS OF A NEGRO INSURRECTION.

claims to have acted in seif-det'euce.

Richmond, Dec. 30.—The exaggerated acby telegraph from this city relative to
the expected rising of negroes iu the southside
counties in this State, have no better founda-

counts

WASHINGTON.
THE

FOURTEENTH
MENT

CONSTITUTIONAL
ENDANGERED.

tion than the lact that a few days since a squad
of soldiers were sent to Halifax, because a disturbance on Christmas was feared. The negro
population throughout the State are as quiet,
so far as an armed insurrection is concerned,
since their emancipation.
as they have been
Ne ther the military headquarters nor the
Freedman’s Bureau have beau advised of any
apprehended trouble.

AMEND-

Hew York, Dec 30.—A Washington special
rays a movement is on foot to prevent the legislatures of those States which have ratified
the Constitutional amendment, and which
legislatures have since obtained an anti-Kemajority, from repealing their resoutions of ratification. It is claimed that if
Hew Jersey, Ohio and California should repeal their resolutions the effect would be to
prevent the proposed amendment from becoming a part of the Constitution.
FOR THE

TENNESSEE.
HEAVY SNOW STORM.

Nashville, Dec. 30.—One of the heaviest

known in this section commenced last evening, and has continued without ceasing up to this hour. The snow is now
several inches deep and drifting furiously, so
that the street cars have stopped running.
snow

SOUTH.

Gen. Howard proposes to meet the cases of
distress in the South
by a liberal application
of the surplus funds under his control as head
of the Freed men's Bureau. An unexpended
balance of over $8 000,000 still remains in the
exchequer of the Bureau. In the case of some
South Carolina planters, who had no money
to commence operations for raisiug cotton last
year, Gen. Howard, though not legally authorised to make such disposition of the Bureau
funds, advanced a sum of eight thousand dollars, taking a lien on the crops for the repayment of the money when the planters sold
their crops. The entire amount has been liquidated, and Gen. Howard’s beneficent course

storms

ever

CAMFOHNU.
MARITIME INTELLIGENCE.

San Francisco, Dec. 30.—The sailing of the
steamship Montana, with the mails and passengers for New York, has been postponed on
account of the non-arrival of tbe steamship
from China and Japan, now over due.

noon.

Tbo soaaion of the Cortes commenced
yesterdav. In the usual speech from the throne

Queen Isabella pledged the support of the
tion to the L’ope for the preservation of
temporal power.

equipment of troops.
has had prepared a
statement showing the amount of money furnished by the several States for equipment of
troops, &c., during the war. From, this statement it appears $40,000,000 were advanced by
the States, that claims for about $30,000,000
have been adjusted, and that of the remaining
$10,000,000 claimed, about seventy per cent,
will be allowed by the Uuited States.

The Pans

pudiation

SENATORSHIP.

I

SLAVE TRADE.

The Government has received advices from
Cuba of preparations by the old slave dealers
for a revival of their infamous traffic, and several steamers will be sent to prevent it.
PROPOSED ANNEXATION OF SAN DOMINOO.

of affairs in St.

Domingo, and has sent Mr. Pujoi here as a
special Commissioner, some say to propose an-

1st

oi

com-

the

a

Press will be

as

NO
C

COURT.

Washington, Dec. 30.—In the United States
Supreme Court to-day the Chief Justice announced the adoption of the followin/r ralo:
Ordered, That upon the filing of a transcript
of records brought up by a writ of error or appeal the appreance of counsel for the plaintiff
in error or appellant shall be entered, and no
motion to dismiss, except on a special assignment by the Court, shall be heard, unless the
previous motion has been given to the adverse
party or counsel or attorney of such party.
PATENTS.

The whole number of patents issued from
the Patent Office during the past year is
13,015, an increase of 3,515 over the the numFor the
ber of last year, which was 9,500.
week ending January 7th,265 patents will be
issued. During the past week 400 applications
and 50 caveats were filed.
FOURTH MILITARY DISTRICT.

Brevet Major Gen. A. C. Gillem, recently
appointed commander of the fourth military
district until the arrival of Geo. McDowell
from California, left early this afternoon to relieve Gen. Ord and assume command of the
fourth district, headquarters at Jackson, Mis-
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Story every week, and a page
of emertaiuiuK niisrclluny, together
with the most important correspondence, reports and editorial*, and
the latest
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GLOVE

daily

The Maine State Press is a quarto paper, containing eight large page-,and is one of the largest weekly
papers in the country. It will be furnished to subscribers as heretofore, for two dollars a year.
To clubs, during the coming impor.ant year, we are
willing to oiFer a liberal reduction. To clubs of ten
wilt send the Maine
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sion to power by
came too late to avert,

a

which its

war

Presidential
on

its

tardy

acces-

success

rebellion, lias compelled a reluctant Executive to do
its bidding, and now advances to anew contest and
The results of the war are still una third triumph.
developed; the rebellious states have not yet iesumed their proper stations; it is for the Republican
party still to control the process of reorganization.
There can be no backward step; our friends in those
States must not be overridden by our late enemies.
The debt incurred during that terrible struggle must
be sacredly respected. More than that, the right of
every American citizen to the ballot on equal terms in
all tho States must be asserted and secured,
i bese
arc the great purposes which the Republican party
bas at heart, but it is also chaiged to accomplish or
perfect incidental reforms which alone in ordinary
times would justify the organization of a party.
It
has given to the country a banking system which
has simplified all oar domestic exchanges.
It has
given us a bankrupt law, wisely careful of the inter-

—

ests of both

creditor and debtor. It haB withdrawn
from the handsof the Executive that vast patronage
which since Jakson’s time has been prostituted
more and more-eckl^ssly to base and personal ends.
It stands

Reporter, June, 1867.]
,uuy edition

extensively taken in this vicinity.

pie lge<

to

bring into

our

civil and

party cmnot be defeated. Its desires are
tlugreat body cf the American pooplo.
Its asp rations ar* propheciLs of future laws. Its intelligent opponents only find fault with Us methods
and wc learn better by Jkeir criticisms how to reach
John Qirfncy
our ends.
Adams, addressing the
Democrats of Concord. *JS of the
Republicans,
“When I read their noble ^clara'ious ol an
undying intent to struggle on till j,e equality of all men,
irrespective of race or color, hfure thQ law, is irrebuch

ITALY.

a

the desires cf

northern and southern Italy. In Naples and
in the cities of Piedmont the excitement is
dangerous, and tears are entertained that it
may ultimate in risings against the authority
of the government.
Paris, Dec. 29.—The Papal government offers to pay the interest on those Italian bonds
which represent the old debt ot the Pontifical
States annexed to the kingdom of Italy. The
Italian Parliament recently refused by a decisive vote to pay the coupons on these bonds.

vocably established,

I

can

hearty gay araon.” The
^tre^Q^g]y against the

New Yoik World contends

shallow financial sophistries of kr. Pendleton, who
nevertheless seems likely to secure the Democratic
nomination for the

CANADA.

presidency

next

P&T.

timiiy

The Hon. Ferguson
Dec. 30.
Blair, President of the Council of the Province of Ontario, died last night.
—

All

men

who

are

not stone

in

it

a great measure sapplaut
once got introduced here.

blind,

see

tha

the Boston

Journal, if

Lewiston Journal, Dec. 11.]
[From
Our friend, Dr. Colby, of the Portland Press,
is in the city, and our citizens who desire a
morning
paper would do well to subscribe lor that pat er.
The Press is ably conducted and deserves a liberal
patronage.
the

[From the Machias Republican, Dec. 19.]
The Portland Press has insii/ute l a new feature
in its news columns, that of culling the news Irom
every county in the State, and arranging a columu,
more or less, according to material.
This is certainly a good plan, and has added ranch to the already
well earned reputation of the Press for reliable information.

P OcPECTUS

briefly,
guffragcl

the princi-

FOR 1868

OF

THE NEW YOKE LEDGES.

DROWNED.

THE

GREAT

FAMILY PAPER.

All the Crrenteit Writer* Write for it S
the contest a8_
principles
Brantford, Dec. 30.—Two young persons suredly yes. It it is not
that tho NEW YORK LEDGER lias
understood, if the issut &re theTh<? reason
by name Amelia Woodatt and Thomas Shaw,
largest circulation «s, that it is the be*p paper.
aged 18 years respectively, were drowned in not clearly piesented, if the sharp points of the cc. Why should it not have the largest circulation? More
the canal on Saturday while skating. Their troversy are blurred and indistinct in the popula. labor, more talent more money, are bestowed up >n
bodies were recovered to-day.
any other paper. Its moral tone is alapprehension—possibly not. The mass of the Demo- It titan upon
and elevated. Th<* Ira ing Clergymen ot
yesterday.
cratic party is stagnant if not reactionary. It can- ways pure
j the United Stales, the Presidents ot the principal
The three men arrested Saturday night on
not be lilted out of the old ruts. The leaders canno
JAMAICA.
Colleges, the greatest Poets, Wits and Statesmen ot
suspicion of having robbed the messenger of
control it; it will hang like lead upon their skirts tho couutry, are among th*i contributors to its colthe bank of the State of New York of checks
REPORT OF THE PURCHA8E OF SAMANA AGAIN
umns.
The reader always gets more than bis
It will oppose impartial suffrage; it will blindly ason the 13th inst., were this foreDoon confrontREVIVED.
money’s worth in toe Ledger. Wc have always had
ed with the bank messenger and several perthe
sail
the
BF.8T
national
under
wniTKRS, and a ways shall have them,
credit
the
that1
Dec.
impression
30.—Advices from Jamaica
Havana,
cost what it may. Whatever we have promised in
sons who witnessed the scuffle, and two of them
represent that much curiosity and speculation it is attacking the Republic an party; It will continue our advertisements heretofore, our readers
will brar
were identified and will be held for action of
there in regard to the visit ot the
to lament the downfall of slavery. That is the party us witness that wc have always performed: and not
the court.
•oniiriican Commissioners to the United State s
wilh which wo are to contend
We ought to hare a onle that, but a great deal more. For instance, in
Two men were arrested in Brooklyn last
with the object, it was supposed.of offering
our las!: Prospectus, wc announced a story by Hennight for highway robbery car y on the even- the harbor of Samana for sale, but nothing majority of thirty thousand votes against that party ry Ward Base >er, which we gave; but we did
hore
in
Maine
next
Jail.
are
wc
of
the
which
to
Nicholas
Holbrook
They
not announce Horace Greeley’s Aixjobiogra5th, by
here;
ought
ing
was known then of tho real intention of the
was knocked down and robbed of $150.
have them at the polls. Can if be done by extraor- phy, which we are now publishing; nor did we anDominican government.
nounce the series of Articles entitled Advice to
GEN. MEADE RELIEVED.
Lord Syttleton continued to meet with a dinary exertions during the last few weeks of the Young
Man, by the Twelve College Pressidrnts.
most
cordial
from
the
it
Can
be
done
Gen. W. T. Sherman assumes command of
reception
people.
campaign?
by sending speakers into Tho rule on wliicn the LEDGER is cou tueted is to
best
of everything, whether it lias been prothe
a few towns in each of our sixteen counties?
the Military Department of the East, as sucget
Can
mised or not. The public recognize this fact; and it
cessor to Gen. Meade.
it be done by the has'y distribution of a Jew cartShip News.
is irom their desire to obta n tbe very best piper
WORKMEN DISCHARGED.
DISASTER. The soli Grace Clifton. Otip, from loads of campaign documents? These are all well; that they give the Ledger the preterenee; bonce its
tor New Orleans, loaded with lime, which
they do something; they stir up men whose opinions unparalleled and un approached circula ion, being
Large manufactories in Morrisana, as in oth- Rockland
has been on fire for four days, arrived at Key West
over three hundred thousand topic*.
are formed; hut they do not conti ibu'e to the forer parts of the country, iiave been and are dis30ih inst., ami will be scuttled.
Now, lor tho new year: All our present corps of
mation of opinions.
charging all or most of the men employed in
P >pularantliors will continue to write lor the LEDwcslia 1 begin the new year whn a new storv
them, owing to the fact that there is no market
which
are
worth
GER;
Opinions
anything, which can be bv MRS.
for manufactured goods. At the Mott Iron
SOUTHWORTH; tho Hon. HORACE
COMMERCIAL.
ounted on as motives, are formed slowly, from
GREELEY will continue his Autobiography; FAN
Wnrho, in Mott Haven, where 185men are usumany facts, considered, weighed, interpreted. Ihe NY FERN her sparkling skerc es; JOHN G. SAXE
ally kept at work, there are now only about 25
Financial.
men
steady influence of a newspaper, calling attention Ids humorous Poems; SYLVANUS COBB. Jr,
employed. An inventory is now being
New York, Dec. 30—6 P.
closed quite
hi* entertaining Stories; HENRY WARD BEE< Hweek after week to the developments of current histaken, and the proprietors are in hopes that in active; call loans 7 percent.M.—Money
Gold closed him at
ER, his original papers; JAS, p \RT9N nis instructabout two weeks they will be able to give em133]. Sterling Exchange closed weaker; p: ime bills
tory, to the utterances ot prominent men of both ve Biogrophical Sketches; Miss DUPUY her Draployment to all the men who have families at 110 @ 1104. Government secu ities steady with a parties, to the exact points ot difference between the natic Narratives: MaRV KYLE DALLAS, aMY
who have been employed in that establishment.
fair demand. Stocks closed heavy an<i panicky. The
CAROLINE CONKAi*, Mrs. VAUtwo paities. is worth more than a 1 the electioneer- RANDOLPH,
The Montaulc Steel and Iron Works, in Mott balance in the Sub-Treasury to-day is about *$106.jliAN. ttieir delightful Short Maries; WILLIAM
ing devices that ran be contrived. It is the men JULLEN BRYANT, ALICE CARY, Dr CHAS.
Haven, have greatly reduced their force of 000.
who do not read, who are thinking only ol their ). GARDKT 1'E. GKO. D. PRENTICE, NATHAN
hands. At James Fouudry last Saturday night
Domestic Markets.
).
URNER, EMMA ALICE BROWNE, Mrs.
about fifty men were discharged, they having
farms, ir their sh:>ps,or their dicker and traffic, who
New
>CIIULTZ. WM ROSS WALLACE, their Poems
Dec
30.—Goiion
York,
firmer:
sales2,100
been previously told that their services were
A N ew Feature of the Ledger. Advice 10
at 15$ @ 15$c. Flour active i will stay at home or election day. “If every man
bales;
Middling
uplands
no longer needed.
in t e countrysays the New York Tribune, “could Young Women.—A new feature ot the Ledger, in
but unchanged; sales 10,500 bbls.; State 8 30 @ 10 55;
lie begiumng of the year, will be a series of Twelve
Round Hoop Oh o 9 70 $*) 13 *>0; Western 8 30 @ 15 00; ! read and did
THE EXCISE LAW.
•
habitually read two good journals, one Articles,
written expressly »or Young Ladies, bv
Southern 9 90 @ 14 50; California 12 50 © 13 50.—
Delegations from several liquor dealers’as- Wheat
of etch party, we should have no more doubt of rwelve of tbe most Distinguished w omen of the
and firm: sales 14,500 bush.; Amber
quiet
sociations, brewers, &c., met to-day at the As- Michigan choiee 2 85; White Caliiornia 3 05 @307$. electing a Republican president next year than of Juited Stales, including Mrs. Horace Mann, Mrs.
tor House to confer with membe rs elect of the
Corn opened firmer, closing rather heavy; sales 6^,,ydia Maria Child, Mrs. General Banks Mis. Horthe ri.-ing ot the sun.”
New York Legislature from New York and
ce Greeley, aud Madame LeVert.
000 bush.; old Mixed Western 1 41 afloat'; Whi'e now j
It is time to begin the campaign now. It is time
King’s counties, in relation to the repeal of the Western 1361 new Mixed Tennessee 135. Ous a
fur
terms for 18GS —How is the time to
shade
Western
84
to sec now that every voter who can read is supplied
firmer;
excise law. Two dralts of bills were submit@ 8 Me. Beef stead v. Pork
et and almost nominal; moss 21 00; piime 18 00
Subscribe.
(gl with a good Republican newspaper for the coming
ted, which, after discussion, were referred to a qu
18 25
Lar<t dull and heavy at 12$ (a) l^c in bbls.—
joiut committee of seven from the liquor deal- Whiskey dull. Groceries quiet and unchanged. y> ar. Wc call upon our friends all over the State to ingle copies, $3 per annum; four copies, $10. widen
a
s £2 60
$20. The party who
er’s Senators and Assembly-men.
copy: eight copie
Naval Stores quiet and steady; Spirits Turpentine
aid us in our attempt to increase the circulation of
ends us $ 40 for a club of eight.copies (all sent at one
50$ @ 61c; ltosin 2 75 (V£ 7 00.
Petroleum quiet. I
LICENSES TOR THE SALE OP LIQUOR.
a
line) will be on'itled to
copy free. Postmaster*
Freights to Liverpool dull; Cotton pe. steamer i ^
The Board of Council men, at its meeting
nd others wliogetupclubsintneirn spective towns
$<1; Com per steamer Gjd.
No suban aPcr wards add single copies at $2 60.
this afternoon, after some discussion, adopted
1
New York, Dec. 30.—Weekly Cattle market.—
For Maine readers it has the advantages which be- oriptions laken lor a less period than one year,
the ordinance for the granting ot city licenses
Beeves—Trade si *w, but in view of the small supply
mada subscribers must send twenty cents in ad
lor the sale of liquor, passed by the Board of
dealers ask an advance of $ @ le; a majority of the
long to a paper representing Maine interests. The itiou to the subs- rii tion, to pay ihe American posAldermen at its last meeting.
Cattle were ot poor quality; receipts 3,42(Jliead; quodetails of general news, as they are to he found in »ge. When a draft or money-order can conveu enrtations 12 @ 19c, the latter for extra. Veal Ca.v s
COLLECTOR ASSAULTED.
New
York newspapers, we do not undertake to give. r be sent, it will be pretired, as it will prevent the
moderately active, steady and firm; receipts 408
ossibi lily of the loss of money bv mail The posThis evening the Deputy Collector and his
head; quotations 8@12 c. Sheep and Lambs un- A sufficient summary of the current history of the
ige on the Ledger to all parts >f the country is only
assistant, who attempted to sieze an illicit dis- usually quiet, but with moderately supply holders world, is all we can pretend to furnish. Our reports ventv rents a year, or five cent* a quarter, payable
receipts 14,147 head; quotations— Sheep 4
the office wlter the paper is deliveic I.
tillery on the corner ot Hudson Avenue and are firm;Lambs
t
of
the
5 @ 7c. Swine arc heavy, not withWc employ no travelling agents. Address all
Water street, Brooklyn, were assaulted by a (t£7$c;
stand ng light offerings; receipts 16,284 head; quormuiimiratioos to
mob and badly beaten and driven away.
tations C 6$ @ 7c.
ROBERT BONNER, Pu' lisltcr,
RIGHTS OF NATURALIZED CITIZENS.
No yO Beekman btreot, New York.
Ph LADELmiA, Dec. 28.—The quantity of Anwill nevertheless be as lu'l as any New England
sent this week by the Philadelphia and
52-wlw
Buffalo, Dec. 30.—A large meeting in be- thracite Coal
Railroad
is
tons.
and
our
The
same
time
journal
Reading
last
pubichee,
.‘*4,523
half of the rights of naturalized citizens was
year the Reading Railroad sent 19,099 ions, showiug
SMALL A KNIGHTS,
held here to-night. The Mayor of Buffalo prean increase this week of 15,024 tons over the eorr. 6{ lingular Correspondents at Washsided. Speeches were delivered and strong
IMPROVED
ponding period list >ear. Nothing doing. No change !
resolutions adopted.
m prices.—[North American.
ington and New York,

£revaila

fig

and

Apply

WM. R.

viz:

the President and Directors of the European and
if
North American Railway Company.
“The undersigned Stockholders, owning or holding
“more than one-twentieth partoc the Crp’tal Stock
“subset! ed lor in said Company, request you to c*ll
“a meeting of ilia Stockholders of said Company, to
“be. held at Bangor, at the office of said Company, at
“No, 92 Exchange street, in said city, on the thirteenth day of January next, at 8 of the o’clock in
“the afternoon, to act upon the following matters:”
“1st. To choose a Chairman or Moderator to preside at said meeting.”
“2d. To fill any vacancy or vacancies that may
exislt in the Board ot Directors.”
“3d. To sej if the stockholders wi 1 accept the sev
“eral acts of the Legislature of Maine, authorizing
“the city ot Bangor io loan its credit to said railway
“company to aid the construction of its line by ah

“issue of its Bond-, and authorize the Directors to
“make the necessary mortgage or mortgages to secure payment, of the Simeon the Railway of its
“Company a* provided by law.”
“1th. To tee if the stockholders will authorize the
“Issue of construction land Bonds secured on the
“line of said Railway, and on the timber and land
it by the State of Maine, and authorize the
“Directors to secure the same by mortgage, lien or
“security on said timber and lands and railway of
“the company.”
“5th. To sec if the stockholders will authorize the
“Diretors to purchase any existing line or lines of
“railway as authorized by law', or lease the same or
“enter into any other contract of sale or lease of Its
“line, or for operating the same by any other com-

“granted

pany

or

party.”

if the stockholders will make any
the officers or appointees of the company,
“and adopt such other measures as the exigencies of
“the company seem to reauire.”
“Banoor Dec. 2d, 1667.”
“6tli. To

“Pierce and Blaisdell,
574 shares.
“John A. Poor, h Ming,
43 Sharee.
“Charles J. Gilman,
33 Shares.
“Alim Ha>nes,
5 Shares.
“Eben S. l’o r,
50 Shares.
50 Shares.
viargaret F. Poor, holder ot
7 Shares
“Henry Yr. Poor,
And whereas the said Directors of said Company
a
vote
2
on
said
Id
of
December, reby majority
day
used to grant said requast, as required by the
bye
laws of said Corporation which says it shall be the
duty of the Directors to call a spcei.V meeting
of the StoCklio ders.
Whenever requested, on the
written application of Stockholders owning not less
than one twentieth qf the whole Oj' Capital Stock sub-

scribed for.”

The uudersigued Stockholders, three members ot
the corporation owning more than one Twentieth
0* the whole amount of the Capital stock subscribed
tor, reqnest vou to i sue your warrant in due torm ot
law as in such case provided, uetifymg tne Stockholders to meet at the Bangor House in tne city o. Bangor on th •. thlrte utli d*y of January next at eight
o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following
mat ters.
1st. to cnoose a Chairman or Moderator to preside
at said meeting.
2d. To fill any vacancy or vacancies that may exist
in the Board ot Directois.
3d. To see if the stockholders wi’l accept tbeseveral acts of the Legislature of Maine authorizing the
citv of Bangor to loan its credit to said Railway Company to aid the construction of Its line by the issue
of its bonds, and authorize the Directors to make
the necessary mortgage or mortgages to secure pa
men! of the same on the Railway ot the Company,
as provided by law.
4th. T» see if the stockholders will authorize the
issue ot construction Laud Bonds, secured on the
line of said Railway, and on the timber and lands
granted it by ihe State of Maine, and authorize the
Directors to scmre the same by mortgage or lien or
security on sal t timber and lands anti Railway of
the Company.
5rh. To see if the stockholde-s will authorize the
Directors to purchase any existing line or lines of
Railway, as authorized by law, or lease the sim^ or
enter into any other contract of sale or lease of its
line, or f r operating the same by any other Company

party.

if the stockholders will make
any
change.in the officers or appointees ot the Company,
and adopt such other measures as the exigencies of
the Company seem to require.
6th. To

see

Bangor,

Doc.

24,1867.

CHARLES J. GILMAN, holder of 33 shares.
JOHN A.

POOR,

owner

of 93 shares.

PEIRCE and BLAISDELL, holding 574shares.
EBEN S. POOR, by his Attorney,
John A. P«»or, holding 50 shares.
ALLEN HAINES, 5 shares.
State

op

Maine, Penobscot,
B vngor,

[scalJ

ss.

December 24, 1867.

To Hon. Charles J. Gilman, of
Brunswick, Maine:
You arc hereby requested and diiected to notify
the stockholders ot the European and North American Railway Company to meet in
special meeting, at
the Bangor House, in Bangor, on Monday, the thirteenth day of January next at th<’ time' and
pi ;ce
and for the purposes set forth in said application,
by
causing the foregoing appJica'ion and this warrant
to be published > wo w eks successively in
two, at
least, of the public newspapers printed in this Slat**,
t he Bangor
Daily Whig and Courier and the Portland Daily Press, the tirst publication to be fourteen
nays at least before the dav ot such meeting.
WILLIAM H. McCRILLIS,
Justice of the Pence.
In pursuance of the foregoing warrant to me directed, I hereby notify the stockholders of the Euro]>ean and North American Railway Company to meet
at the time and place and for the
purposes above
mentioned.
CHARLES J. GILMAN.

dcc20dtd
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Proceedings

NEW' JKBMEV.
MAN

CRUSHED TO DEATn.

Newark, Dec. 30.—This evening John W.
on Mechanic street,
while stepping from an Orange horse car,
Broad
of
and
Market streets,
corner
near the
-as struck
by another car and crushed to
deao. betweeth the two. He leaves a wife and
a
larg«^miiy. Dr. Dodd, County Physician,
will order
to be held.

Simonton, silver plater

~/inquest

'ti.mow.
"WE.

Chicago, Dec. 30 -,. fi
j
Quincy, Illinois, on Saturday, destroyer
at 8.50,000. The.
Brothers, tobacconists. 810,0i„ Malone &
Schroder, wholesale liquors, i&'k.JS? T]
was an insurance of $15,000 in
the r -Tii5„i I
Security, Liverpool and London, atari
k.
hr-006
Insurance Companies of New York.

principaf^Te HaluesS

SOUTH CAROLINA.
AID TO THE PLANTERS.

Charleston, Dec. 30.—Much encouragement is telt here owing to accounts received
from Washington,representing the
probability
of Congressional aid for the planting interest.

MASSACHUSETTS.
ANOTHER DEFALCATION.

Worcester, Dec. 30.—It is reported that
Thomas K. Whitbourn, Treasurer of the town
of Spencer, defalcated with $20,000, aud has
been missing about a week.

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 27.—The market to-day
ot animation, and rates are nominally
changed; ho’ders are generally firm, but in the
sence of demand the following quotations are
devoid

was
un-

abth;
nearest approach to values:—Flour—10 25 @ 11 00 Ibr
Spring; 12 <0 (a) 12 25 lor Amber; 12 50 ^14 00 for
While. Rye Mour 8 75. Wheat—2 15 ,& 2 18 for No.
1 Spring. Corn—1 15 for new and old in car lo‘s.
Rye 1 60 fir Western.. Peas l 20 lor tree Canadian.
Mesa Pork 22 00 for heavy, and 21 00 for light. Lard
13$c. J tressed Hogs 8 [a, 9c. Barley 100^170 tor
State and Canada.
Chicago,Dec.30.—Flour dull; Spring extras 855
® 10 25 for No. 2 Wheat modera e;y active ami advanced $c; sales at 1 88(g 1 9U$ for No. 1. Corn quie*
and declined le; sales at 82 @ 83c.. Oats quiet at
54 @ 55c. Barley dull and unchanged. Rye quiet
and|ulvanced l@2c: sales at 155 @156. Mess
Purk 20 62$ @ 20 75
Lard quiet at 12 ^ I2jc. English Meats more active; Cumberland 8Jc; t>hcr» rib
side* SAei clear sides 10$c. Green Meats dull; Hams
10] @ lie. Recaps—7,000 bbls. flour, 7,500 bush,
wheat, 6 i,000 bush, corn, 1,300 bush, oats, 1,200 hogs.
Shipments—3,800 bbls. flour, 2,000 bush, wheat, 10,000
busii. corn.
Cincinnati.Dec 30.—Whiskey firm and in good
dennnd at 28c in bond. Mes* Pork 20 00 («$ 21 00 for
old and new. Lard 12@ I2jc for prime city; sales of
couniry at lcc. Bulk Meats unchanged.
ST. Louis, Mo., Dec. 27.—Tobacco quiet and unCotton quiet; Middling
changed: very little doing.
-Flour steady, but firm and unchanged. Wneat
ttru*r- prime to choice Winter 2 68 ® 2 80. Corn
ye_y
at 87 @ 80c. Oats advancing; sales at 67
4 0c*
and firm at 2 00 @ 2 05. Rye—
Barley
Duyers ar* waj(„,«* lower prices; quoted at 1 67 @
at 2100; round lots offered
on vr** Pork lower
easier; snlcs shoulder, at 10c; c car
Bi.lVi i^
16 @ 17c.
Dry sailed

^avv

steady

;

j

Congress

thppolUicalandcommerci.nl capitals of tic country,
have already given proof of their ability.
Our arrangements for procuring

TENEMENT in Franklin Street, containing 7
Ais > one on LiueoJn st., containing 8
Mr. M. LIBBY.
Apply to
Dec 20.
codtf
8 Franklin St.

\

unequalled. D'spatches to the Associated Pres*
from all parts of Maine, we shall of course receive;
but in addition to these, we havo

Ware-Room«,
Market
Square,

lO

Corresjwndcnls in the
principal cities of the Slate,

occasional
have

respondents
arranged lor
c

at other

po nts, and

we

at No 30 Fan forth
WITH
oc28dtf
_st-_

t rom the Sta'e

Capital

night, so long as the legislature is in session,
containing the subs ance of the day’s proceedings.—
every

All matters of local
ed and discussed in
can

interest will be reportour columns more lully than
be expected of newspapers out of the Si ate. Th*
news or

various

RAILROAD
now

ENTERPRISER

in progress, the

Employment of our

Water Power

which Is beginning to attract attention abroad as well
as at home, the beating of Congressional legislation
upon

our

Cool,', and Parlor Stoves,
or

CONCORD

Coal. They are also Agon's for
the celebrate l

Carriage

Springs!

Manufactured by

PALMER

f.

At

CO.,

H.

oc3-3m w

GBEENOUGH, Mod ALL AH & 00.,
Maiiutacturers and Jobbers of

Imperial Self-Vending Store
is unequalled by any for either parlor or office u«e.
A share of the public patronage is
respectfully solicited.
Satisfaction given to all.

8WETT &

BRADLEY,

PIxU.Tl STREET,
de"30

Portland, Me.
tklui

ABOUT

Calico Dress Ball

second and

fourth stories
THE
Middle Street, Hopkins Block.

Apply to
SMITH.

1.01 (Middle Street, Casco Bank Block,
Portluud

Jovember 14.

wtf

Pressed Hay.

on band
CONSTANTLY
the

Wharf, by

and lor sale on Franklin
undersigned.
JOSEPH LIBBY, Act nt.

‘ort’and, Dec. 6.18G7

(lc9*d»m#

For Sale.
•ravers RUNNER RUNG, nearly new, and
Sleigh’s, at RAND'S STAi-LE, Federal st.
lee

21-dtl’

AT AVIIAUh- 81’GAR LOAF egg and
GHEEI WOOD stove
sizes—lchigh.
Also, cargo I.ORBECKV COAL, slove
size—tree burning.
Also, cargo JOHVNi, stove and egg sizes.
"
UABtEIGII, egg and broken
,,

sizes—lehigli.

t-fi^The above named Coals need no praise.
lADEX H. RAKER.
Dec 9-is dlf
Kichnrdson's Wharf.

Auspices of the

Thursday Evening, Jan. 2d,
AT

AGENTS,

IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY
S \VI> Q MACHINE. This Machine wi l
siitch, 1 • u, tell, tuck, qudt, cord, bind,
braid auu embroider in a most
superior

FLOOR M/VKAfiFRS

Jas E Marshall,

$1,000

genuine

|

BY

situation for a voting Tadv In
Also,
Address C J. A., Portland P.O.
dec29dlw*
a

a

office

shop

or

Reierence given if required.
Address M. P. 0„ Portland P. O.

dc28d3t#

Wanted!
with
rew hundred dollar*
ANYgood chance
lor business by applying
man

can hear
to

a

of

A .T. COX & CO.,
General Business Agents, 3511 Congress Street.
December 27. dlw*

to he obtain d ot Committee of arrangements and at
the D »<>r
Clothing checked tree. Doors open at 7,
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
dc27-rttd

A
new

few

a

DAMON, ha* this day been admitted
GEOItQE
tiim.
The burner., will be
partner in
L.

as a

our

d3w*

heretofore,

as

C. STAPLES &

firm

under tbe

SON.

single gena

No. 115 EXCHANGE ST.

name

ot

W HY1 t(Kl<
Kn AAH FLOUR BARRELS, at Forest
t *v/.v/V / V7
City Sugar Refinery, West Commercia', near toot of Emery street.
Proposals will also be received for new Sugar Barrels, and a sample may be seen at the office of the
Company, 150* Commercial, at corner of Union Si.

Gentlemen boardeis.

A

wife,cau be

November 6.

accommodated

gentleman and
No. 20 Myrtle St.

or a

at

dtf

Proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation
THE
hereby notified that their Annual Meet ng will
holden at the

are

be

or Stolen !
held against T. iS. Stuart, on d mand,
for two hundred and nlno dollars aid
eightyscven cents ($209 87), dated Janua-v 18th
1867. All
per.-ons are cautioned against purchasing said note,
as payment on the same has been
stopped.
WILLIAM McAPTHUR.
v
December
SO. dlw

ONEnole

4

JOSEPH 11. WHITE,
Clerk of Union Wharf.

rtecJOdtd*

Cape Elizabeth X% liarf a*vd Marino
Kailway Company.
Annual Meeting ot the Stockholders of th.^
rpHE
1 above named corn ration will be
at

held
th«
Room of J. W. Dyer, Esq
on Commerstreet, on Monday Evening, January 6 18Ui, at
71 o’clock for the choice ot three Directors, Clerk,
and Treasurer for the ensuing \ ear, and to act on
any oth*>r business that may legally come before
sal 1 meeting.
CH ARLES BAKER, Clerk.
Dec 25, 1867.
dc25i*.. td*

Ocean Insurance Co.
MEETING.

ANNUAL

rT HE Stockholder!* ot the Ocean Income. Com-

•
pany are hereby untitled to meet *t the Offlre
ot laid Company on MONDAY the i-Uih d*y ol
January A. D. 1S68 at three o’clock P. M., for the
purpose otchoosing seven Directors tor the ensuing
y* ar, an the tmusaepon ot any Other business which
may then be legally ncteil npon.
•
GKO. A WEIGHT, 8oc’y.
dcl7dtd
Portlard.Dee t7*h, P67.

Merchants National Bank.
Stockholders in this Bank are hereby notiMeeting, tor tho cho'oe of
Directors, and the transaction oi such business as
may legally oe brought before tiicm, will be holden
at the Bank, on
Tuesday, January 14th 180''. at lO
o'clock, A. Jl•
UHAS.Pi.YSON Cashier.
Dec. 13,1867.
drl3-2tawfd

Fori land,

First National BaDk.
this Bank
THEthatStockholders
tbeir annual n.eet ng
oi

hereby notified
for the choice of

are

DIrectO'8, and the transaction of any other bu»incss
legally brought before them, will be Leld at tho

Bank.on
Tuesday the fourteenth dny of January
next, at ten o'e ock in the forenoon.
WILLIAM E. GOULD. Cashier.
decl4-dtd
Portland, Dec. I I, 1867.

National Traders Bank.
Shareholders of “The
^pHE
1
oi
are

National Traders Bank
Portland,”
hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Bankiig Ro m.
No. 31 Exchange street, on

Tuesday, the 14ih day of January uext, at
3 o'clock IP. 191,
to choose fl vo Directors fir the ensuing vear, and to
act on any other business that may legally come bofire them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Pori land. Dec. 13, 1867.
dcl3-dtd

KINO*,
and General Machinery l.nllt to order. earning, for Buildings, Vessels, ami all other
luinishtsl.
purposes
Repairs on Marine and Stationary Steam Engines
and Boi'ers faithfully executed, nml having couirel
ot a large ami well equipped Forge, can
quick y
turn ah

promptly

FORGING*

OF

necessary tools and men,

we

order

propose to build to

Proof Safes of any Size,

Steel Lined Cbes;a. Iron Doors, Shu!ters, Ac., and
would icier to tb# Sates iu the First National and
Poriland Savings Bank, and the Vault anil Iron
Do.Tsin Hon Ge *. W, Woodman’s ew
s'ores,built
under the superintendence of our Mr.
Damon, as
specimens.
CHARLES STAPLES,

rnHE*ub*cribers have f rmed
X derthe Arm name of

a

copaitnercliia

un-

ED IEA HI) II. BURG IN d> CO.,
*111

ion Untie

old stand

120 Commercial

Street.

EDWARD H. BURDIN,
K. S. GKRB1SH,

Portland, Sept. 30, 1807

Per

EDWARDS. BUKGJN.

Portland,

Canal National Bank.
meeting of Stockholders ot -The
THECanal National
Bank of Portland,” for the
election ot Seven
Ariiual

Directors, and for the transaction
other business that may legal’v ceme before
them, will be held at their Banking House on
Tuesday, the 14th day of January, 1868,
at 11 o'clock A. 191.
B. C. SOMBRBY, Cashier.
December 14,18 7. dtd

of any

Casco National Bank.
Annua) Meeting of the Stockholders in
rpHR
1
Casco National
Bank

And

copart-

a

Morchants,

December 13,1807.

NO

MORE

rpHE
Room

on

Tuesday,

the 14th day of January next, at
3 o'clock *» J91.,
tor the choice of Directors, and the transaction ot
any oilier business fhat may co e before them.

SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Do''. 16,18t»7. dtd

_

CORN
On tli© Grand Tiuinlc ltoad

BY THE CAR

LOAH,

FOR SALE BY

O’BUIOJV, PltRCK
Portland, Dec 17-dtf

auSeodtr

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned hare this day formed
X nerab'p under the name of

riiHE

RICHARDSON,

BEET !

tor the purpose ot
R. LEAVITT.
Custom House.

HARRIS A

carrying

on

fcho

West India Goods,

Kcwa* d!

over

about £30 in money, and notes
and papers of no value to any one but the owner.
Pa inent on the Coupons and Bonds has been
stopped. Fifty dollars will bo paid to the finder on
delivery of wallet and con'em s at 100 Exchange
u
December
23.

W. W. THOMAS, Jit.

dtf

Notice.
To the Hon. Senate and House of Representatives
of the State of Maine, in Legislature next to be

Flour
1*0

mORE

SWEAT Y

1*W

HORE

CORNS

FEET.
1*0 MORIS PERSPIRATION Hillli:
WEARING KCBKER BOOTS.
The Patent Elastic Ventilating Inner Sole, removes alt these troubles,
h’o iuvciitini is giving
greater satisfaction to purchasers.
lio .t and Shoe
Dealers have them. Price 81 per pair. El. A. HILL,
Proprietor, 7 Union lit, boston, .Mess, dcteoilawlm

J.

tltioners. pray that they
successors and aligns may
be incorporated under the name of the ROYAL RIVEN PAPER COMPANY, with terms and conditions
to be set lorth in the act of
incorporation.
RICHARD O. L.ONANT, and others.

_pec 5th,

1867.

secure

of

this office.
dlw

an

a

oppor. uni-

For Sale.

Counters, three feet by ten. Also
OfTHREE
fice Desk.
Enquire at Nathan Goold’s, No. 137
one

Middle Street.
December 30.

WM.

dlw

P. JORDAN.

a

brother David at the Po t Office, Portland, U. 8.
who will inform him of

oblige.
December 30, 1867.

d3t

BARBOUR,

Fxchnnge street,
a

large Stock of

WeaS Women’*, ITliw*’,
ChildcrenN

RIBSIDK

Hot’* nnd

wear.

GOODS !

Belting:, Packing, Hose, Clothing,
Spring*, Ct.th, Mala, Tnbing, A c.
All descriptions of Rubber _G>ods
obtained
troui Factory at short notice and at lowest
rate*.

Oak Leather Belts.

this,

will

The most

Oak

Leather

perfect article In the market.

Beltm!
Also,

Pape's Patent l-nce leather, and
Blake’s Belt Studs.
Dec 10, IM7.-iseo l3m

and have taken the
heretofore occupied

_

,,
December 11.

copirt-

CO.,

wholesale

Grocery,

Business,

c ore

No. 1J3 Commercial Stmt,

by Richardson, l»yer A Co.
R. M. R'CHAUDSON,
liEN.1 F. HARRIS,
J. W. DYER,

henry
d&nistt
..

FOR
Two

a

LITTLEFIELD,

SALE!

Brick Houses in

a block of three
on
rnf Pearl sireel; twoslories
il»with French root, gotten lined with galvanised iron, cement cellar floors, with l rlck
cisterns
(me e intainlng 10 tlnished rooms, and Ih ether
ntno
rooms—.ill above ground—with hard anil sort
water
In
the
brought
kitchen—thoroughly built and con.
venient.
Als) a block of two houses thoroughly l uilt or
brick, and convenient; two stori-s with French roofhard and sort water brought in the kitchen; containing twelve finished rooms each,on Myrtle st
For
fhrthei particulars enqu'rc on 'he premises ,’r to
CHAS. RICHARDSON,
Cumberland St.

;■! Cumberland,coin

■

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
F«r

Premium

in the service of the Grand Trunk Railway
LATE
Company,
Portland, will find letter irom
his

Acquaintances

THE

HOYT'S

hughTross.
at

J.

Have for retail

_dc24dlaw«£w:iw*l

Wet
enquiring at

ty by
December28.

C.

Jb

No. 8

assembled.

undersigned,your p
1MIE
«nd their associates,

FEET.

O'*

CO.

&

DONNELL,

.1USTUS GREELY,
A. BUTLER.

COLD

deelf dtd

stockholders of “The Cumberland National
4 Bank ol Portland,” are heiebv notified that
their annual meetiug will beheld at their
Banking

Wholesale Dealers in GROCERIES. FLOUR

Portland, Aug. 1,1817.

1868, atlOl-J

o'clock A. 191.,
tor the election of Directors, end tbr the transaction
of such other business as may legally come Wore
them.
E. P. GERRISH, Cash Jr r.

PORK, LAUD, FISH, &c.

J. B.

“The

Portland,” will be

ol

held, at tbeir Banking House
Tuesday, January I Ida

Notice.

rri,E undersigned have tula day termed
X nersliip uruer the firm name of

Commission

H. STEPHENSON, Cashier.
del3-dtd
13,1837._

W.
Dec.

5,-eodtf

oct.

Copartnership

3 P. I9I.

at

Order

Cumberland National Bank.

Manufacture of Dairy and Table Salt,
No.

Tuesday, 14th January next,

the business ot

and Grain,
Cora, Meal, Flour
—AND—
At

gally

ANY

SIZE,
tor such nurposes.
We nlso have good facilities tor
such
as
be
want'd. Haring
suppljlng
patterns
may
the

Burglar

THE

AND

$50

Wharfinger,

—

AA

Found.
LADY’S Tin. Enquire of S.

Room ot the

on s lid wliart, oil the tirst Tuesday, being the seventh day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M., to act
on the follow leg articles:
1 —To choose a President.
2.—To chon e a Clerk for the ot suing year, and
such other oftlceis as may be deemed necessary,
3
o receive and allow accounts rgainst the Cor-

Donnell, Grcely & Butler,

Lost

Counting

Second National Bank.

And taken the store No 31 Commercial at., corner
oi Franklin and Commercial, wheic
they will ,ontinue the business as

1LOSTANO

MEETINGS.__

Notice.

Annual Meeting ofSmckhoMers, of the Second National Bank, Portland, for the election
of Directors, and any other l»usm>s* which mav lecome before them, will be held at their Banking room, on Exchange Street,

Information Wanted.
FRANCES SASTROFF, mother ol Stephen
MliSC. S Sastroif. hoc.,
Copartnership Notice.
late 17th Me. Vols.

Vols.
John Kramer, late Co. Q, 17th 17. S. Infantry.
All of the above named parties will how something
to their advantage bv sending their address to Box
12, Portland, Me. P.O.
deelleodlm

ANNUAL

SHIPS’ TANK* MITT WORK OF ATT

CHARLES STAPLES, Jr.,
GEORGE L. DAMON.
Portland, August 1,1867.
ang2ind6m

I-e»is S. Merrl'l, late Co. E, RhX. IF. Vols
Wtn. White, hue private Co. E, 15tli lie. Vol*.
Winfields. Hunter, late private Co. E, 33 Mass.
Vols
Geo. A. Thompson, late private 1st Maine Battalion, supposed residence St, John, hi. B.
Lafayette W. Crosby, late privato Co. C, 20lh Me.

300 Congress Street.

8 L'EAM ENGINE8 AND BOILERS,

with inter'orarmngement. as orderer, Dank Vaults,

tlemen c m be accommodated with board, in
house, centrally siuabd, by applying at

December 17.

Notice.

Copartnership

Fir# and

Boarders Wanted.
GENTLEMAN and wile, and

Parker,

Bridge Work,

Board Wanted.
two or three young men; good rooms with
BYboard near the Park. Private family preferred.
*

a

P McC flerty

R 11

ITlnsIc by Chandler’* Quadrille Baud*
D. H. CHANDLER, Prompter.
Tickets $125, admhting a Gentleman with Ladies,

conducted,
Board W anted.
a young lady In a respectable boarding house
or family.

RobtDow,

David Quinn,

Clias Mullen,
B E McDonough.

manner.

BAILEY, Auctioneer.

United States op Amemca, \
District ok Mains, ss.
f
Pursuant to a Vend: Expo: to me directed from
the Hon. Edward Fox, Judge or the United States
District Court, within a id tor the District of .value,
I shall expose and offer for sale at public audios
to the highest bidder therefor, the following property
and merchandise, at the time and place within sa.d
District, as follows, viz:
At the V S
Appraiser's Office No. 108 bore Street, in
Portland on Tuesday, the Ihi ty-first day of December current, at 11 o'clock A. M;
On- Tin Still: One Copper Worm; Fight Stone
Jugs containing IG Callous of Ntxn hum; Three Kegs
c n tain in g Eleven Cat tons of New hum.
The >ame having been seized by the Collector ot
Internal Revenue tor the First Collec ion oistrlet ot
Maine, and ordered to be sold and the proceeds
disposed o according to law.
1 rated at Portland this seventeenth day of December, A. D 1*67.
CHARLES CLARK,
dcI7-d!5d
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

HALL.

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:
Thos Parker,
J H McCne,
Jas E Marshal),
H Carney,
Cbas Mullen,
PMc'affrty.
David Quinn,
Jas McLaughlin,
Kobt how,
R H Parker,
B E McDonough.
W, G limorton.
J J. Sheahan.

$75 to $20i per month, everywhere, nrile
and female, to intro luce the GENUINE

Price only $18. Fully warranted for
five years. We will pay
tor any machine
that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or elastic
It nukes the “Elastic Lock Sticlu**
s:iain than ours.
Every second stitch can be cut, ami still the cloth
cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
Agents from $75 to $200 per month and expenses,
or a commission from which twice that amo nt can
be made
Address, SECOMB & CO., Pittsburgh.
Pa., or Boston, M ss.
CAUTION.—D» not be imposed upon by other
parties palming off worthless cast-iron maehims
under tlie same name or otherwise. Ours is the only
and really practical cheap machine manufac tired.
dc 28- &wlm 1

MECHANIC’S

Ac.
F. O.

THEfied that the Aunual

Irish American Relief Association.

_WdWTKr*.

to

wren
•
or EOKGIi COAL.
This Coal is
direct from (he mine and delivered on board vessel
without landii g on wharf at Georgetown, consequently it is clean and fresh mined.

Under the

of Store No. 151

ST. JOHN

Caps,

Ttj*J1
» LAID

A*

GRAND

To be Let,

Wet Nurse!
Gloves, TO IRON-WORKERS, etata
dedring
the services of
ANYBODY
Nurse, will hear
Umb'ellas. Buffa'o and Fancy Robss,
healthy
PUfllBEB.
BECBITED,

lats,

IVALKEK, Esq.,

JR*

the lower end of Custom House
Warehouse* and Office* thereon, now occupied by Thomas Asceneio & Co. Enquire oi
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
scptlltf
t3J Commercial Sireet.

A in E (lie AN

EAGLE COOK STOVE,
warranted to do the same work as other stoves with
from 25 to 50 per cent, less fuel. Their

G.

To Let,
300 feet of
Wharf; and the

TROY STOVE STORE.

cither Wood

Address will be delivered by
E

To Let.
Board, pleasant rooms,

ANTED,

Carriages, Harnesses,
Apl29.

cial

colored Lawyer ot Boston, one of the Representatives in the Legislainre of Massachusetts.
The music will be by Shaw’s Quartette, and appropriate to the occasion.
Refreshments will be offered tor sale after tbe ser*
vices.
It is noped that our citizens,
generally, will
join in the celebration of the anniversary of this important event. Ti *kets ot admission aie placed
»t2Scent8Csch,and cm be ha l at the baok stores.
Dec. 13. dtd

snitab'o
oc24dtt

rooms

at

septiSdit

at Auction
VERY SATURDAY, »l II o’clock A. M., on new
J market lot. Market street, 1 shall sell Horses,

Counting

MALL.

a

To Let.
B >ARD, large pleasant
WITHgentleman
and wife,
52 Free st.

AA

opened a store in the building recently occupied by
E M Patten & Co., where they will
Kecf* constantly
on hand a large assortment of

An

evening

or

on very reasonable terms, will seat from 3 to
400.
Apply to Cha:lcs P. Kimball or to the
subscriber
J. B THORNDIKE,
Dec.6. citf
Superintendent.

December 30. d3t

for

CONCORD, N.

Special Dispatches

re-

ports of tbe trade, may entitle us to the continued confidence of the public.
J. M. BKVDSfREET & SON
Portland, Deo 27th, 1867.
dc2Sd3t*

PORTLAND, Me.

C1w3m43

are

Tlegular

increased facilities afforded by having an
office located here, together with our unremitting

Annversary of the Emancipation Proclamation,
will be celebrated at
the

CITY

1o Let,
Mechanics Library Room, by day

goods.

-ALSO-

Fire Proof Safe, Desk, Stove, Tables, Ac. May be
seeu Mon lay afternoon
<!ec27dtd

Proclamation!

Wednesday Evening:. Jan. 1st,

and their wives. In a very pleasant location
No. 5) Spring street., between High and Park.
Decembers, dim*

their

Improved OTcrcnniile Agency In this city.
tVe would tender our thanks for the generous
patronage heretofore received, and trust that the

OF THE

Emancipation

with other

poration
4.—To appropriate anv funds necessary for repairs
on said wharf, or lor other
purposes, and generally
to act on all maf tors which m:»y he considered necessary for the interest ot the Proprietors.

ANNIVETtSAMT

Hooms to Let,
Board, in suits or single, tor Gentlemen

lor

Threads, Buttons,

SI,93.

OF THE

Dec 18-dtt

THE

Herrins’" Bridge.

CELEBH ATI O N

suitable lor sales-rooms.
Also, offices In 3d and 4ih stories—one of which
has a large sky-light tor Photographic Room.
Apply to
WM. BOYD.

Ac.

fcy~Sale* of any kind ot property in the City or vi«
ehuty, promptly attended to in ihe most favorable
terms.
October 12. df

Rcfrcxhuicnh Served at ilae Hall.
There will also be a Courge ot Assemblies given by

see-

Bankrupt's fetock

a

Clothing,

TUESDAY December 31-t, at 10 o'clock A.
M heave Overcoat, Sa* ks and Frocks, Pants
and Yosts. Bclknip Shirts, White Shir s, Shirts and
Drawe.s, Overalls, llotierv. Gloves, Cravats, Suspenders, Ties. Collars, Bosoms, Handkerchiots,

Association !

To l»e obtained of the following Committee; John
Scully, E A. Marston, A. F. Sanborn, M. L. CoDb,
M. J. Parker, J. M. Kolslon, an 1 F. banburn.

Middle and
Midd!e st.,

second srorv, comer of
street—also over store No 78

WITH

of

HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER

the AsKK-iaiion.
December 24. dlw

To Let.
Bojd’s Block, on Exchange street,

ond door from Middle st.
STORE
Rooms in

Exchange

Remainder of

C. W.

Evening, Dec. 31st.

TICKE I'M

S rect.

a

(o.

NEWS

144; Exchange

in

two yt-ars old last October; bul’t in Kcnnebnnkport,
white oak all through, copper fardeneo, we.l tound,
l_’l tons new
measurement; carries 200 toL» coal;
now loading tor Baltimore.
Terms cash.
December 27. dtd

Music by B-cwj <fc Uaci* Quadrille Baud I

4 TENEMENT corner of Sa’era and Brackett
A Strutts. Enquire of
«JABLZ C. GOODMAN, ,7R..

in Portland, December 20th.
Ixcelsior Organs & Mebdeons Til1?citizens
WALLET
undersigned would respectfully inform the
IOST
J containing Couponsand Bonds to the value of
of Portland and vicinitv that they have
*300
Also
in anII factory aud

MAINE

It

ZZlT:^re6 Jam,

(f

subscribers would respectfully announce to
Merchants, Bankers and Manufacturers ot
Portland, and the State of Maine, that they will
open on the 1st of January next, A branch of

fu.lest

North Fail

Tuesday

rooms.
rooms.

Also,

Templar’s Balt

Good

To Let.

declSdtt

Ball I

Opening

WKMTBUOOK

DESIRABLE Modern House partially furnish
ed.
One of the b*»st locations in the <ity. To
be let for 10 months if desired. Enquire of
JOHN C PROOTOU.
December 25. d2w
93 Exeliat ge St.

Boarders Wanted.

The

obtain rnE latest and

Grand

feblMiwt*
T. O. HEKSEY
-•*-,-—

CARD.

the

elfbrts to

JACKSON,

Commercial foot of High st.

To Let.

1

THE DAILY PRESS.

MANAGERS:
Edw. Hodgkins, Pres.
S. S. Hannaford. Vice Pwt
A. H. Jncobs, Seer’y.
K, J. Bi lev Treasurer.
v
H. D. Tripp.
H. Reed.
R. I>. Page.
dc27- d*t W,M*F
Clothing checked tree.

Wharf Koom to Let.
BOUT 100 it, iu leng'h of one side of High St.
Woarf.
Kail Road Track, both gauges, and
good Dock privileges. Applv to

see

“change in

or

uniform.

.JEKRIS,

A

>

I

D. H. CHANDLER, Prompter.
TickciN One dollar and Twenty-live eta.
Firemen anUMUUary are requested to apj ear In

Real Estate Agent.

302

Night Jan 1,68,

MHSIO BY CHANDLER'S FELL BAND.

on Tate St, tor a smail
on
St., $625. Nice
near
hn. Biick house on

to

old. built In Westbrook,
found. Rites A 1,15W tons
measurement, now on her passage from Holmes
II » c to Portsmouth.
One thirty-second part of schooner C. C. Clark,

U. S. Marshal's Sale.

J

ox

New Year’s

on
St.,
Cumberland Street. $525. Seven rooms on Cush an
$-75. With others in varioos part* of the city.

a

following,

ires

Gray

dec. 25 dlw

and Civic Ball.

3IECUAX/CS> IIALL, I

ofs
looms,
TENEMENT
family. Brick house
tenement
Oxford

Dec. 25. dlw*

eighteen mouths
Perry,
(listened and well

new

Horses, Curringea, &e

A T

x

ON

N.
cupper

Will give a Grand Ball,

J O. RICK,
No. 143 Commercial Street.

d1w*

Dec 27.

Part of Schooners F. N. Perry and
C. C. Clark at Auction.
TUESDAY, December Cist, at 12 o’clock M.,
at Office, one thlrt} -second part ot M*hooner K.

ON

YUAKI

NEW

Military

4TTK.1 Ac t'O., Auciiouccra
EXCHANGE STREET.

thisocoa-

Ocean Association, Ex-4,

To Let.

To

[From the Waterville Mail, Oct. 25.]

[From the Gardiner Home Journal, Oct. 30.]
The Portl'Nd Press.—There is nodaily that
comes to our
office, *except perhaps the Boston Ad-

V» 0.14

Mb.

pany,
Company at Bangor,
at No. 92 Exchange street, on Monday, ihc 23d day
of December, 18t»7, an application was made to said
Directors for a stockholders* meeting, in the wotds

ed a situation on the editorial staff oi the Portland
Press. Mr. Gifford lias been some time in that situation, and has done some good service, and is capable of doing much more. Mr, G. is an earnest and
devoted student, and will bean acquisition to the
editorial corps ot Maine.

Even the

ples of the Republican party are the prim^jgg wbi(;h
are to rule this nation, are the principles
ldch the
American people cherish in their heart ot hwrts&nd
30.—Miss
Dec.
Adelaide
London,
Coops, j which therefore must sooner or later prevail
while crossing Thames river this morning, fell ;
Shall they prevail next year? If it is unde,t00(j
through the ice and was drowned.
that these
are involved in
ACCIDENTS—THREE PERSONS

at

[From the Machias Republican, Oct. 24.]
We learn, not for the first time, however, from a
letter in the Bangor Whig ami ourier, that Mr.
George Gifford, a young Augusta law er, lias accept-

George Gifford, Esq,, of the Kennebec
Bar,
has accepted a position on the editorial staff of the
Portland Press. Mr. G. is a Waterville graduate of
the class of M2, and while in college was marked as
a good scholar and an elegant writer.
He has excellent qualifications for bis new position, and will take
high rank among the editorial fraternity of Maine.
InUiisconnc tion it may not be amiss to mention
that the proprietors ol the Press are sparing no expense in strengthening tlioir editorial force, and in
irapro ing their paper in every department. A firstclass daily may now be lound without going out of
the State.

PORTLAND,

WILLIAM II. McCRILLIH, K«q., a
Justice of the Pence in and for the
County of Penobscot.

meeting of the Directors of the
WHEREAS
European and North Amcricau Railway Comheld at the oiflec of said

credit to tin press ot Maine. It be
no means devotes its attention
who'Iy t' politics, but
much
attention
to articles oi a general interest
gives
and o( a litorary character. I/s editorials ar characterized by courtesy an talent and evince a classical taste too seldom lound in our contemporaries
We
think our cit zens would do well »o share with it the
patronage they bestow on the Bos.on dailies.

Eastern Argus declared last year,
an(j
in a solitary paragraph, In favor of impa>{a]

DEATH OF A CANADIAN OFFICIAL.

(leCdSOlw
To

Fireman’s

Houses to Hem.

374 CO.YGBt.84 STREET,

a

diplomatic service thoe elements of character and ability ! vertiser) that is more ably edited, or more neatiy
printed than the Portland ‘Press. It is well worthy
which have longiistinguished the army and navy,
j the patronage of our citizens, and we think would

London, Dec. 29.—Dispatches from Italy represent that there is much political agitation in

New York, Dec. 30.—Thomas McKeon, Edward Gorry and W. Go-ry were arrested Saturday night and yesterday, as the men who
robbed the bank messenger in Wall street a
week since of $300,000 in checks. Gorry fired
at the officers when McKeon was arrested Saturday night, and escaped, but was recaptured

of

betrayed after its second victory by the Vice President of its choice, has put down

—

BOBBERS ARRESTED.

civil

a

The
Southampton, Dec. 29
Evoning.
steamship Borussia, from New York 14th inst.,
arrived off Cowes at 7 o’clock this evening, and
after landing her London passengers, mails
and freight, sailed again for Hamburg.
The steamship
Londonderry, Dec. 29.
United Kingdom, from New York Dec. 14th,
touched at Moville to-day, and alter a short
stay sailed for the Clyde.

NEtV.YOKK.

beginning

Wc have reached the

year. The Republican party, controntcd

mem-

on

C«A.\D

House to Let,
Monument St. Apply to

Full am & Co.

JPettengill,

[From the Au.’usta Standard, Sept. 20, 1867.]
The Portland Evenin' Star is oonducted with
far more manliness, dignity ai d
honesty, than any
other Republican paper in the State. It presents its
views with marked ability ami dele ds them wifh a
zeal that betokens sincerity, but scorns to descend
to personal abns*. slander and vil flcation of
political
opponents. Its course in this respect is in marked
contrast wilh t at of the Press, published in the
same city.

edited and is

and proper that the

consider It all Important that something new should
be started in Portland the first of the
ear, and in
view of certain existing facts, have come to the decided conclusion that they would sell goods for cash
only after the first day oi January. 18G8. Having
had encourngenn nt from individuals that always
pay the cash tor their goods that such a store is very
much needed in Port and, and that by a little extra
ettort on our part to buy goods low,—which we leel
confident we can by paying tbe cash for them.—that
we should be enabled to live, beside* being a benefit
to all who carry the cash in theiv pockets to buy tlieir
dinners. As we are taking the lead in this matter,
we expect and firmly believo that others will soon
follow, and so n the system of a certain eminent,
physician of this city will be true of us all, via.—“I
never cat anything until I know it is paid for.’*
We solicit the continued favors'oi our present patrons, and wish all who would buy their goods low to
give us a call, feeling confident that w can please
them in every respect, and enable them to go oti
iheir way rejoiced that Petiengiil, Fullum & Co. are
se ling goods so low.
We shall keep constantly on hand a good assortment of goods in our line, which will
e c elivered to
any part of the city.
PETTED GILL, PULL AM & CO.,

[From tlie Gardner Home Journal, Sept. 2". 1867]
Th^ Portland Press.—This daily is now
ably

1808.

FOR

HAPPY

LET.

_l'»

as.

come

[From the Kennebec
The Press i« n or»i

Congress

!

House ot Representashould take a short recess before entering uj»on
the important business of the new year; and where-

[From the Lewiston Journal, June, 1867.]
H. W. Richardson, Esq., formerly the edkor-incetefand for a few months associate editor of the
Portland Press, has resumed his old position as tdltoT-in chief or that p i er. We are gratified towelcome Mr. Richard8on|back again to his old
place, and
w'e doubt not the readers ot the Press generally will
unite with ns in expressing the same joy. Mr. K
is one of the ablest newspaper writer* in the btato.

98

of

necessary
OEEbers of the Senate
and

to bo widely known and recognized, au
hiscourtesy and candor are acknowledged even by
his warmest political opponents. For a short-lived
popularity he d es not pander to a prurient and vicious taste; and in bis earnest advocacy ot a good
cause he does not unnecessarily grieve his friends
nor thoughtlessly exasperate his opponents.

»<#■*
10Sg
108*

jilad to see their natrons
elou to wish them

SIXTH ANNUAL

PORTLAND, ME.

I

i-.—..

tives

[Fiom the Waterville Mail, June 14, 1867.]
The Portland ^rfs* —H. W.RUliardson Esq.,
has resumed his old position of erMtor-in chief of this
*
*
*
Mr. Richardson’s ability
paper.

104|

.-

F

Oaj

FATTEN A
A or ti once rm$
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE ST

Tickets Fifty Cents, to be had at the door.
Doors open ai Cl o'clock P M. Commencement at
7| o'cl ck P. M.
December 1,1*67. dlt

Streets,

Dec 21-dtt

nadian events.

has

will be

A

,

Plated Ware, Watches, Diamonds, &c., ever
oli'ered to the Portland Ti ade.

Union

»

Tuesday hvoning, Dec. fll
Tliey

finest stocks of

and

their Church, will

ot

r

M

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT

T I C 1^ E S

of the

one

Corner of Middle

[From the Round Table, New York, July, 1?G7.]
The.Porf/and Press evinces a commendable energy in ollating tacts ] ertam ng to the commercia1,
Its
manufacturing and a -ricultural life ot its Stat
editorial opinions are also expressed with unusual
weight, and it is the on y provincial jomrnal in the
country tlia. pays any considerable attention to Ca-

Chicago & North Western,.57»
Chicago & Northwestern, preferred,.68}

Assisted by the Cho

MeiriU's Whart.
Also
e side.
dc?ldtd

ot

the

or

OFFICE

Pupils of this School,

J. W. & H. II. McDUFFFF,

^•iicea of the Press*

New York Central,.116
Erie,.. 71
Michigan Southern,.83
Cleveland & Pittsburg. 86

and

as

now

:

William R. W *><!,
Faank W Smith.
Fred H. Small.

Williams.

'Jhe

HDKF.

Jewelry, Silver and

bales.

U. S. Fivc-Twen'ies, coupons, .Tan and J.’ly.108
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1867.108
U. *. Teu-Forties, coupons.101
U. S Seven-Thirties,.104;

with

CO., Auctioneer*,

PATTEN &

Chains and Anchors

St. Dominic’s School.

AND A GREAT VARIETY OF

A

consignments.

28

she

Ticket* .><> Ceuta. to bo obtained at Whittier's.
Tnine’s Music. Store, Fernald’n, Lowell & Seu.oY
Harris’ Hat Score, and at the door.
December 27. utd

RONES,
CASES,
FANS, PORTMONNAIES,

FANCY

E U 8

H. Smith,
Henry 1’. Wood.

Robinson

DRESSING

edition.

sei-

TueMlay, i>ee 31, at 12 M, at office. the sloop
about
ONSplendid,
tuns, (N. M.) will be sold
lies at ho end

IT ATT!

.lames

Patterns!

COVERED

on

OFFICE 11 EXCHANUE STREET.

K.

PEARL AND SR ELL CARR CASE 8,
REAL RUSSIA

«. M

—

Music (handler's Qua'irilic Band

-OF-

A readable

U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 18G4.L0,r>
U.S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1865.105

question.

sissippi.

CITY

FRENCH CLICKS.
JillO SZEs. PENRH I N MARIIL F,
FINE FRENCH GILT GOODS,

c

?V Liberal a vancos
December 31. dtfebl

Sloop-Smack Splendid at Auction.

PRICES.

Beautiful

and

FRIDAY during [he business

lon.

Xcw Year's Eve, Tuesday, Dec 31,

Stock is Larjjc and well selected, consisting of

week in

reri-ed

on

—

U A N A C

essly tor it*calamus,the
Shipping New* of the

p

Gold.133}

of Italy.

Ottawa,

ur

FANCY

a

Grand Promenade Concert,

-and-

ns. Dec.

Constitutionel denounces the re-

—

wi 1 give

GOODS for THE HOLIDAYS,

year.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

@ I3$c.

AR soles of Drv Goods, W oiens, Clotbk iug, Furnishing Goo Is, Hoots and Shoes, every
13EGUL
TUESDAY and

TIic Eon B. 15. Club

here-

,

63 Dawlcy Hired, Btuea.

No.

-OF-

All'airs,

Daily

J. U. OXUOOO & HON,
AUOTIOIV K E H 8

Old Year Out & New Year In.

weekly review of Canadian

our

tofore Light dollar*

New York, Dec. 30
Stocks:—.
American
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.112
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1862,.108

London, Dec. 28— Another Fenian outrage
An effort
was perpetrated to-day at Dublin.
was made to fire the General Post Office by
The attempt was happimeans of Greek fire.
ly frustrated; beyond tbe destruction of a few
letters no great damage was done.
A large powder mill at Faversham, about
fifty miles from this city, was blown up and
destroyed this afternoon. Ten persons
utterly
were killed outright and a large number injured. The cause of the explosion is unknown.
London, Dec. 29.—The London Observer says
no new or extraordinary powers will
now be
asked of Parliament for the repression of Fenian plots or disturbances.
It is expected that, owing to the prostration
of commerce and trade during the last quarter
of the year, the January returns will show a
serious decrease ill the amount of receipts from
the revenue during that period in this Kingdom.
A number of eminent Russian statesmen
and diplomatists have met in St. Petersburg,
and are holding a conference on the Eastern

nexation to the United States.

THE

The terms

news.

shall be

to

half dollars, and if toone address,
for fifteen dollars, strictly in advance.
Frankfort. Doc.29—United States 5-20’s quoted
Specimeu copies will be sent free to any address.
to-day at 7G} @ 76}.
Address
London, Dec. 30—Forenoon.—Consols 92} @92}
for money and 91} @ 92 for account.
N. A. FOSTER,
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 72 @72};
Illinois Central shares 88}: Erie Railroad shares 48}.
PUBLISHER OF THE PRESS,
Liverpool. Deo. 30—Forenoon.—Cotton quiet;
sales 10,COO bales; Middling uplands 7}d; Middling
Bo. 1 Printer.’ Exchange, Portland, Me.
Orleans"} !; shipments from Bjmbay since August

GREAT BRITAIN.

year.

U. S. SUPREME

lea

3}d.

White is
10s.

proposed nine years service instead of
eight, which, alter a sharp contest, was carried.
There were 81 opposing votes. In his speech
on the proposed amendment he called attention to the armament of the neighboring powers, and supported his plan as the only one
now practicable.
The bill is certain to become
a law.

THE WHISKY FRAUDS.

the head

and shall continue

Liverpool, Dec. 28—11 A. M.—Cotton opens dull
ami inactiv-; sales 8,000 bales; Middling uplands
7}d; Middling Orleans 7}d. Thee have been quite
heavy sales to-day of Cotton to arrive, not included
iu the above estimated sales, at 6|d for Middling uplands. Breadstuff's steady and unchanged.
Liverpool, Dec. 28—Evening.—Cotton closed
quiet but with rather more activity; sales fully 10.000
bales, including the usual proportion, say about 4,500
bales of American. Breadstuff's quiet and steady;
Corn—Mixed Western 4>s <'d; Wheat—White Calif >rnia 15s, and No. 2 lied Western 13s 9d; Barley 5s
Provisions quiet and
3d; Oats 3s 8d; Peas 46s.
steady; Lari 31 higher, and quoted at 50s; Beef
112s; Poik 67s Cd; Chesso52s; Bacon 41s. Produce
null ami steady. Naval Stoies dull at 27s for Spirits
Turpentine a id 6s 6d irr common l<otdn; find do 11s.
Linseed Oil £37; Whale £39; Sperm £112. Tajlow
43' 91. Petroleum quiet: spirits 2s, and standard

Rouher

The statistics elicited by the Ways and
Means Committee in its investigation of the
whisky frauds shows that the Government has
collected only eighteen cents instead of two
dollars per gallon. It is probable that the detailed statement of the amount of levenue derived from this source called for by the House
will show that less than nine cents per gallon
have been collected during the present fiscal

again at

Uk

Green Tea at

Iba.

Paris, Dec. 28.—In the Corps Legislatif today the bill for the re-organization ot tbe army
was
passed alter several amendments. M.

state

Baez is

tho

we

FRANCE.

Secretary McCulloch

CUBAN

na-

intimate that

Oa.na.<lja.n

Havana, Dec. 30.—Sugar wa* quoted to-day at 8
reals for No. 12 Pii'rh standard. Exchange on London 12} @ 12} per cent, premium; on New York currenoy, sliort sight, 22} @ 23 per cent, discount.
LONDON, Dec. 28.—Commercial advices from Shan?hai relative to the Tea trade give the total exports of
the new crop up to the 1st of December at 90,000,000

Dec. 28.—The Austrian frigate Novera, in command of Admiral TegethofF, having on board the remains of the late Arch-Duke
Maximilian, arrived at Cadiz yesterday after-

aj>probation.

THE

at 13

are so

—

Madrid,

relieve immediate distress among the working people, it is suggested to establish depots
of provisions at points convenient to districts
in which the greatest want prevails.
Gen. Gillem has received assurances from
the President and Gen. Grant that whatever
scheme he adopted to give immediate relief to
the sufferers in the South would receive their

REVIVAL OF

Canada

pelled to give considerable attention

AUCTION SAlifcia.

“Eon.”

AEW AAI> I'KESU AISISIVAJL

The relations of Maine to the Domin-

space.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

and

as an entirely independent
.10.—Cotton stiff; Middling la as carefully made up
paper. It will contain
uplands 14|c; sales 6,000 bales; receipts since Saturbales.
I
Sugar firm;
bales; exports 0,854
day
A cemplcfc Congressional and I egislatire
common 9| @ 9Jc; fair 103@11|£; prime to choice
j
134c. Molasses active; common 69c; choice 75c.
record from week to week, n summary
San Francisco, Dec. 30.—Flour and Wheat nnof State News an ansi <1 by couuties,
changed. Mining Stocks quiet. Legal Tenders 75c.
nil uttriculuarHl department containing articles pr-pared pxForeign Markets.

SPAIN.

to

The Maryland Legislature will eleci a SenaThe prominent
on the 14th ol January.
candidates are Revedy Johnson, who now occupies the seat, Gov. Swann and W. T. Hamilton.

steady; Middling

Nkw

EUROPE.

gratefully appreciated.
In the case of the Mississippi planters who
lost every thing by the river inundatious, it is
proposed to adopt a similar plan of action, and

tor

ion of

Savannah, Ga.,Dec 27.—Cotton opened dull and
closed active and advancing; sales 2,080 bales; Middlings 14 @ 14$c; receipts 2,961 bales.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 27. Cotton—The better
qualities are unchanged; lower grades declined | (a>
4c; sales 1.200 bales; Middlings 14$ @ 15c; receipts
3,250 bales.
Wilmington, N.C.,Dcc. 27.—Spirits Turpentine
firm at 47c. Resin advanced to 2 50 for No. 2. Cot-

Sales at the Brokers*

was

THE MARYLAND

our

Nvw York niock Market.

Fmblican

RELIEF

and
of

Middlings 13Jc.

ton

CONVENTION.

New Orleans. Dec. 33.—In the Convention
to-day the second article of the Constitution,
wliieh was adopted on Saturday, was reconBidon-dj and Judge Taliaferro’s proposition
th it citizens of the State shall owe allegiance
to the United States, which snail be paramount to that which
they owe the State, wat
incorporated therein after much discussion.
Article 3d, as adopted, declares that there
shall never be any slavery nor involuntary
servitude in this State except as punishment
for crimes.
Article 4th declares liberty ot press and of

number of

Augusta,

CONSTITUTIONAL,

Fiahiug

Augusta, Ga., Dec. 27.—Cotton quiet and prices
easier; sales 500 bales; receipts 680 bales; Mew York

..

MAINE.

Commercial, Lumbering’
Shipbuilding interests,
other kindred topics will cla.m a large portion

Ulnnufact a ring,

lklS,ltlls_13i

Dissolution ot Copartnership.
heretofore ezlstlng between
TH5im**1r!,ner^r
■
William P. -FuKhu
A.
and ueorfre

dissolved by mutual
irtifY
william p.

Randall. Im

consent,

Jordan is alone autbotlzed to use the
“r,u_ name In neiileimnt, and may be found atN,
Goold *, 137 Middle Street.
WM. P. JORDAN.
GEO. A. RANDALL.
decSOdlw
Portland, Dec. 26,1867.

Best Yellow Meal!
PELS.

l}V/ MEAl,,
U.iltmoreand for
TS*T 2w

BEST SOUTHERN YELLOW
tor table us1, Just lecelved from
sale by CHASE BROTHERS,
Head I

ona

Wharf

TIIE

There's sunshine on the meadows.
Awl suorhlne on the road,
And through lit* brightness toils my horse
Awl

gg

Henna h s weir* load;
I stand beside my gate, with hand letoi e my

chlbTi *t! laugh to
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pause low
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my chats In tarwed
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beans Is aptrosasH place.
t g tee— >.< new;
I s eastol roteldsteoeet stems less*
i, Mosr-.w tea;
telt
Mj
ms tao ms a II It say om with tssflnto la hasp.
isr my tanemi tasge roeayh, hat lew wlti eon*
Is wsap.
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CM hr, eld hoase-a Img goad by!
My haM • ea pear gate;
Tbwagh tears on gilbert** la my ryaa,
I bit aal botarr watt
Caad-hy, old hoaa>' oad, allot all, the lots which
Awaits am la Um heerroiy home whirh I am draw—Ansar* Mows.
lag seat.
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A

LARGE

LOT

fPllE

FRAMES

Corner ol

The Toledo Commercial publishes a letter
written by one of the late telegraphic expedition to biberia. The writer says:
Tou say that you cannot imagine how we
lire in such a climate. 1 couldn’t until I
tried It. 1 didn’t believe that it would be
possible lot me to lie out on the snow without shelter in a temperature of even 20 deg.
below zero, but 1 have done it once in 50 below and repeatedly iu 45. One of Push's parties, in February ot this year, passed the night
on an open, barren steppe with their spirit
thermometer standing 08 below zero, or 100

degrees below the freezing point. Quicksilver
they moulded into solid bullets with four
minutes’ exposure to the air. It's true they
didn’t dare to go to sleep that night, but I
believe that if theyjhad been properly fitted out
with heavy (urs and wolf skin sleeping bags
tot.e up tightly over the head, they "might

have done it with perfect safety. I'm afraid
you would think that 1 was availing my self of
a traveller’s privilege, and relating a
very
large “yarn,” if I told you how comfortably 1
have slept on the snow in temperatures ot 35
40 and 45 degrees below. We are
obliged to
sleep in lur b igs, of course, with our laces ento
take
the
utmost
care
to have
tirely covered,
our fur stockings perlectly
dry, but 1 have
slept in that way through the long Arctic
nights as comfortably as ever I did in a bed
at home.
From September, 1862, until I
came aboard the “Onward” a few weeks
ago,
I never slept in a bed or on any thing softer
than the snow or a board. So you can imagine that the sensation was a curious one.

rrd’obc.
Josephine’s
No one had a larger and more choice selection of cashmere shawls than Joseph ine.Mdlle.
Duerest relates that the deceased Empress

while, richly embroidered under-dress, was
to exceedingly becoming to the
Empress,
and brought out so cxqnisitively her beautiful bust, and slender, graceful waist, that it
would have beeu easy to consider as a piece of
coquetry what was simply Josephine's spontaneous generosity.

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance Company.
Wall

6Y, cor. William, NEW YORK,

Jarcary, 1867.
against Marine and Inland Navigation Bisks.

nsures

The whole profits ol llio Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated (luring die year; and lor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Average Dividend lor ten vears past 33 per cent.
The Company has the following Assets, vis:
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$6,771,885 00
Doaussecured by Stocks and otherwise, 1,129,350 00
..cal Estate, and Bonds and Mortgages,
221,260 00
Interest and sundry notes and claims due
the company, estimated at
141,866 24
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable.
3,837,735 41
Cash iu Bank
434,207 81
$12,536.304 46
TRUK

tEK«

D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

John

Chas. H.

Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren

GREAT

Bryce.
M.

Fred’k Chaunce},
James Low,
Geo. 8. Stephenson,
Wm.H. Webb

James

Leroy

Rcjbt.B. Minium, Jr,

Gordon W.

Wiley,

Burnham,

DanielS. Miller.
Jobs D. Jones, President
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore,2d Vicc-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, U Vicc-Prest.
J. D.Cb ATM AS, Secretary.
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Style

Dresser,

—

Three doors below the Post Office, have on hand*
large and well selected stock cf

Housekeeping Goods,
and IVooden Ware, Sleds,
Mats. Cages,

and all articles usually

M.

JUST

VERY

3000 Gallons Eleme Wool Oil.

A. P. FULLER,
decl7-d3m

for

ace

9

on

THE

In

--

all Nations;

Exposition of

•

< ross

the

ot

Grand

Spars & Spiles.
prepared to make cou'ractg
THEto Undersigned
luruigli Spruce
Spat and Spruce 1 Hard
are

g

low

Cents Eachl

Druggist

Apothecary,

Congress Street, Cor.

of

Fancy Goods suitable

Gilkey

would

eorrom this date.

The business will be conducted herealti

r

Gilkey.

by

C.

W.

A» heretofore. a
large, fresli and reliable line ot
Medicinesand Drugs will he always in stock, as well

as an

extensive and

var

ed assortment of Toilet Ar-

eles, Fancy Hoods, Imported Cigars, &c. Also a
large -took or the celebrated Marsh’s
Trusses, Supporters and Shoulder Braces.
Physician’s Prescriptions compounded with skill
and care, this depar ment
BtiIJ being in charge ot
t

Mr.

Cbas. B. Green leal.

LGGINfi

Kennebec

large stock

dc?3 ltf

dec28dlwteodlw

Sole

Agents
For

Journal

Bnlargrd nnd Improved.
»or ilie lieoNisu..

g>i
9

!
aa

W

Subscriptions received by ATWELL & CO.. Pub-

lishers* Agents, in Mi-idle Street.
N. E.—To commence with tho session, we should
hive your names before Wednesday morning.
December 30. d3t

the

pie

Daily

a

call.

Exchange Street.

At the

great

EXPOSITION,

Old Pianos taken in exchange for New.
Pianos to Rent.

of the Arm of C.

augHdtf

TlVOitlllLk.

West

the sale of these

PIANO te call at

our

We in-

ware rooms.

keeping a lull assortment, anil can satisfy any
that it is lor their interest to Get the Beet.

one

ot

STEAM

KSTTrompt personal

Christmas and K ew Year
received a large assortment of goo«
from Boston and New York Markets, I am pr*
pared to sell at the'

HAVING

NERVOUS
DISEASES.
Its Effects are
Magical•
unfailing pemedy in all cases of Neuralgia facialis, olien effecting a perfect cure in lo-s
than twenty-four hnnrs, «rom the use ot no more
than two or tUuke Pills.
No other form of Neuralgia or Nervous Diseare lias
failed to yield Ij this

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT.
Even in the severest cases of Cronic Neuralgia

considered. &e.”
Pocket volumes containing those lectures will be
forwarded to parties unable to attend on receipt of
lour stamps by addressing: “SECRETARY, New
yjnK Museum «»f Anatomy
Science, 618
l>itOADWAY, NEW YORK.”
December 9. cod3tu*

CLOTHING

nervous derangements,—oi many years
sanding —affecting the entire sj stem, its use fora
few days, or a lew weeks at the utmost, always affords
the most astonishing relief, and very rarely fails to
produce a complete and permanent cure.
It contains no drugs or other materials in the
slightest degree injurious, even to ti e most delicate
system, andean always be used with

One

ui nyofo-r
PHYSICIANS,
unanimous and unqualified appro-

BLOWN, tormerly a. 'll Federal
located at his new store No64 Feddoors below Lime street, will attend
si, a
to his usual business ot C’ennsing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.
Second-band Clothing for sale at fair prices.
•Ian #—eodtt

FULL Buppiy of Tents, of all sizes, for sale
A store
Commercial Street, Lead el Widgery’s

•*

27
**

48

Ibyal' wholesale and retail dealers in drugs
anil medicine- throughout the United States, and by
I tins 1

TiTtNEII &

CO.,

f*elober

Nolo

Proprietors.
St., Boston, Mass.

120 Trevont
31.2taw 6m

Cheapest and te«t

Cheapest

and best
Teas, T as,

Teas, Teas,

Teas, Teas, Teas, Teas,
Coffee, Coffee, Coffee!
Coffee, Coffee, Coffee!

now

made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
ol established reputation, aud will in future carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited to call at their
office, No. 3(Ki Congress street, and examine elevations and plaus ol churches, banks, stores, blocks ol
uildings. *c.

receipt ot price, and postage.
Postage 6 cents.
package.
$1.00,
on

5 CO,
packages,
Twelve packages, 9.00,

WILLIAM

TBfillirEcTlXKfe A EnruiTlTKKlNG.
fX Messrs. ANPERSON. BONNKLL * CO., hav

their

Six

llepaired

du

I I A mi:

STEAM REFINED SOAPS
SOLD BY

Save your money
Save jour money

Your Tea
21 Free

By buying
By buying

Advances made

Goods to the
Island of Cuba.
on

Messrs OHUROHLL,BROWNS

& MANSON

Are prepared to make liberal advances on a'l kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports of the Island, and their connections with the
fr4t class Houses ol li e Island, make this a desirabl mode fox parties wishiug to ship Goods to that
m irket.
de16(f
Portland, 16 Dee. 1867,

ALL TUB

Gore,

C.innrrrinl Si, 17 A 10 Brnrh Street,
PORTLAND, MAINS.
arch —i'll

Star

Match_ Corporation.

W. &

0. E.

MILLIKEN,

ottering to the public the Star Ma‘ch, we claim
lor them the following advantages to the consumer, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 57G more than the common
card matches.
The tull count Is equals to about six bunches more
in a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor thanauy other Sulphur Match.
They aro longer than any other Sulphur Card
Match.
They answer both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black the wall wl en rubbed on it.
They are packed in fine shipping order, in ca«cs
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross packages.
The above named firm are the sole Selling Agents
lor the corporation.
E. P. GERRISH,
)
J. S. MARRETT,
} Directors.

IN

MANASSEH SMITH, )
dtl

—POUTLANO

Five Cents

Savings

DEPOSITS

ary 1st.

Dividends at this Bamk have been for two years
post at the rate ot seven per cent., exclusive of Gov-

dec9d&wtjan4 i

Gas Fixtures
FIXTURES with

National Bank.
Entrance on
NATH’L F. DEERING,
Treasurer.

our

Ill-

of

Steam and Gas
IBON

Fittings,
BAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTEJ,
Gratings, Pumps, Ac.,

Ac

,

prepared to furnish them as low as 4v
can be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selcotcd troui^e
latest and most fashionable stales.
We invite persons who intend to pnrehai efixtfcg
to give us a call before purchasing else where.
are now

C. M. & II. T. PLUMMER.

Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland, M
September 12. dtf

P.
E
Pap v* Pantalets.
X

FUBLONG

r.

piPtU piNTALET pODIPAw
now

Market

thrfch

DEEBING, MILLIKEN & b.
PORTLAND,
With this euperior article. They are the cheW
ami most economical Paper Goo<ls ever put oilie
market!

Furlong Paper Pantalet (>,,
KlEI IltAltt

FAM.S,

AT

COST:

closing out a lot of Ladies* and Mies*
Polish and half Polish, Glove Calf, Lac nj
Button Boots at cost. Thc^e cowls ate front il elebrated manufactory of E. 0, Burt, New Y
They arc ma te I om the best ot Glove Calf, al all
warranted, which we shall tell as low as they oe
bought at wholesale in New York.
Ahv one w'shing to buy a nice Boot, wl)Lye
money by calling on us bei> re purchasing eise^re.

WE

are

November

EliB ELL A BU I I El
No. 11 Mlarket Square, Portland,^.
23. dtf

Parafine Wax Candles
at

wholesale

HAYES &

or

retail, by

DOUGLAfe,

No. 148 Middle Street.
dl
December 2, 1667.

Shippers

this

line, and for
Androscoggin Road

on

August

15,
__*

P°nlaUd

BRISTOL,

P’

Ansoi
Vaasa*,

toraCanaa“at°Pisi,on’sFer/y.*t

Ke“MiXs,

Providence Rail.

wi!hy<tShaenN^"“r2i.8L^
PT.

P.

RAILWAY I

CANADA.

S°U,1‘ Pari*’ an<1 lntorniedlate stn-

fM
abovenafed?

Ca”

b#

recelTed

cheeked afler lime

or

Trains wlU arrive as follows
From Lewiston. Auburn and South
P«rls, 8.10
Prom Montreal, tgueboc,
Bangor, W,

terviije,&c.t

at

K“C
»Md?fcS5Slf“an"Amb0J
S,ate-Room*
flee

ot* the Coinpany d

The Company

the

|*a^nt

cannot

account

thirty

for.

On

who

are

HO. 3 OLD STATE
roali*1 tLe Sta(ion °r Boston

8ECOND STAGE OF 8EMINAL WEAKNESS.
a perfect cure m such
J
cases, and s
f» and healthy restoration of the urinarv organs.
who
Persons
cannot personally consult the
Dr.,
»u do so by writing, In a plain
manner, a descrlp.ion of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DK. J. B. HUG HE!?,
No. 14 Preble Street.
Next door to the Preble
House,
Portland, Me.
V* Send a Stamp for Circular.

g.oo p.

structions after all other remedies have been tried in

vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takei
with perfect safety at all times.
dent to any part of tnecountry, with mil directions
by addressing
Dli. HUGHES,
,anl.lK65d&w.
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland*

run

8

er-sugos eonneot at Gorham for West Oorh.»
Btandish, Steep Fall., Baldwin?
s2wS’
*llram> Brownfield, Fryohuro'
r>oi,dJ?t0a\>
Jeokson
Cornish. Por'
Limington,
oeedom’ Madison, and Eaton, N. (l.
«o„ti, T*toF<5,ltarforW<,6t Buxton, Bonny-Eagle
L'“«rick-

ter’pJ&dJS^af41t.

TSS^SSSSS^SS^

Wl8di“a *“

imJ dtt"0'

Cheapest and
VIA

Grand
*

yot new

Thn'ugh

Best Route

TUB

Trunk Railway 1
BT-Thls
Road ha.

tlo"

the VnMeBt-

Jnst been put in

Running Condition, with an addiKails, 6ix new Locomotives and a large
T S'ock, and Is now Running

gMKMs-s'jfcSSixj'xsr!
Fares $0,00 less than by any other route tr- m
Maine, to Detroit, Chicago, St. Fanl. St. Louis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, and all parts West and South

*ndep!
(Sunua>»

HAVE

io

i.

No. 1
2
3
44
4
44
5
6
7
44
8
44
9
44
10
“11
44
12
“13
“14
15
“26
22
“23
17
“18
19
“20
“21
“34
“32
“33
24
25
25
“27
28
2*
“30
3i

Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
Wo ms, Worm-Fever,, Worm-Colic,
**
Cry inn Colic or Teeihing of in'ans,
Diarnea of childrt n or adult*,
Dysentar 1/, Griping, billions Colic,

44

25
25
15
25
25
25
25
25
15
25
25
2»
25
25
2
50
51

Cho'era-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Coughs, Co ds, Bronchitis,
Neuralgia, Toutha.-he, Facenche
Headaches, Sick -Headache, Vertigo,
Dyspepsia. Billious Stomach,
Suppressed or painlhl Periods,
Whites too prof-so

I

erinds.

Croup, Cough, difficult Breath ug.
Salt Hheum, Erysi] el s, Eruitions,

lth*aimatism, Itlieumntic Pains,
Fever and Ague, Clull FVver, Ague,

Discharges. Impaired Hearing,
Scrqfula, ew\avge&G lands, Swellings,;So
Files, b»ind or bleeding,
511
50
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh acute or cronie, Influenza, 50
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
Asthma, Oppressed Breathing,
50
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Thro*.#-,
100
Sufferings at Change of Life.
tar

Seasickness,

sickness from

riding,

Neraous Debility, Seminal emissions,
Sore Mouth, Canker,

Urinar,y Incontinence, wetting bed,
Painful Petdo/s, even with Spasms,

50
50
11 0
50
50
50

without stop, ing, to all points as
above, tins avoiding Hotel Expenses and backing
in crowded Cities.
tSTBagcage checked through, without change.
At Keireshment
Rooms, am lor Sleeping Cars,
Arne, lean Money I* Receded Irom
Passengers holdin? Through Tickets
A tri-weekly line oliirst class steamers from Sarnia, fare only
$20.00, irom Portland to Milwaukee
und Chicago; StateRooms aud Meals
included.
Leaving Sarnia on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings, on ariival ot Trains Irom the Fast !
I hrough T1 ketscan be
procured at all the Principal lici.et offices in New Fuglaml.auu at the Companj’s Office.
E. P. BEACH, Oen’l Agent, ITS Broadwav, N. Y.
Director.
ulu
W M. TLOW EHS, Managing
Eastern Agent, Bangor.
D. II. BLAtlCHARD, Agent.

MliNE

as

No.

_N°7-

Kerosene Oil
Portland

or

Humors,

USE
XI mi mo ii & K icin’* Tonic

Aromntic Nyrup,

And tor testimony enquire of Edward Bncknam 31
Portland sr, lhas. F. Kandall27 Waterville st, Henry
J.Dyer 23 Alder st, H. Johnson 97 Washington
all oi Portland, Me; Charlotte P. Swctt, Sophia
Smith, Falmouth, Me. For sale by 11.11. Hay, and
all medical dealers in the State.
oezGdti

si,

For ("“ale.
subscriber

efters tor sale cheap for cash
steam Scow driven by
THE
eight horse power
wiih
an

liis
en-

connecting vear to propeller! has two
gine
hoisting gears, one quick and one slow, Las been
used lor hoisiing stone and coal, lias I wo wafer
tanks and everything in running order; can be st en
at Biddeford.
For turther particulars, price, &c..
addros
JAMES ANDKhWS,
Biddetord, Maine.
oc22dtf_

Hank Notice.
of'the South
daeni its bills will expire
A. C.
F. E. WEBB,

THE

liability

Nov 1807.

Berwick Bank to KeMarch 2», 18GB.
Bank
ROBBINS, I
j Commissioners.
dcOdBiu

Comp’y,

Kerosene OH,

Frans Albert Coal
Exclaslvrly.
The

prevalence of

large quantity of inferior and
market, at a cheap pricewhich are little belter than
Naptha ltselftandtheexis Cnee of false reports in
regard to lb*
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL, render it a master
of Justice
to
as
well
ourselvts,
as
safely
to
consumers, that
some
notice should
be
taken of
these
facts.
we
Therefore,
again
present an advertisement,
and
would
call
attenllon to tho high standard ot our
Oil, the
flte teat of which Is I HA degrees of
Fahrenheit, and
olten reaches
considerably higher; also, we would
say that we are determined to maintain its long established reputation.
a

in the

Portland Kerosene OH
Portland, Mb., Ang 4Ut, 1867.
auglldly.

New Stock of

_

Ufo. 345

“■

Congress St.,

Recently occupied by Edwin A. Marrett, Em., and
aro now owning a
T ULL JC CHOICE STOCK
OF

•

GOODS,

CowsUtldg In part ol
German Broad Cloth.,
TIo.roit and Cnatoi lltarrn,
Black and Fancy Doeskin.,'

Cassimcres, meltons, dfcc

Ladies Dress Goods in Great

Variety,

and Choice Styles and Fabrics.
Black Milks, Ladies Cloaking.,
»huwl>.
In

new

Muslins, Jaconet Cambric’s and other White Goods,
Domestics anu Housekeeping goods,Gloves, Hosiery.
Ac., Ac.
All our goods are new, and selected with cate from
the various markers, bought exclusively tor cash at
the current low rates, and will be sold uniformly at
1
the very lowest market pricce.
W. A F. P. A DA TIM.

^Portland, Sept 30,1E67._ocldtw , eodtl

livi:ry

stable t

By the subscriber,

in tho stable recently
Samuel Adams, rear of

occupied by

LANCASTER HALL!
Prices reasonable.
July 23. dtl

B.

P. KUGU, Agent.

TH0ME8, SMAitDON

&

JOBBERS OK

CO.,

Tailors’ Trimmings!
AGENTS
FOE THE

No Plus Ultra Collar Comp'y,
BiiimiroRD,

C(J

me.

Union Street,

Coffee

(First Door trom Middle.)
Francis O. Thornes. je20Ti'*stf Geo. H. Smardon

or

C» flee
bny of us,

"cornTan d

You

If not
If not

satisfactory,
satisfactory,
You

~

MtlT

—

or

You huy of ns,

.,
At
the

the

AND

TIC % NTORK.
WM. L. WILSON.
No. 80 Fedv rai St.

Pl'RCHASERo TaKG HOUCK :
Any Tea
Any Tea

Goods!

Dry

WOOEEJTS,

received

jiolfidtt

Company.

W. & fTF ADAMS,
hereby Inform their friends and
WOULD
public that they have taken the stand

_DoOdtt

Peaches, Damsons, Jtc.
Just

THOSE SUFFERING FROM

Heart Disease, Shortness of Breath,

BILLly0!». Agent.

BOARDING AND BAITING

EDWIN NOYES,Supt.

1866
'• tarn

dcGeodly

Cough

1l7~RT

^

JAPA!HE»K

These Remedies by the case or single
sent to any part of tbe Country, b> mail or express,
tree ot charge on receipt of the price.
Address
Humphrey’* Specific
lIOiTHEOPATIIVC riJUUIClNf? COittP’Y
< dlice and Do'-ot No 5G2
Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at. his office,
personally or by letter as above, tor all f mis of diseases.
F, Swertzor and tronuau A- Co,

L'

Would in form the nublic that
they continue
Manufacture

ARSAN-mE.MKNT,

$10 oo

Agent*._

aapi 25-dll

on and alter
Monday, April 13th,
M#?!b3Br»corrent, tiaios will leave Poitland tor
Bangor and all Intermediate station on Mils line, at
F°r
Lewiston au,‘ Aubnru only, at
<laily'
7 40
M
>»“Preight trains lor Watervllleand all intertnediate stations, leave Portland al 8.23 A.M,
Train irom Bangor Is due at Portland at 2.15 P M
in season to onnect with train tor
Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn
only.at « 10 A M

■Ttpfc

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
1 00
Box are

*.

®~k.*,';5
Freight
usual.

Balt, Portland.

a larpe lot ol
Fresh Peaches * Damsons in Cans.
Also Dried Teaches, Struwherries and
Raspberries
which I am selling cheap, at the

FAMILY CASKS.
35 v lals, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
20 large V ais, in Morocco, and Book,
6 • 0
20 large Vials, pldn case, and Book,
5 Ob
15 Boxes (Nos 1 to 15) and Book,
3 00

Mahogany Case 10 Via'?,
Single Vial-, with directions,

CfcNTRA)

SPRINU

^pisnis, St. Vitus’ Dance. I 00 !
Epilepsy,
General Debility, Physi al Weakness, ro
»nd s< auty Secretion*
50 |
Dropsy,
Kidney Disease, Gravel.

Through irains leave ilallv, tYnm Bangor, Skowhegan, barmiiuion, Augusia and Portland, and on arSteamers from bangor and St.
.John,making
direct connection

t?V2 Congress St, under Lancaster
Portland, September 23, 1867.

4

large

’i52«
*****

3

M,
excepted.)
Cabin tare.

a

*“U

seasonrr,jr,o0:^aUt"U'

the

West I

from file most ample experience. a>i entire success;
Simple—Prompt- Efficient, and Reliable. Tb«> are tlie only Medicines
perfectly ad pted to popular use—so simple that
mistake* cannot bj made in using them; so harmlos
as to be free from danger, and ho efficient as to be always reliable.
They have raise 1 the highest commendation from all, and will always render satislac

great expense with

at

up
wii.

dangerous oils

rinsUBli

PROVED,

superior sea-going

BROOKS, and
having been fitted

THE PORTLAND

tlmtpSS

'• M.. 2.0*1 and 5.3c P. M.
KreoFht°t?'yer,7'15
ta?" Saco Ei,er 6'au-A
M.; Portland
l.-llp. M

&norti‘st,

TO THE LADLES.
OB. HUGHES particularly Invites all
Earlier, whu
need a medical adriser, to call at his
rooms, No. 14
frebk street, which they wll tind
arranged tor then
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Kenovating Medicines are unn vailed in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Eernalc Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain ot producing relief m a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all casep of ob-

and

new

JOHN
^nitrs
MONTREAL,

many of

Portland. April 12,

Infirmary9

A rrangemenl l
The

M

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

an warrant

Elcctic Medical

HOUSE,

Providence Rail-

boston.

September 19, 1667-dtt

value?

examining

and

H. 0. BRIGGS
General Manager

^if

for

taken

a. a

not

lny.n?s« nlo«‘T'i?*

the urinar deposits a ropy sediment will often he
found, ar sometimes small particles of semen or alappear, or the color will be of a thin milkbumen
ish huraKa*n changing to a dark and turbid appearance. "«rt) nr* many men who »lie of this dithculty
ignorm ot the cause, which is the

«<=««! »t the ot-

o

Local Train Irnm South Paris and lutermedlate slatons, nt

one 01

Qne-

phii

rnnrea”’th

Lewiston ami South Paris at 7.40
o™.

and Saiur-

by this line to PHILiDu
&5E a?.d AsH1NGTON’c a n

Fall

Mail Train for
Banaor Monfrpal
fll0Iltrea'*
bee and the WestWatrrvjlle,
at 1.10 p. >f.

Bridal, ( APT

jassengers

^*1rSnnSa^„,r,„,"„^.’:f0T‘ «' ,8OT'
^reM^r*'n

*rtdaji<.

Tue>da'J‘, Thursday,

dai/AYX°N’

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
A

SI M MON

j^itltJrrff^es<tayLana

October 7. 1887.

GRAND TRUNK

R. I.

By RAIL FROM BOSTON TO
BRISTOL.

GEO. SHIV ERICH,

Augusta, Not.

OF

YORK!

Only One Hour Thirty Minutes

d“° at 1>0r,,and at 8JI) A.
M., and 2.10
os-’1'
Train with passenger car atf“

*or

<•»<

YIA

P M
at 815

PORT UND4R0CHESTERR.R;

of the age of

men

iH*7.

UHISTOL

LewisAlso

art

mry

passage apply to

or

Ieave Portland at 1 P. M. tor

troubled with oo frequent evacuations from the blad
der, oiten acfmP°jd®<i by a slight tmauiug or burning oem-ath'4* an,l weakening the system in a man-

are

re'iue.ted to seed their 'vetxht to the
“* 1 “ « ,h« "O
thntthv

are

K«^SttaJr,),
For freight

NEW

Nov. 11, I8«r.

responsible tor barmw to
*5"ln T!,l"« la"'i
al) unless notice is given, ami told tor at the rate n-t
one passenger tor
every IJOtl addition,
C. J. Bit roues,
Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, tjocal Superintendent.
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.
(1(f

BOOTS

IMJRT

Arrangement,

fck8”*1’
i

young men wiD the at-ove disease, some of
whom are as weak anc*«mai iated as though they had
the consumption, and°y their friends aro supposed to
have it. All such c*** yield to the proi*r and only
correct course of ottitucnt, and in a short tune arc
made to rejoice in ^rwit health.

MK.

ItyH. B. CI.AFLIN & CO, New York, Gatal
Agents for Untied States.
dcGcod3(

Bank.

made in this bank on or before January 4tb, 1JI68, will commence interest from Janu-

ernment tax.
Ofliee over First
Plum Street.

Gas Fixtures!

Are

GENETtAL SELLING AGENTS.

October 1.

CAKE,

prepared to supply the
their agents lor Maine,

Portland, Hie**

and Coffee of the Great American Tea Co

Street.__Uec2dlin

i

307
Vi

WEBBING

SUPERIOR QUALITY', constantly on bgj,
safely packed and sent to any part o' the country^
oct2i
edtjanl
Argus and Star.

OP A

and

\V holesale Grooem Througliont the Statf

Loath.© &

usual.

ness

BORE'S

,h

supplied as

We have connected GAS

Best Goods at the Lowest Prioes!
Having recently enlarged And erected NEW ;
WORKS, contain? all tlieronl in improvements, we |
arc enabled
to_ furnlsc \ apply ol Soup* of th<
Best Q,uulitice* auapied to tliederaand, tor Ex*
port and Domestic 1'oii-uuiptiou.

and general

.Lancaster Hall,
market Hqns'e.
Private parties. Balls, eolations, Families, 4.,

Jival,
at. -101111.

TO

'r Stations arepurchased in Boston for Maine
Central
good for a passage on this
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, 'Ac., will line
purchase tickets to Kendall's Mills
only, anti alter takthe Conductor will furnifh ta-kots 0I! mak®
tbi!B r!?ad
the late the same through to
?>o
n1 Cuet9 ??d
1
*he Maine Central toad.
ail connect
f
Rockland
at Bath; and e r Beltast at Augusta, leaving
daily or. arrivalol train
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor .Solon, Rote
Athens and Moose Head Lake at
a"d for China. East and North

Thu

Humphrey’s Ilomccopathic Specifics,

&c.

Being determine! to sell CANDY' at a LOWlfc
PRICE than formerly, the attention ol the publics
rsspecl luliy called to

PARTINGTON’S,

Allot SUPEUIORyUALITlES, in packages suitable tor the trade and lumily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best material?, and aaour goods are manutactured
under the personal supervision ot our senior part ncr
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we tlierelore assure the public with coudencc that we can and wir.L furnish the

an

of

COSFEC TIONERY.

SOAP’S,

XO. I.
OLEIXE,
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
PRANK’S PATENT,
SODA. AX O AMKRICArX CASTILE.

ALL

give it

attention.
K. J. D. LARRABEE & CO..
West Commercial St., Portland.

^,eftYork

SkaWU«an ®vtry ntornf &PO"“
‘his route to Lewiston,
Ifoo
tfml
xrmb"y
Waterville.
Kendall s Mtllsand Bangor as
by the Maine Centra!
™a,
a“'
tickets

Young men troubled with emssicns in sleep,—a
complaint generally the xesulf ot a had habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warconsulted by

at 4 o'clock P. M.
'1 lie Dingo and Franconia are fltfnd
op with tine
oi.imo.uUon> for
passengers, niakin? thl» the most
epeedy sale and comfortable route tor traveller* bw-ml Malm*. Paaaage instate Kooaa
l*c«D
|6.0tt Labln pa«*aae 9a.no. Meat* eat**a.
Unodr tor wanted by this line to »•
trotn Mon
Quebec, Bangor. Bath, Aug i«<a. East port and

P.^m! daifyf

ANTIDOTE U

are

ID

#.45, *.40 A JI, and 2.55

ta? Bath and Ad?gus?an.ly ‘eaVe

and

aa

uriiajr,

Saturdays, at 5

tar at

to

run

ac*

Maine Central road
ITe *nd
ff***?""
Portland
daily, except

Public.

many ThansandsCai Testify
hy Unhappy Expaicnce!

f^T^TKANCOMA,
follows:
lice,

>

X---.

LINE

.p,ai“»

M,

LIMB..

»JgK,Tg
Leave Ualt'i Wh«rt. Portland, every
Wedneaday
and
at r o'clock P. M„ and Irayr Pier A
E»»t Saturday
River, New York, every Wedneaday and Sal-

lor

a,i stations
and stations on the

tan

YORK

The fine .teamen DIKIUO and
will, unill lortliet uo-

/V fV-

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

Mercury.

AX

SEMI-WEEKLY

(Suuday excepted

Winter

NEW

STKAMHIl.l »• COMPANY.

Port.apd.Nov8.

8EA8ON.
The Pains ami Aches, and Laastude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Innure Coition,
are the Barometer to the wiole system.
Do not wait for the consummatioi that is sure to foi
low; do not wail tor Unsighly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, tor I>or3uI Beauty
and Complexion

manner.

Under

MOST EMINENT

•‘How to live and what to live for.—Youth, vraturitv and old age.—Man hood generally re viewel.—
The causes or indigestion, flatulence and N rvous
diseases accountetl for.—Marriage

•Tents.

Cure

NEURALGIA,
AND

who

Co.,

Commercial street.

-viz:-

land.

CERTAIN,

val
Sent by mail

REFINED

extra,

A. SAFE,

it is

and

consumers

FAMILY,

BAILEY & NOYES,
nnd 72 Exchange Mi., Por

70

Planing Mills,

all kinds

Hie attention
the trade
WOULD solicitto their
Standard Brands ol

ROttiis

Street,

tJ''e,"!r-

the

at

SlUJBBS.
Agent.

R.

PORTLAND AND

West,

Port1nn«l »n.t ltit«rme<llate 8tau*>*—
22 A- M*»i,ml 3*00 an*l ft.00 p
Freight Trains daily each way,

Have Confidence*
AH who have committed an excess of any kind,
whitlier it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years

ntr

Mo.t Reasonable Terms,

GOIiE,

lutermsdlate Stations

sailing until* o’clk

oi

dc6dtl_

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Momlni, Nwv’r llih, | SH7
I-gga&agn Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
•fSMi'-'LllWBlSiiiiilays excepted) lor Snco and Blddefurd, at 6 45,8.40 A M, 2.55 and 5.2* P M.
Fur South Berwick .J unction, Portsmoulh, Boston,
and
P. At.
Leave Boston

(Jay

n'in?-

C3SSSS=^S-'

StCO t PORTSMOUTH R. R.

pddle-Agfil Tlra.

FOSTKIt. Proprietor.

A.

Fancy Boxes,

EEATHE

FOBTtAN

Every intelligent and thinking person must kno*i
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
heir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
physician, wliosf
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he roust
fulfil; yet the country Is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the
world,
which are not only useless, but
always injurious.
1 he unfortunate should be particular iu selecting
bis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by malirearment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice; for
jtisa point generally conceded by the best svpiiilograpbers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent ami successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperirnced general
practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology,
commonly
one
system of treatment, in most cases maklg an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the

ianted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we

r*ry Norway Pine and Spruce Boards planed gad
.jointed, for floors. All kinds of lumber furnished at
low piiccs. A arious "Wood
Mouluiugs for house-finish and tor picture frames on hand and made to order. We can do job work, such as jig sawing, turn*
ing, planing, sticking moulding, &c, in the bes

Edwards & Co.)

SOAPS !

L0WEST

«

ou

w;i'
In?il'lni"
If*8'1* and
*»,»* Eaatport to take freight
st. Andrews
Calais.
on and a Ret
Tinr-Wint*r rates will be charged
A.

W. I>. LITTLE & Co,
Agents.

WHERE

to

anu

tor

tejSiisj

North

and

lei™ Rail'.

Easiport’

received

the

AT HIS

Preble

Pouth

WEEK.

Oo and atler Monday,
December 2d.
the Sicuiuer NEW
BRUNSWICK
E- B Winchester, will
roail Wliait, foot of Stale “trecl «r“*5 oVlo<'k plor
and

Kobbinston and Calais.

Portland?

Near the Preble lion*,
he cau be consulted privately, and |witt
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at

There

and

dc24d3m

Tuning and Repairing promptly attended to.
Wareioom 337 Congress Street.
(Formerly

Ac. Id

PER

wi,h K- * N.A.
Railway
fJ«JLS?"nect
VJoh.n
hhcdiac
In ermediate statin
tor

more

surpassed

Kiln-1'ried Lain her for Sale.

Portland, REPINED

m

PERFECT SAFETY.
It has long been inconstant use by

of

and

Agent lor the sale of the celebra.
"*
8—’ ">*•

FOUND

BE

ARRANGEMENT.

Returning will leave St. John and Eaalnort everv
3
Thursday.
Passengers will connect at East port with Stage
*
Coaches for

«

B.v
principal Itonte", via. Benton and
Worcester to Albany nod he New fork
Ccnirul Kntl.vay to Bulfiilo or
Niagara
fniis, thence by the Great tVr.brn or Take
Nhore Railroads, or via New fork
Pity and
the trie. Allunlie and Orrat
Western and
Pcnnsvlvunia t enlral Railway,,
lor sale at the l owest Rates at the Only Pa.
49 *‘J “»«*■»«*• *«•>
W“C®»

High street,

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Pres Job Office

S3 T B A. UVL

tor

of

98

Subscriber is

PARIS

NOYES,

FOR

Course
Lectures as being delivered at fbe
New York Museum of Anatomy,

WTiart.

at

cordially invite all parties who intend purchas-

a

be

E. J. JO. Larrabee &

WM. «.

BAILEY &

dispatch cannot

BSP* Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

Drying

Imperial

Speedy

e

ATive,

Which tor neatness and

_N.

Doc 2l-d2w

I. IR C TIJ RES-

BYstreet,tewis
eral

Catalogues, &c.,

First Premium over ail Competitors PERFECTLY Dry Pine Lumber planed and ready

ALL OTHERS.

HEAD OP

68

GIbs«

Cleansed

inay.tldtf

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS

wcre^w "r*"d Sf*

Chickering Pinna

GIFTS

will tavor him with

new

<

To be Sold Immediately.

tend

dF* No Trouble to Show Goods.
WOUD1QA X
A WtfllN*?Y,

A

part

superior facilities for the execution ot

Exchange St, Portland.

And

of

Printing.

the

Juries and

the

Placing

ing

philosophically

Preble.

inform hig friends and the pub
lie that the firm name ot Rollis h \z Gilkey ccasMr.

new ones as

a

CAN

Maw

only distinction over the four other Medals
And consequently stand ahead oltbe WORLD in the
manufacture ot PIANOFORTES.
awarded for Piano-Kortos (all ot which were alike,
I ale? keep a large assortment ol other FIRSTand of equal value,) and thereby confirming the j
CLASS MAKERS, which 1 can cell at the manufacunanimous award of
turers’ lowest prices.

And

ions, Dreming Coses,
Ac , Ac.,

description ot

Mercantile

as

Ware, Carpeting*,
Crockery
Tin and Japmincd Ware. Wood and Willow Ware,
Window Shades Brushes, Cages, Baskets, Cutlery,
Mais, Paper Hangings, &c, &c.
These goods have been bought for cash since the
decline in prices and will be sold as low as the lowest.
Mr Whitney, junior partner, was or many
with Mr. E. ft. Little Diy Goods Dealer,would
yea's
be pleased to see all his old customers am as may
and

SOlh._

AUE THE

embracing the subjects

GILKEY,

and

a

lease

loot 0f

8KEK FOR

We have

TWO Houses and lots in Cirv. l*Tice f 900 and $ I
-L 610. House lots in Cape Elisabeth $5'» to $10JOSEPH HEED,
R*al Estate Agent, Oak and Congress ms.
Octobes 2. dtt

Celebrated Instrumcents !

an

Wood St lies of any required sizes and
quantity, to
be delivered early in the spring at • he 1 west rates.
INGRAHAM & WH1TCOMB,
Apply to
No. 85Commercial St,
I>ec. 24. dti
Portland, Me,

C- W.

We also hav^

May

Commission,

Cons sting of Work Baskets, Doll Cabs,Cart®, Sleds,
Child’s Sets Knives, Forks and Spoons, Portmonnaios, Piano Dusters, Napkin Kings, Kogcrs Brothers* Plated Kni\e.-, Forks and Spoons,ana Tea bells
&c.

Commercial Street t
Lease.
subscriber is desirous of improving his io
on

The

The Three

.1 O l*ub*» price 91 ..V».
LOO
21.00.

HOI^SMKl 1*
The Oraan is the best Reed Instrument now in u*e,
▼oiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tone.
The
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
pleagc the eye an«t satis y toe ear.
Also improved Mclodeons. the latest of whirb is a
newly arranged Swell, which does Dot put the instrument out of tune.
Abo keeps on hand Piano Fortes of the best styles
and tone.
WM. P. HASTINGS.
dritoodly
J3T*Price 1 ist sent by mail.

And every

No. 1 Printers* Exchange,

Medal I

Chickering

hand

as

to

dtf

variety

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,

of Honor,

Legion

'Woodman Sc TVliitne^y
OS Exchange St.,
a

Land

“

jaJ

.Tii-.

Co.

Calais St. Joha.

S-Lrggcnpt

HVk

Hoa'iLi s7.r!hi|NI>A*

ILKUs

to

No. 3 India St.

Steamship

TRIP

X

ss

Proprietor,

all tlie

notice.

Eursues

BILE-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

LUMBER

Holiday Presents.
quite

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale
Oxford House, pleasantly situated in tlie t!
THElageol Fryeburg,
Oxford county, Maine, is oJ
fered for sale at a bargain, il applied for soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with lurnitu
and fixtures throughout, together with all necesea;
outbuildings.
For foil particulars inquire of
HORATIO BOOTHBY,
Proprietor.
Or Hanson* Dow, 54\ Union st.
Fryeburg, Sept. 29,18fi6.
dtf

Posters, Programmes,

,S07.

()

S2.00 to2J50 rerdav.accordinv
Carriage to awl t,,,hi
Steamers.
Junc4dtt

West,

PEKKINM, JACKSON A CO.,
High Street Whari, 302 Commercial,

Caution

refurnished our office since (he
all kinds of New Material,
Presses, cKrc., we are prepared on the shortest possible notice to accommodate our
friends and the public with

ji hu

Doc 14, dtt

delivery,

<1

WINTER

ONE

cabin (ar*70 to #80.

u

AtAV??PP*f

Eastport,

AT THE

hours daily, anJ from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
suffering under tbt
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Curb in all
Cases, whether of long
eiaroling or recently confronted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of big kmg-etandiug and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Bavin* completely
Great Fire, with

I,

From Portland to
ALL POINTS

UK. J. B.lUKdltS

s o

NAPOLEON

suitable for Christmas presents. Now is the time to
buy. Remember the place, 307 Cougresi »i.

Have

i

fered for sale. The house is tv
T storie thorough ly finished insh
and our, and in situation is unsurpassed in th:
beauitfnl village.—The lot is large, upon which
fruit trees of various kinds, shruberry, Ac.
A nil
spring of excellent water is handy to the door, an
large cistern in cellar. It alsohas a fine stable. Th
excellent property will commend itself to any m:,
who is In want of a pleasant home within 30 ininut. ■
ride of Portland.
For further particulars enq ulre of W, H.
Jerris, Rial Estate Agent, at Horse Railroad
Office, Oppcsi
Preble House.jyiftdtl

accompanied the Presentation with the
Decoration of ihe

CHEAP,

BEOS,'

to order at short

*3=2?-

OF HONOR!

Thereby conferring

Glove and Hdkf. Boxes!

December 20.

Jnljjrf
Ml Itl

hand for

the n,h.

International

Tlrrovig-li Tickets

Laths. Nli In tries, Clapboards,
Spruce arid Pine Lumber. Spruce Dimensions sawed

BOOK, CARD, & JOB PRINTING,

Portland Dec. 90.

To Travelers

Head of Maine Wharf.

undersigned have on

EVERT DESCRIPTION OF

II

HOUSE,

ent rate*

<**.

LEHIGH,

Market £rioeSS™10r C0al'

Executed with Neatness and Despatch.

addition to the

EMPEROR

choice assortment of

oni pan

Gorham,
Now occupied by Major Mann

$7.

Lumber and Coal.

Exchange,

Payable in Gold ot
«r For

STB E E T.

KltEE

Lehigh,

LOAF

Alrd> nn

Stee?aee,

the lowest market price,

m.iy3dtf

Co., Boston.

Pn*£2i“- C"P'-

an" LlTerPool,
cording^'£.|.;,’n'Iondl'!Ty
l’"'jdallon-'

Ileseltino,

J■ H. KLING,

to rooms.
Cars and

cess.

in

the whole for a term of years.
Or he will erect buildings suitable for manatactu:
ing orother purposes, if desired.
Proposals will bo received by E. E. UPHAM, <
the subscriber.
N P. RICHARDSON.

Triumphant

works, in different styles ol

binding,

Albums,

,

•

Lump, for Foundry Use!
Wokecp constantly on hand a toll assortment ol
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purchase large lots will do well to
give ua a call before
purchasing.
HARD AND SORT
WOOD
Delivered at any part or the city at short notice.
Kandall, McAllister & Co^
No. 6U COMMERCIAL ST.-,

Exchange Street.

One of the Finest Resident-

l/Jt

CO.,

Leuiffh

pr29dtt

Entlng llauw,

AUGUSTA, MK.

Furnace*.
For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’* White
Anh, Diamond, Red A*h, which are free ol all
impurities and very nice. Also Cum her land ! A
cargo just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

fFHE

Reduced Koi...
The Steamship Hibernian,Cipt. Brown, will leavo
port for Liverpool, on SATURDAY, Jan 4th
im.nu'lia'el.v alter the rrivalofihe tram or the nrevasL1.ay "oni Montreal,,n ** f Howed by the No-

this

GENTLEMEN,

Kl -OI' I'M.

CANADIAN

t'a«>rn(.r. Booked lo Londonderry n.,d
• iterpool.
Hi uru Tickets
'«>» ««»IH
IIr»
at

Saloon lor

S TA T E

For

Daily Press Job Office,
No. 1 Pr inters9

ROUNDS <Sr

Co.

SUGAR

name

Genteel Residence lor Sale in Gor
ham.

sale at

Mortgage

a

THE

UMAILD STATeS

nice

Old

Nov30-d3m

■

cheapest

Cheap Coal.

City.

or

Brewster, Street &

Our

order,

dtt

can now

K.

AUGUSTA

WTrans

Hatch,

AND

BcnJ.

atireperfect aati*faetion.

to

ClK,l7'NG
ANU

Ac
*
C

Eating House,

*f ISoihir Hall

offer
CHESTNUT COAL
WEatAlso
$7.00 per ton, delivered at any part ol the
for

—AND—
Financial Agcnt> «f the c. P. ft. K. Co.,
No. J Wassail Street, AT. A*.

tn

T. B. PETSBSOK’S A5D AFPLETON’S

a

of the Machigont
villa,
grouuds are ta-tcl'ully Iaiil out wi
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and pliatrees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry tre.
in bearing: plenty of currents and goosebe rie;
;
about n acre ot strawberrics-raised 1,600
quar
this year. The lot embraces nearlv lour
wi:
acres,
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The
bnildingsline house with 15 rooms, French root and
cipol
and a piazza rouud three sides; warmed with till
naee, good well and cistern tn cellar; gardenei
house and summer honse, and good stable we I
finished wilh cellar.
Terms easy. For ptrticulars euqulre on the prmises, or ot WH1TTKMOKE & STARHIRD,
Commerc'al street; or FEItNALD & SON, corn:
ot Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt

on

GOLD MEDAL

FIELD’S

<C

f •pica,
fle Mrl (14

Also

the

GRAND

I>IA!?IO\l> EDITION

same

by

THE Commercial street, and will

In person

TICKXOR

of llie

SONST"

CHIOKERING- &

AT

LOW.

roar, circs.

307 I’ongros Stieot and
Trunk ilepot.

Mingle

known

The

6.

Sausafjp
ic
tC’ **C

Near the old site, but a (few rods
below, where they
should bo pitted to see the Old Customers and as
many new as may wish to favor us with a call.
S. M. Knight,
Benj. E. Hasklttnb.
Portland, duly 6-d't

H*»ad Franklin Whan, Commercial Street.

$7.

_

H. MARK.

CHAS.
Decl#-dijyl

Corn pi

908 Fore street.

road,

the Bac;i

on

the

ns

Bankers and Dealers in Gor*t Securities,

-THE-

in and

C57~Wnlk

Extra Porafine

Pianos

RECEIVED,

SOLD

Gallons

S

2000 Gallons Extra Winter lard
Oil.
lOOO Gallons Bleached Winter
Sperm Oil.
lOOO Gallons
Bleached Winter
Whale Oil.
2000 Gallons Spindle Winter Oil.

LARGE LOT OF

Ac.

MAINE.

every st'le and description ot Boots. Shoes and Rubbers, which we shall so 1 at the very lowest cash
prices, hoping thereby to retain all termer patron*
and give our lriends and the public generally an opportunity to buy good goods at desirable prices.
A. LEWIS ELWELL.
J. F. BUTLER.
oclbdtl
Portland, Oct 15, 1667.

Christmas Goods

Ladle*’ 1

HASTINGS,

11

34 St. Lawrence Street.

Organs and Helodeons
No, 1~> Chestnut Street, Portland,

taken the store recently occupied by Messrs.
Elliot & McOallar,

Munjoy Drug Store/

Twenty-live

Of tbe latest im prove J Style and Tone, Manufactured by

ELWELL & BUTLER,

in a first class Kitchen
Also a good assortment

Christmas Presents.

AND

Business,

Cove

siiualed in Westbrook,

cheap

August

Office of fke C.P. R. R. Co., IVo 54 William St, IV. ¥ , audof

[

laud.
residence occupied by Rev. W. P

7.65

“

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co

ana ..„<r.

Ke-opencd

vii:

1,800

be had at t be

oct 22-ti&wU_

For sale-—One fllile from l’ort-

Oityf

Mnup

KNIGHT,

LADIES &

«,()7

as

directly, through responsible Banking Agencies.
Descriptive Pamphlets, Maps and information can

_

Mr.

Also the be9* qualities HARD and SOFT WOOD,

or

Ac

part of the

&

Would inlorm his friends and the public that
he has in connection with

2 OOO Funnels,
•
«...
1.000

And warranted

ADVANTAGE,

Fisk

at any

M.

Farnirrlr

following prices,

And so on down to five hundred
pounds.
Coals are ail brat class, prepared in the bestol

With the same rate of interest.
Bonds can be obtained through the subscribers

Land for.Sale.
of the late MaryS. Lunt’s
A PART
Estate, ner
via
Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels
■*7 Portland,
suit Puichaseis. Enquire in person or bv letter
.JAMES JOHNSON,
Strondwater, W estbrook Adm’r of said Estate will

THEMerrill,

Operating Expenses.
8191.088 tfl.
Net Earnings.

realize for the holders
FROM TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN PER CENT.

oci8dtf_Real

will annexed.

Delivered

Earnings.
847.93

Now

■

■

ot

name

Genteel Board

S.

Furnaces, Ranges & Cooking Stoves
at the

r

day.

OV» r EKst.

Union Street

oflermg our customer, and Hie public
generally, all (be beat qualities of

are now

commercial bu«lness oi the

Central Pacific First
Bonds

If being but a few steps lrom the centre of
businesIhe lot is very large, containing more than nine
tee
thousand square teet. This is a rare
opportunity f
purchase one of the best locations in Po» Hand. Ai
ply to
WILLIAM H. JERRIS,
Es ate Agent.

Fa KM.

the firm

Under

Flower Pots, Hanging- Baskets, <Sr.
The above goods were bought for cash, and will be
sold as low as the lowest. Call and see lor yourselves
SAWYER Ac WOODFORD,
dec23d2w_No. 119 Exchange Street.

A

WOOD9

Shoe and Rubber

Boot,

kept

FumlshlngStore.

SOFT

TIIK

2500

SAWYER & WOODFORD,
piar-

HT«. 119 Exchange Dirwl, and No.
Uet Street,

Wiljoio

AND

or

dc27dlm

SUITABLE FOB

INTO

ing House,

WOOD!

Oils, Oils, Oils

SO Exchange Street.

Dcc28-d&wt f

AND

Mnrltct Square.
Having added a large stock ot goods to that purchased oi Messrs. E. & M., w e are prepared to furnish

past ihirty years.

Carter

First Class Hotel

subscribers hive this day formed a copartneiship for ihc purpose of conducting the retail

No.

Description

Constantly

The throe story brick house on Fr.
_A
,—Streot, now occupied by the Right » e
Ul Bishop Bacon, is now oflered for sale. 11
llou8c contains tldrty rooms, and is a vei
1
IHiH
J
■ desirable laealion for a

hcautifiil

1

And

Every

copart-

a

Greene,

liEW

sufficiently moist.)

Tempers

the clay thoroughly. Pi esses it into (be
moulds and raises the Brick out oi the moulds
ready to i*e removed and bucked up, without drying
on the yard.
For Circulars apply to
S. G. BEECHER,
New Milford, Litchfield C->., Conn.
Sole Agents tor the New England States.
December 27. eud & w3w*

IT

formed

Delivered In any part of the city.
WM. H. EVAN5*.
CHAS H. GREENE.
noldif
Portland, Nov 1st, 1867.

Machine.

E. JV. PERRY.

will continue the business of

HARD

It Uses Clay Direct f\ om the Dank.
used if not

Notice.

the old Stand
981 Commercial SI, Ileml Smith’s Wharf.
We have on hand and offer ter sale at the lowest cash prices, the different varieties of Hard and
Soft Coals, all ot the first quality, and delivered in
the best possible order. Also

C APRON’S'

Improved

Sc

All 1I1© Modern Improvements.

Beefsteak, Ham
Tripe anil

.Street,___ucrZMif

COAL!

Resources first 710 miles.
977,8:14,000
The FIRST.MORTGAGE BONDS are in sums o
¥1900 each, with the semi-annual
go’tl coupons atat
tached, and are offered for sale, for the present, in
95 per cent, and accrued interest from July
Ft,
currency, at which rate they yield nearly NINE
PER CENT, upon the investment.
These Bonds, authorized by the Pacific Railroad
aefs’of Congress, are issued only as the work
progresses, and to the same extent only ns the Bonds granted
by the Government; and are the prior lien upon the
whole valuable property furnished by the above Resources. They possess special assurances and advantages on r other Corporate Securities, mid are destined to rank among the Best Investments m the
World, from their unusual atttractions of safety,
soundness and profit
Conrcrsious of Government Securities

Marble Mantle Pieces, Bathing Room, Hot and Co’t
\\ ater carried over the House. Gas in
every room.
In short it is all a person conid desire lor
a gente )
residence. Terms easy.
Kor particulars c? 11 on the subscriber at 2bO
C01.
gresa street, opposite Preble House.
DeciO-dtf

At

lia’f price.

fiEOHOE C. ROBINSON & CO,
December 24. dlw&wlt

Editions

March 12—dlinAeodto-lant’GK* wbw

P.

And

COAL

Velvet B nnetFjRibbans, Flowers & Feath^is

Office liili Pore St., Portland,

WM.

Evans

OAK.

( (iimili

eve»y

Particular Notice!
We

DONATIONS in Lands,Bonds’, Consessions, elc, (without Men).$12 800,000
CAPITAL STOCK, Net Earnings,
tAiiJ0liei,)». 11,000.000
LOANS, (subordinate Mon). 3,000,000
U S SUBSIDY BONDS, 790 mil,.,
(sub irdiate Iii>n). 45,517,000
FIKST MORTGAGE BONDS. 45,517 AHIO

M

_

High

Great Enterprise that the company will assume
very
light annual Interest obligations, and will have the
following ample Kcsou ecs at command for the Construction:

Valuable Real Estate lor Sale.

name

45 to 50 cent* each, cn.j quarter the former
price, to close ihem. Also,

from

HUNT,
.JEWETT,

ss

TVKKET,

o»riCE,

fr'lehnefir

w 1>- little
X V
CO
ddOeodtf
-Agrata.

CHICKEN.

It. DEK1CING,
Commercial Street, Holwon's Wharf, foot ol

No. 291

California.

49 l.»

Ujib,’

hand and tor sale by

on

UATBtT

•*5®4i«os tuki-t

UO.tMT REEF,

Sashes and If Hilda !

constantly

in the mountains.
The United States Government and the State and
Cities of California have so ai led and fostered the

SALE,

ST., ABOVE

Doors,

To

117 Federal Street.
^

ty Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

Six

EXTRA REDUCED

Dining Ptooms,

Heard*

75,000 Meaenned Pine Onto.

9491,75931.
This result, however, would have been tor greater
but tor the inability 01 wagon teams to lorward ihe
freight and passengers from the temporary tei minus

One of those genteel and destable Hons »
built this season, containing ten
rooms, besidi
a verv convenient wash room in tlia
bas n.eni:
the house is well arranged and finished with

JOSEPH RING,
W. H. TURNER.

d&wlm

subscribers have this (Jay
THE
of
nership under the

Twelve Dozen Felts,

Abo

('• irr*|>n udt'P 1.
to 5 P

December 24, 1867.

Copartnership

each, less

75 cent*
hall ihe cost.

new

Applications lor Insurance made to

John W. Ulungcr,

usual.

as

MILLINERY!
Fifteen Dozen Velvet Ifals,

S.ap

ty Orders from the country promptly attended

to at low prices.
Alarb e at wholesale

R. K.
J. M.

_

hours Irom 8 A.

MbelTe* aad
Blane Work.

At the New Work Store. No* 3 Elm Street.
Portland*

in all the

S'ones,

Tablet., Table Tap.,

j

prices of

0. B. CHISHOLM 4

Howland,
Bcnj. Balwock,
Fletcher Westrav,
B. J.

P.Pilloi.
Wm. K. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,
David Lane,

Monuments & Grave

REDUCTION
io

Urge and general assort-

a

ment of

III. McKEi’VXEy,
Corner of Congress and Center Sts.

A.
doB-eod&wtf

found

where may be

VERY CHE AP BY

FOR SALE VERY

Weston,
Phelps.
Royal
Caleb Barstow,

A.

Sts.

and Center

Clias. Dickens' Books!

>Vm. Sturgis,
Henry IC. Bogcrt,
Joshua .J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard.Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinncll,
C. A. Hand.

Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Pickersg
Lewis Our! is,

ress

FOR
0\ FREE

119 CONGRESS STREET,

NO.

FRAMES RE-GILDED!

OLD

"

bad moie than one hundred and fifty of the
most magnificent and costly cashmere shawls.
She had sent to Constantinople patterns Irom
which she had them made the re, as pleasing
to the eye as they were costly and precious.
Every week M. Lenoimant, the first manmiliner in Paris, came to Navarra, the country residence of the Empress, and brought his
most beautiful shawls lor her selection. The
Empress possessed several (having a white
ground covered with rises, violets, paroquets,
petconks and other objects of beauty hitherto
unknown in Frarcej. each of which cost from
fifteen to twenty thousand francos.
ine Empress w ent so tar in her
passion for
cashmeres as to have dresses mode of the
same material.
One da? she bad put on one
of these dresses which was so bcautirul that
some gentlemen invited to dinner could not
withhold their admiration.
One of them,
Count Pourteies, thought that this splendid
material would be well adapted lor a gentleman's vest. Josephine, in her large hearted
ness, had a pair of scissors brought; she then
cut her dress into several
pieces sufficiently
Urge for a vest, and divided them among the
gentlemen, so that only the bodice of the
drees remained, with a small piece around the
waist, llut this improvised speDcer over the

McKEXXEY,

Or

Acre of F.oml, In Westbrool
within three minutes walk of the Horse Car
Ihe house is modern anil convenient. Pieni
?nt Hott Water at the 'oor. Has a
good bar
and wood-house.
Only $1000 cash required down.
AI1>,?,«
W. H. JFRRl'O,
do-«J0d3w*
Real Estate Agent.

the

near

natural,legitimate,

8393,

Onr

®A,,|l

ITEilUBRK.

TO

ALBION

304)00 Clear Pine Nhincle*.
50*000 Menwnnrd Pine ttbippinn

road surpasses all previous expectation, anti is profitable beyond rarallel. even among the eldest roads in
existence. The Earnings and Expenses for the Quarter ending Oct 31, were as follows, IN GOLD:

Work! NEIVBRICK HO USE

branches, nnd have tiken the shop
head of Preble Street, and

In til its

LOW BY

Corner of Con

copart-

a

of

Manufacture of Marble

French A German Mirror Plates
A. M.

D ime

FOB THE

Congress sud Outer Sts.

HOLD TUT

1 will

$1800 fora (food 11-2 story Hons

Notic?.

HUNT, JEWETT J CO.,

Mfhi:iu;v,

•■l-VMr l.lfr.

Amir

SI

n.

a.

The

REAL KVTATE.

undersigned have this day formed

X uership under the

Just received, Black Walnut, Gilt and Rosewood
Moulding-. Wil! be sold very cheap by

Mtacellujr,

very large assort-

A. 1). REEVES,
No. 30 Free Street, (np stairs) Portland.

dtf

Copartnership

and Center St».

OF

a

CLOAKS!

CO»'AKTN£Kt*MII».

Of all kln.ln mark Cheap by
A. m
McKKNIklCV,
Comer of

Alsa

Make up to Order at the Shortest Notice.

P110 TOOK APH8

tlt'ilf

Cloaks!

FOR

(etagre-# Sir .el.

Wap aa aa? #a# la >k» Cl>| fc»
A. M. SrKk.kkkk,
Corner af Oajtta anil Caaire Strata.

>

a

GOODS

(

aa

>X ade

<1 y

a. a nit iu;i.i

kaSKf

■ad#

BTUEET.

of the Cutest styles ot Goods and Fashion.
ment of

Kronratir Ike flat#

TIN

PltEE

ao

Moriffasre Thirty Year,

CO

P,XK

50.000

per Cent. Coupon Bonds,
Principal and lutrreal payable ia Cold
Coin,
Represent the preferred claim upon one of the most
important line* of communication Ini he word, aa it
Is the sole link between the Pacific Coast and the
Great Interior Basin, over which the immense overland travel must pass, anti the
OTain Trank Line Acvom the Continent.
The *oa<l is now nearly completed from Sacramento the Richest Mining Regions in the Salt Lake Basin, and is being rapidly canied forward by the
larg st force of laborers ever employed by any Rai
road Company on this continent.

I will open on MONO \ Y, October 7th. in connection with my Tailoring • stabi islinieiit, n large Show Room expressly for Co tiles' Cloaks,
wheie they can find a large assortment 01

get alt klnl...« .urh work -'on* in the
m fur prkia iba> J«t* cnapt ic h*.

m
so

Bat yet

Jft*M

as

WORMELLW,

»»JMW

T*s
Bat

prised

PMESIIOGLESr

Pacific Railroad
First

NO.

HOTELS.
_

CENTRAL

a

Tla
Pk«M«r#fha la all ib#lr
Tyi»b«#« I Prtrra ran. ‘k rlK»r«-.l that ran he
■wit ia tlt>> city, and pern.( #.l Inner ton waiiaatcd.

I wag had—I gat

ttere

trt n«U will bo

A*. UIG Congress Street.

_

Is white

give their

an

OPENING

FALL AND WINTER CLOAKS!

E « E >' rT

one

Secure Profitable Investment.

-OF-

k

PHOTO t* II A 1* II !

dream of vaaUhsd

or

1

1*1 Kite HAN DIME

—

THE

GRAND

e it r

-■

_

CLOa1(£S!

LADIES’

—

Y

e w

H
any

aucrsd

a

OB

_

1>

eat

BEST

C H RI ST MAS

gods I

the household

prise.

There

*

imiSt'£LLANLOtH.
’■

(be Old flon»c.

■.rating

MISCELLANEOUS.

nMt'ELLAIteoim.

Poclry.

Great

ED W. If. BUR6IX* Co.

return it.
You can return It
And get your money!
And get your money!
American Tea Company’s, 2t Free
St.
can

dec2dlm_O H. ROBINSON.
Tilton df McJb'arland,
Desire to call the attention to the fact that

more

than

4 o
Of their Safes gave AMPLE
late tire. Parties desiring a

a ts.~

PROTECTION in the

th store
constantly receiving 0'"* hax.
for Bale on
01,1 nad Re- Corn.
curs.
loaded promptly In

ABE
Prime
track

or

3000 Buahele ayyr'1*' '<,r,l,r* Onie.
end Rye, tirakan
Fine Fee*l

Rhone,

Flour »»<l
torture at
A lao !„»,"■

Dairy

ami

their Milts in FUmtm'k

Table

Salt r

iVeal and Cracked Corn

Atrnfrlied promp ly in any quantity In bags or barFIRST RATE SAFE,
rels.
<fec2Sd tv t«od tt
MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERY * WATERHOUSE
Middle Street.Porll*0<'*
|
Or af IIO Mndbnry
Street,
Roasting in a Dry Heat. OSGOOI' A HANNA'S process Seasons wood of any kind nr dlRySecond-hand Safes taken in e*eh»*,*je,or
men'ion- without injur'/, in two to foth pays.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam i»»Pn,venient atOne inch Black Walnnt seasoned in forty-tight homri.
tached to Tilton
M. EarlandV s»fe!*» cau order ol
Pine much quicker. The process is now being genFinery, Waterhouse & Co.
Jan 15— sMstw in each moA»llTremainder of time
erally used and appreciated.
NO Danger from FLUE. Simple. Sure.
Speedy, safe and economical. State, County and

At

a

Don't Check Your Lumber
By

FOR

LE.

yeer» old,kiud ami good worker

horse, six
and a good tr»v<d,or* A.so one traverse runner
pung, nearly new. Apply lor a lew days to
S, WINSLOW & CO..
28 Spring Street.
dccl’dt

ONE

Shop

b

ighta tor

sale.

Agents Wanted.

:•
Apply to J. H. OSOOOD, JR., Room 6, No.
Court street, Boston, Mass.
^
*<«
rp-All Infringements on our patent rights

pros.cutd.

iio3»d2a»‘t

